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PREFACE
Once again the University Honors Program is pleased to present, in this
volume. the best examples of research and writing by Western students
during the past year.
I hope that these studies will both encourage their authors to continue
spending the time and energy required of scholarly production and
inspire others to follow their example. Since a school is known by the
production of its graduates. our student body and faculty can only
benefit from this Bulletin.
As in past years, this issue demonstrates the wide variations of interest
and expertise among our student population. You will find papers here
on subjects as far-ranging and broadly divergent as nutrition and
political platforms, hospital care and revolutionary artists, folk art and
teleeommuting, Sir Gawain and Jesse Stuart. In a word, there is
something for everyone.
My congratulations to the students represented here and to their
instructors, who took the time to demand and help perfect such
excellence. Papers submitted this year are welcome as candidates for
next year's edition.
James T. Baker, Director
University Honors Program

First and Second Language Acquisition: A Comparison
by A nne H. Padilla
Language acqu isition has been defi ned as the "interaction between
thechild's[or adult's] mental structure and the language environment. a
'crealiveconst ruction process'" (Dulay et al. 8). This interaction involves
give and take between the individual and his env ironment: acquisition,
then. is an active. dynam ic process. Us ing creative construction the
learner subconsciously and gradually organizes the language he hears
according to rules by which he then can create hi s own sentences in the
target language (Du lay et al. 8). For a very young child the target
language will be his first or native tongue: for an adult (and for some
children) it will be a second (or third or fourth ... ) language. one he has
learned after having already mastered the basics of his first language
(Dulay et al. 10). We will here be concerned with some of the parallels
between ch ild first language acquisition and adult second language
acqu isition, and then with some of the factors that appear to influe nce
only adult second language acquisition.
The obvious differences between first and second language acquisition would appear to preclude significa nt s imilarities: di fferences in the
ages of the lea rners and in their levels of cognitive ability. in the
environment in which learning takes place, in the kind of language
wh ich adults and native speakers would use in talking tochildren and to
adult non-native learners. and in the fact that second language learners
have al ready mastered one language. However. several research studies
have shown that first and second language learners go through
essentially the same stages in acquiring the target language. using
parallel strategies and involving much the same processes( McLaughlin
65: see also 206-207 and Corder 146). Both first and second language
learners make use of the creative construction process and learn
system atically (Anderson 91), and for both the language of the environment is critical to acquisition (Krashen 49).
Because a learne r acquires a language in a specific language
environment, language acquisition must be examined in terms of the
environment. Most children acquire their first language in a natural
setting. interacting with their mothers or other caretakers in a continual
attempt at fruitful communication (Krashen 102). For the fir st year or
so of a child's life the mother does almost one hundred per cent of the
talking or actual language production: the child. however. is not a
passive listener: a normal child learning his first language listens
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attentively. appears to understand . and responds to much of the
language directed at him a good six months ?efore he i ~ r eady ~ speak
(Gary 190). In understandi ngor comp r~h end l.ng. the child takes In wh~t
he has heard . constr ucts an interpretation of It. and respond s appropnately (Cla rk and Clark 298).
Once child ren do begin to speak. the order in which they lear n cer tai n
morphological structures is systematic and appears to be fairly consistent among ch ildren. but the order does not correspond to the freq uency
with which these forms appear in the pare nts' speech or to any positive
reinforcement parents may give their ch ild ren for using correct forms
(Dulay et al. 20 1: see also Clark and Cl ark 346). Nevertheless. the
language a parent uses in speaking to his or her child is crucial to the
ch ild 's acquisition of the language. His mother's speech not only provides
the child with nl>eessary in formation about his world but also with
necessary information about the structures and function s of the language; her speec h also reflects what and/or how much of what she says
the child understands (Clark and Clark 320). Specifically. mothers tal k
about the here and now: they comment on what their children do,
identify and describe objects and the ir properties. and discuss re lations
between objects (Clark and Clark 322).
In talki ng to thei r children. mothers adjustor modify their language
in di fferent ways. In terms of vocabulary, Cor exam ple. they ca refully
choose words that they deem to be useful tothechi ld, being careful to be
neither too speci fi c, e.g.. calling a dog an Irish wolfhound . nor too
ge neral. e.g.. ca ll ing the dog an animal (Clar k and Clark 323). The
mother'schoiceoCvocabulary seems to bedictated by her determination
that a particula r word m ight be easy fo r her ch ild to understand. useful
in the chi ld's own attem pts to communicate. and easier to pronounce
t han others (C lark and Clark 322). Another way mothers modi fy their
language is by omitting function words and word endings and by
choosing nouns rather than pronouns in their efCort to simplify their
message(Clark and Clark 324). They speak moreslowly than they would
to fellow adu lts, often pausing; they make the ir sentences short and
simple, using few coo rdinates and almost no subordinate or r elat ive
clauses. complements, or negative constructions; and t hey repeat often,
using cert.:"l. in frames which su pply slots for new vocabulary (Cla r k and
Clark 326-327). Studies have shown that th is language. however.
remains consiste ntly grammatical and well-formed (Freed 20; see also
Corder 147).
That the ch ild understand his mother and r espond appropriately is
the goal of her com munication and of the modifications she makes in her
language. In simplifyi ng her language the mother . like any native
speaker si mplify ing his language (K r ashen 1: see also Corder 146 and
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Freed 19). restricts her vocabulary and style, makes the grammar more
regular in terms of morphology and "correspondence between content
and expression." and avoids mar ked categor ies (Corder, note, 151).
Simplification. then. involves "shifting. selecting. or modiCyi ng a code or
regisle r to render it perceptuallyor structu rally'simple r' " (Corder 148).
Adults speaking to children sim pli fy thei r language in order to make
sure that their children understand them (C lar k and Clark 327). This
;'caretaker speech," as Ste phen Krashe n calls it(1 02), prov ides the child
with a great deal of intake. wh ich Krashen defines as meaningful input:
language which is attended to and understood, wh ich includes structures at and just beyond the child's cu rrent level of competence. and
perhaps most important. language which is natural. i.e., used for the
purpose of commun ication (102- 104; see also 125-126). This intake
provided by caretaker speech, with its focu s on the her e and now,
furnishes the chi ld with "extra-lingu istic support that facilitates his
com prehen sion" (Krashen 109) as wel l as with the "propositional content
of one- and two-word utterances" (Clar k and Clark 330). 1t also limits the
setting in wh ich ch ildren can begi n work ing out "how ideas map onto
language" (Clark and Clark 328). Krashen hypothesizes that caretaker
speech supplies "cruc ial input" by providing the child with the amount
and kind of language he can understa nd and process for acquisition
(125).

What is cruci al. then, in first language acquis it ion is the intake
available to the child in a natural envi ronme nt; it is an environment in
which the focus is on communication. I r we accept as given that firstand
second language acquirers go through essentially the same stages and
use parallel strategies, and that these strategies involve si milar precesses, including the creative construction process (McLaughlin 66; see
also 116· 117). then we can say that intake wil l also be crucial for second
language acquisition. And accordi ng to Krashen , it is in "intake-rich"
environments that second language acquisition occurs( 11 6). This acquisition for second language learners. as with child first language learners,
not only involves creative constr uction but is systematic; for adults
learning a second language there is a consisten t order in which they
learn morphological structures (Anderson 91) and syntax of the target
language. though the order for adult second language lear ners is
different from that of chi ld first language learners (Anderson 91; see
al so Krashen 56-59).
Second language UCf/ltisit-ion needs to be distinguished from second
language learning: such a distinction. according to Earl Stevick, is
"potentially the most fr uitful concept for language teachers that has
come outof the li nguistic sc iences" (28). Acquis ition refers to a process
wh ich requires "mean ingful interaction in the target language- natu ral
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communication-in wh ich speakers are not concerned with the form of
their utterances but with the messages they are conveying and under standing" (Krashen 1). The process of acquisition, a subconsc ious one
(Krashen 1). is the source for our "implicit" knowledge of language, that
information about language wh ich we have but which is unanalyzed
(Bialystok 65). Learni ng, on the other hand. invol ves conscious formal
knowledge of language. what "has been consciously abstracted from
experience, concentrated on and corrected. grasped. and stored against
future need" (Stevick 29). It is the source of our "explicit" knowledge of
language. an "analyzed set of features wh ich can be articulated,
examined, and manipulated" (Bialystok 65). Stephen Krashen claims
that the data he has exam ined suggest that it is primarily by means of
acquisition , the subconscious process. that adults internalize a second
language and gai n communicative proficiency in it (77).
The quality of the language envi ronment in which this acquisition
takes place is of "paramount importance" (Dulay et al. 13). Dulay. Burt.
and Krashen discuss four "macroenvironmental factors" which researchers have examined for their effects on second language acqu isition. The first is the naturalness of the situation. one in which the focus is
on communication, and, as a result. on content rather than on form
(14 -15). Such a si tuation may be an informal one or a formal one, such as
a language classroom (Krashen 116). The key t.Q acquisition appears t.Q
be not in the physical environment but in the natu ralness of t he
environment: one in which commun ication is the primary concern
(Dulay et al. 15).
A second macroenvironmental facto r that Du lay et al. treat is the
learner 's role in this communication process; a learner may be involved
in one-way, restricted two-way, and/or full two-way communication
(20). In one-way communication the learner reads or listens, attendingto
the tar get language without overtly responding; he may read signs,
directions, books, or magazines; or he may listen to speeches, sermons,
conversations. radio programs; or he may watch films or television
programs. What is important is that he be actively listening (2 1). In
restricted two-way communication the listenerovertly responds, but not
in the target language; he may respond non-verbally or in his native
language (21). In full two-way com munication, as one would expect, the
learner not only responds but produces his own attempts atcommunication in the target language (2 1). Recent research has indicated that for
second language acquisition there are great benefits to be der ived in
"allowi ng one-way and restricted iwo-way communication during the
ear ly parlS of the learning process" (21; see also Krashen 107-108 and
Gary 185). This would permit an initial "silent period" for second
language learner s. paralleling the child first learner's months of
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listening and responding to language directed to him before he can
actually produce words or sentences. The duration of the "silent period"
for second language learners might vary greatly.
According to J udith Gary. research has shown that adult second
language learners who are "not required to speak immediately-though
they are allowed to if they wish-make more sign ificant gains in
reading, writing, and speaking. as weU as in listening comprehension.
than stu dents requ ired to speak r ight away . . ." (185: see also Krashen
108). These second language learners were active listeners, "actively
attem pting to understand and respond effectively to oral commu nication carefully presented in a mean ingfu l context" (Gary 186). Delayed
speech may offer several advantages, according to Gary. Cognitively.
the learner benefits from having to focus only on comprehending rather
than on comprehending and producing simultaneously(190-191). Affectively, the learner is freed from the stress and embarrassment wh ich
frequently accompany having to produce language in the early stages of
learning; such stress often r educes the learner's ability to concentrate
(191). I n term s of efficiency. "the learner can be exposed to much more of
the target language in much less time" if he is not r equired to produce it,
and hence can "absor b language much fa ster and more efficient ly when
not requi r ed to speak" (1 91). For purposes of utility or usefu lness, the
receptive skills of reading and listening comprehension are more
necessary than the productive skills; a learner can speak using very
restricted structures, but he can not force other speakers (or writers) to
restr ict their language to his set of restricted structures (191).
The value of allowing language learners an initial "silent period" is
predicated on certain assumptions. The first is that language itselfi s not
speech but rather a set of pri nciples which establish co r relations
between meaning and acertain sou nd sequence (Gary 192). Second, first
or second language acquisition occurs by means of a process called
creative construction by which the learner organizes what he hears
according to r ules which he then uses to produce his own sentences (Gary
192). Th ird. because speaking is a result rather than acauseoflanguage
learning, the learner needs to develop receptive skil ls before productive
ones (Ga ry 192). And last. Gary assumes that effective listening
comprehension will be "meaningful. challenging, require overt learner
response, and provide immediate feedback .. ." (192).
Given these assumptions and the cogn itive. affective. efficiency, and
utility advantages identified by Judith Gary, there seems to be reason to
believe that allowing the lear ner an initial "si lent period" when he is
allowed but not forced to speak not only causes no delay in his attaini ng
proficiency in a second language but may, in fact. be of considerable
benefit to him , providing he has been actively listening (Kr ashen 108).
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The learning environment for the language learner, then, should beone
in which the learner can be involved, initially, in one-way and restricted
two-way communication , as is a chi ld lear ning his fir st language, before
he is forced to be a full participant in two-way communication.
A thi rd macroenvironmental factor that Dulay et al. identi fy is the
availability of concrete referents in the language environment toclarify
meaning; these referents would refer to "subjects and events that can be
seen, heard, or felt while t he language is being used" (26). Mothers who
provide concrete referents by adhering to the here and now principle
whe n talk ing to their children furni sh "crucial and necessary su pport"
for the ir ch ildren faced with the task of learning langu age (Dulay et al.
27). Du lay et al. believe that older learne rs. like the younger ones. "would
benefit from adherence to the here and now principle, especially in the
early stages of instruction" (28). It is not that the older learners cannot
cognitively cope with abstractions. but rather that concrete referents
help in la nguage learning by providing a context in which learners can
figu re out the meanings of the language they hear (Dulay et al. 28).
Although adult second language lear ners do not need the same number
and kind of concrete referents t hat young children lear ning a fi rst
language do. their language acquisition. especially in t he ear ly stages,
wou ld be improved by the provision of "env ironments r ich in concrete
referents" (Dulay et al. 29: see also Krashen 119-120).
A fourth macroenvironmental fa ctor that affects language learning
deals with the avai lab le model s fo r the target language (Dulay et al. 29).
For a young child the available model is his mother or other caretaker:
his sib lings and later his peers also provide models. For some adult
second language learners the only model is the classroom teacher and
perhaps some tapes; fo r others, such as ind ividuals studying the
language in the host country. there may be many models. Learners who
have a choice prefer peers over teachers as models (Dulay et al. 29);
you ng children will grow to prefer peers over parents and teachers
(Du lay et al. 31). Those second language learners with many opportu nities to hear the target language spoken by many di fferent people have a
great advantage over those learners whose experience with the target
language is limited to a classroom teacher and perhaps tapes.
The language that the learner hears and uses for learning, whatever
the sou rce, must provide what Stephen Krashen calls "optimal input"
(Scarcella and Higa 193). A ch ild learns his first language in an
infor mal environment in wh ich he avail s himself of this opti mal input:
intake wh ich is su fficient in quantity. given in a non-threatening
atmosphere, both attended to and understood by the lear ner. and at an
appropriate level, i.e"justa little beyond the learner's current lingu istic
competence (Krashen in Scarcella and Higa 193). The child's active
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involvement with this input is necessary for acquisition.
An ad ult learning a second language needs this optimal input as well
if he is to successfully acqui re the target language. For first language
acqu irers (young children), optim al input is provided by mother talk or
caretaker speech: for adul t second language learners optimal input is
provided by teacher talk or foreigner talk (Krashen 125; see also Corder
146). T here are signifi cant sim ilarities between these two registers; both
are "spoken slowly. are well-formed. and have lim ited vocabu laries and
short sentences" (Freed 19). Both mother talk and teacher talk are,
accord ing to S.P. Corder, "the simplified use of a fully complex code"
(1 47). In speak ing to adu lt second la nguage learners, teachers or other
nati ve speakers of the target language use what Krashen calls "si mple
codes." language adjusted by the speaker for rate, lexicon, wellfor medness, length, and proposit ional complexity (Krashen 129-130). It
is pa rt of every native speaker's competence that he can adjust his
language appropriately for those listeners who have not yet mastered
the language(Corder 146: see also Freed 19, Scarcella and Hi ga 175, and
Kras hen 121). This competence permits a native speaker to li mit his
lexicon. form his sentences more carefully, and use less complex
propositions in add ressing lear ners of his language without sacr ifici ng
mean ing or grammaticality. Simple codes, then, are very similar to
other talk; but there are di fferences, particularly with regard to
fun ction, according to Barbara Freed (23-25). While both registers are
concerned with communication, mothers seem to be primarily interested in directing the child's behavior; teacher talk or foreigner tal k
focu ses more on the exchange of information and the clar ifi cat ion of
ideas(25). Krashen hypothesizes that. even though the ultimate purpose
of mother talk and teacher talk may be different, the si mple codes used
by teachers and other native speakers in addressing lear ne rs of the
target language are a "tremendous hel p" in t he early stages of second
language acqu isition , perhaps as useful for second language learners as
careta ker speech is for first language acqu isition (1 31).
Although there are many ways in which first and second langu age
acquisition are parallel. there are factors which appear to affect on ly
second langu age acq uisition. We need to look briefly at the effects of
aptitude and attitude, of the soc io-affective filter. and of the use the
learner makes of his internal organizer and monitor in second language
acquisi tion.
Both aptitude and attitude have been fou nd to be related to adult
second language acquisition, but not to each other (Krashen 5). Aptitude,
accord ing to John Carroll, deals with the rate of learning and involves a
phonetic codi ng ability, Le., the abi lity to store new language sounds in
memory; grammatical sensitivity. which involves a "conscious meta-
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awareness of grammar, of the syntactical patterning of sentences; and
an 'inductive ability' by which a learner notices and identifies 'patterns,
correspondences, and relationships involving meaning or grammatical
form' " (Krashen 20). Krashen hypothesizes that both inductive ability
and grammatical sensitivity "relate directly to, or reflect, conscious
language learning . . ." (21). If th is is so, then aptitude would be a better
predictor of how much and how quickly an individual will learn rather
than acquire a language, and might be faitly closely correlated with his
success in a classroom where the emphasis is on learning correct
grammatical structure rather than on communicative competence.
Attitude. on the other hand, seems to be more directly related to the
second language learner's acquisition, his eventual proficiency in the
target language(Krashen 36). Krashen believes that acquisition may be
"central and obligatory for real proficiency in a second language" and
that learning serves as a "useful supplement" to acquisition under
certain conditions(38). If Krashen is right, and if attitude is more closely
related to acquisition than to learning, then perhaps attitude is an
extremely influential factor in second language acquisition (38; see also
110, Dulay et al. 70, and Cooper 133-135). What a positive attitude does is
encourage the learner to seek out and take advantage of opportunities to
use the language for real communication (Krashen 21). Several factors
seem to account for this positive attitude. One is the motivating force
behind the learner's desire to learn: integrative motivation is related to
the learner's desire to be like some valued members of the target
language community; instrumental motivation is related to the learner's
desire to achieve proficiency in the target language for a specific
practical or util itarian purpose (Krashen 22). Another important factor
is the personality of the learner: self-confidence, empathy, and an
analytic orientation seem to be the personality factors that contribute
most to language acquisition (Krashen 23-24).
The attitudinal factors that most directly relate to language acquisition, then. appear to be those which contribute to a low socio-affective
filter, a mechanism described by Heidi Dulay and Marina Burt which is
made up of the "learner's motives, needs, attitudes, and emotional states"
(Dulayet at. 46). This filter screens out certain elements of the language
environment; incoming language material. or input, must first get past
this filter if it is to be processed by the learner for acquisition (Dulay et
al. 45-46). The filter is critical because it determines "(1) which target
language models the learner will select; (2) which parts of the language
will be attended to first; (3) when language acquisition efforts should
cease; and (4) how fast a learner will acquire a language" (Dulay et al.
46). A learner with a high filter will acquire less of the language directed
to him because the filter will allow less of the input in for further
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processing (Krashen 110). The learner with a low filter will allow more
data in to be processed and will acquire the language at a more rapid
rate and with more proficiency (Krashen 22).
The filter is the first of three "processors" used by learners in
acquiring a second language. The second is the organizer, a cognitive
"device" which works subconsciously to gradually organize the input for
acquisition (Dulay et al. 4). The organizer appears to me to reflect the
learner's use of the creative construction process, a process involved in
all language acquisition. For a second language learner, however, the
workings of the organizer can be seen in "( 1) the systematic progression
of changes in transitional constructions that learners use before a
structure is finally acquired; (2) the errors that systematically occur in
learner speech; and (3) the common order in which mature structures
are learned" (Dulay et al. 54). Before the actual operation of this
organizer can be described, Dulay et al. suggest that there needs to be a
clearer understanding of the distinctions between li nguistic and learning complexity, with more emphasis on the role of learning rather than
linguistic complexity in second language acquisition (58).
The last processor is the monitor, Stephen Krashen's term for adevice
which consciously processes lingu istic data according to what the
learner knows about language structure and rules (Dulay et al. 58). The
value of this device, according to Krashen, is in its availability to the
learner as an editor, or monitor, rather than as a device for acquisition
(2). The source of the monitor is hypothesized to lie in what Piaget called
"Cormal operations." a stage in learning which involves the individual's
ability to use words to identify and manipulate relationsh ips between
ideas which are removed from concrete referents; the "formal thinker .. .
has a meta-awareness of his ideas and can use abstract rules to solve .. .
problems ... It is thus plausible that the ability to use a conscious
grammar ... comes as a result of formal operations" (Krashen 35). ICso,
then the individual who can handle formal operations is able to make
conscious observations and generalizations about language. This ability,
however, will not necessarily help the individual to acquire a target
language; research indicates that th is conscious lingu istic knowledge is
independent of the subconscious system a learner builds up as he
acquires a language (Dulay et a1. 59-60), and it is by means of the
subconscious system that language is acquired (Krashen 77).
The fact that the monitor exists as a processor does not ensure that the
learner will avail himself of it or use it appropriately. The degree to
which the learner uses his monitor depends on several variables: the age
or level of cognitive development oC the learner, the kind of verbal task
being required, and the personality of the learner (Dulay et al. 73). For
the learner to be able to use his monitor effectively, he should be able to
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employ formal operations in his think ing; most ch ildren reach t h is stage
at about pu berty (Seliger 5; see also Krashen 34-35). The task itself, to
involve use of the monitor, should focus on form , structural correctness,
rathe r than on the content of the message(Du lay eta!. 72). And in order
to put his monitor to work, the learner not only must have a conscious
knowledge of a rule and be in a situation which enables or fo rces him to
focus on the form or correctness of the language, but he must also have
time. the opportu nity, to edit or correct his language (Krashen 3). Given
the existe nce of these cond itions, the third var iable, the user's personality, accounts for variation in the extent to which the learner will use his
mon itor.
Krashen identi fi es three types of monitor users: overusers. underusers, and optimal users (4). The monitor over user be lieves that before
he can speak he must know the rul e (for whatever structure it is that he
wants to use); he "refers to his conscious grammar all the time when
usi ng his second language" (15). As a resu lt, his speech is hesitant and he
is often un able to speak fo r pu r poses of comm unication in the target
language (1 5- 16). But this same overuser often writes well when
provided with ampl e time to edit or monitor his writing (15). The
overuser is fr equently a self-consc ious. introverted ind ividual (17). The
monitor underuser. on the other hand. rarely uses conscious li ngu istic
knowledge when performing in t he second language (16). H is performance indicates little knowledge of and/or application of r ules, but he
often comm ands "impressive amounts of the target language" even
though he knows littl e grammar or pays scant attention to any rules he
may know (17). The underuser is frequently an outgoing , friendly,
relatively unin hibited individ ual (17) who does not seem to be at all
bothered by the mistakes, and they may be many, t hat he makes as long
as he is understood by hi s listener. The optimal monitor user utilizes
what he has learned about the language as a supplement to what he has
acquired; he monitors in appropriate situations. making sure his
monitori ng does not impede his communication (5).
If, then, we define language acqu isition as a process involving
interaction between an ind ividual and his language environ ment. a
process in which the individual uses creative construction to order what
he hears for com prehe nsion and production. then we can assert that
there are significant parallels between a chi ld learning his first
language and an ad ult lear ning a second language. The parallels can be
seen when we look at the naturalness of the env ironment or situation in
wh ich the language is acquired and in the nature of the intake provided
for the learner. For the adult second language learner. however, who has
cognitive ski lls far beyond those of the young child and who has already
mastered one language system, there are fac tors which appear to be

unique to second language acquis ition. These are aptitude and attitude
and the useofthethree"processors" which the learner uses in acquiring
a se~ond l a~guage: the socio-affective filter, the organizer. and the
m~ n l tor. ThiS last processor requi res rel at ively soph isticated cognitive
skills an ~. according to Stephen Krashen, can be used only consciously
for le?-rtnny as opposed to acquiring a second language (2).
Children acquire t heir nat ive language and adults acquire a second
~anguagesu bcon sciou sl y. by "obtaining comprehensible input, by listen109 to ... and understanding the message in language that contains
structures 'a bit beyond ' [their] current competence" (Krashen, Scarcella. and Long, Some Explanat ions. 173). But fo r the adult second
language learner, his "opportu nity and incentive to learn" may be the
most .powerfu l fo rces in determining whether and to wh at extent he will
acquire a second language (Corder 132). When there is little incentive or
opportunity, psychol ogical factors such as aptitude, attitude, cognitive
style. and ~rsonali~y are likely to be important: but when opportunity
and I ~ce~tl ve are h ~gh, these same psychological variables might help
explam d ifferences In the speed at wh ich different individuals learn but
not whether or not the individual will learn a second language (Cooper
133).
In studies of second language learners, researc hers have observed
that "very often sllccessful language acq uisition or language learni ng is
the out~om:, rather than the cause, of finding a job or of mak ing friend,
or of being In some way compelled to interact in a setting where one has
no choice bu t to use the target language" (Tucker 31). Stephen Krashen
agrees. He pred icted that the "good language lear ner" will be first an
acquirer who is able to get sufficient intake in the target language and
who has a low socia-affective filter wh ich allows him to use the intake for
language. acqu isition (37). Intake is related to if not determined by
opportunity. and the socio-affective fi lter is closely related to such
f~ctors ~s ,:"ot ivation and incentive. Krashen claims that data support
hiS predictIOn abou t the good language lear ner; good language learners
t~ emselv.es explained their success with the second language in terms of
"Immers ion and motivation" (37). If t his is so. then adult second
language acqu irers will learn best when they have both the motivation
an d ~he op~rtunity to learn in as natural an envi ronment as possible,
one 10 which the focu s is on commun icat ing-comprehension and
production-i n the ta rget language.
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Salted and Unsalted Snacks: Taste P r eference of
Second Grade Students in a Rura l Area Sc hool
by A 'llyela, Scott
Sodium chlor ide isan essential partofthe human diet; however, in our
society. sa lt is consumed in excess of sodium needs. The ave rage per son
in the Un ited States consu mes approximately 10-12 gm. of salt (3.90o.
4,700 mg. sodium) per day, which is more than 20 t imes the presumed
requirement for sodium (I).
Many processed foods contain salt. which makes it difficult to avoid.
Although this is true. it does not explain th e high levels of consumption.
The sensory pleasu re deri ved from the taste of salt is important (2).
Individuals add salt from the salt shaker to enhance the flavor of their
foods. Salt in processed food s is often added to increase the palatabili ty of
those foods. People like the taste of salty food better tha n the taste of the
same food without salt (2).
Human infa nts can detect salt solutions at birth, but there is no
evidence that the infants exhibit a prefe rence for salt in solution. The
issue of whether a preferen ce by newborn infants for salt in foods
remains to be resolved (2).
Li tt.le wor k ex ists on salt preference in chi ldre n more than a few days
old. Studies indicate no prefere nce for salted infan t food over unsal ted
infa nt food (1. 2. 3). Sal t added to baby foods was added to satisfy the
palate of the mother rather than t he infant. Th us. it see ms that the
acquired taste for salton foods is passed from one generation to a nother.
The relat ion of high salt intake to hypertension resulted in the
discont inuance of added sal t in baby foods (1). The infants did not need
the added salt, Introduci ng the infants to th is new taste may be
detrimental to their future life.
Hypertension. heart failure, coronary disease. and st roke are very
rarely seen in children. However, evidence shows that infancy and
childhood may be appropr iate times to consider measures for the
prevention of hypertension later in li fe.
Blood pressure is much lower in infants than in chi ldren or adults,
There is a gradual incr ease in pressure throughout life, It is found th at
there are cultures where blood pressure does not incr ease beyond
childhood, This has convinced many investigators that the rise with age
shou ld not be considered nor mal or physiologic (4, 5),
As many as 60 million Amer icans have hyperten sion and are limiti ng
the ir salt intake (3). Today. almost every food category has some food
13
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products in the no-salt or low-salt segme nt. Americans are a more
"health-conscious" society and are now able to benefit from these new
products, though some unsalted forms are not as readi ly accepted as the
salted fo rms.
Snack food s are an integral component of most American's daily food
in take, costing almost 4 billion dollars in sh ipment value (6). Potato
ch ips are the vol ume leader in the snack food category (7). The Potato
Chi p/ Snack Food Association has reported that the market for snacks
without salt is small . Consumers complain that the reduced salt versions
of familiar products are bland in comparison totheoriginal (8). Concern
about sodium in the diet may cause consumers to buy the unsalted snack
in place of the salted form, though they may prefer the salted. This study
was done toexamine the levels of preference of second grade students for
salted or unsalted forms of potato chips. pretzels, and peanuts.
Salted and unsalted forms of potato chips, pretzels. and dry roasted
peanuts were purchased from a local supermarket. Fresh samples of
each product were used at each of the three testing sessions.
The potato chips were a popular brand found in aluminum protected
bags. The salted chips contained 141 mg. of sodium per one ounce
serving and the unsalted form had 6 mg. of sodium per one ou nce
serving.
Pretzels of anyone brand were not avai lable in both the salted and
unsalted form s. so com parab le products had to be used. Both pretzels
looked the same. except visible salt was on one product. The salted
pretzel had 1010 mg. of sodium per one ounce serving and the unsalted
pretzel had 5 mg. of sod ium per one ounce serving.
The dry-roasted peanuts were also a popular brand. The salted nuts
had 150 mg. of sodium per one ou nce servi ng and the unsalted nuts had
10 mg. per one ounce servi ng.
Before testing began , visual and verbal instructions were given to 24
second grade students in a rural school. The class consisted of 14 gi rls
and 10 boys. A 5-point facial hedonic score sheet and a plate with a large
triangle and square were placed on each chi ld's desk. The triangle and
square shapes were also on the score sheet sign ifyi ng which row should
be marked. A facial hedonic scale was drawn on the board and each face
was explained as to what each signified. A triangle and square were
drawn and explai ned as to their relationship to the scale. It was
explained that the food on the triangle was to be tasted and marked on
the scale that had the triangle beside it. The food that wason the square
was to be tasted and marked on the scale that had the square beside it.
Not all students were present each day. but at least twenty were
present for each test. All were healthy children who showed much
enthusiasm and followed instructions carefully.
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The children were presented with a sa mple of the salted and unsalted
form of each product. The products were placed on the coded plate. The
order in which the samples were presented varied in each replicat ion
and was determi ned through use of a table of random numbers (9).
Room-temperature water was used to rinse their mouths after each
sam ple. After instructions were given, each sample was tasted and rated
for preference on a 5-poi nt facial hedonic scale. Replications were done
on the same day of each week and t he time of day for three weeks. The
time was two hours after they had finished their lunch.
Thi s study demonstrated the preference for salted potato chips,
pretzels, and peanuts over the unsalted forms of these products. The
combined mean scores for all products showed a higher rating for the
salted products (Table 1). In addition. each salted product received a
higher rating than the unsalted products. The rating for potato chips
showed the smallest difference of .89. and the rating for pretzels showed
the largest difference of 1.01.
Responses, calculated as percentages. are presented in Table 2. The
combined percentages showed a defin ite preference for salted potato
chips. pretzels, and peanuts, compared to the un sa lted forms. No ratings
corresponding to the "dislike very much" descripter were given to any of
the salted products. The scores of the potato chips showed the least
difference in acceptability of the sal ted and unsal ted forms. The
unsalted potato chips were rated more acceptable than the unsalted
peanuts or pretzels. Unsalted pretzels were rated less acceptable than
the unsalted potato chips or peanuts.
The products may have been rated accordingly because the unsa lted
pretzels lacked the visible salt. which was not as evident on the potato
chips or peanuts. Salted pretzels also have much more salt than the
potato chips or peanuts; therefore, the unsalted pretzels had a bland
flavor.
It appears that between the ages of infancy and six or seven there was
a definite increase in liking salt. At the second grade level children
preferred the mock products which contained added salt. The children
also perhaps have not had access to unsalted versions of the mock foods
used in th is study. but it might be worthwhile for families to acquaint
their young chi ldren to the unsalted mock foods.
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REFF.R ENCES
(I)

(2)

T~ble

I.

Mean scores for salted and unsalted food pr oducts .

n • 424

(3)
(4 )

Group

SoIl ted

Unsalted

combined products

4. 72

3.15

(5)

pouta chips

4.79

3 .90

peanuts

4.80

3.80

pretzels

4. SS

3. 54

Table 2.

Percent of resp,ondenU t o salted

~nd

uns.he<! food products, "

(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)

n· 424

Ratings

Produ c t

•

3

2

5

combined products

sa l t ed
unsalted
potlto c hips
Sil t ed
unu1 ted

17.1

25.8

22.1

'. 2

' .3

26.1

17.7
21.1

83 .1

5. 8

I.'
2.8

14.5

84 .1

9.7

23.6

23 .6

40 . 3

I.'
8 .3

8.5

23,9

66.2

11.1

27 .8

20.8

31.9

peanuts
ul ted

unulted

pretzels
511 t ed

unsalted

•

Scores from S-point fdchl hedonic scale .

much , • 3 •

"~yerdge . ·

17 . 7
38 . 0

.9
5. 2

' .3

' .9

5 • "like very much , "

r"

preference,

,

42 . 0

• "dislike very
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Accepia"", of Muffi..
Acceptance by High School Students of Muffins
Containing Su pplemental Soy Polysacch arides
by Nancy Fuqua
Diverticular d isease of the colon is one of the degenerative diseases
which is linked to low consumption of fiber and is shown to have a higher
incidence in economical ly developed Western countries (1). A Western
diet is character ized by low fiber refi ned cereal grains and an inadequate intake offruits and vegetables, both of wh ich reduces fiber intake
(2). Conversely, low inc idence of diverticular disease are among vegetari a ns in developing countries who consume high amounts of fiber. It
has been recommended by The National Academy of Science and The
U,S. Department of Health and Human Services that Americans increase their fiber intake due to its many advantages (3),
Studies have found a large increase in primary and decrease in
secondary fecal steroids could .be attr ibuted to a diet sufficient in fiber,
Such changes can possi bly prevent a rter iosclerosis and cancer of the
colon (4). Advantages of supplementation of fiber have been commercially recogn ized. Many baked products have been improved by the
addition of fiber. Studies and findings of Shafer and Zabi k found
different fibe r sou rces alter properties of food products (5), This study
was undertaken to examine consumer acceptance which contained different levels of a nutritional supplement containing soy polysaccharides,
Vitamins and minerals in the nutritional supplement with fiber
compared to Recommended Dietary Allowances for adults and ch ildren
aged 4 years and older are shown on Table 1 (3).
Three samples of muffins with d iffer ent fiber supplement levels were
used in this project. There is a 5 g. soy polysacchar ides in 238 in!. of
nutritional supplement. The basic muffi n formula consisted of 454 g.
s ifted (lour. 238 m!. milk, 9 g . baking powder, 28g. sugar. 2g. salt. 100 g.
egg, and 112 g. of fat.
Sample one was the basic formula which served as t he control. The
second sample contained 238 ml. nutritional supplement in place of the
238 ml. of milk. The dry and liquid ingredients were mixed separately
and then combined according to the Muffin Method of mixing(6). A fork
was used tocombine ingredients, enough to moisten the dry ingredients.
The batter was then distributed into standard size 12 count muffin tins.
The muffins were baked at 193°C on the center rack in a conventional
oven fo r 20 minutes. The muffi ns were removed from the tins a nd placed
on racks. The muffins were wr apped in aluminum foil for later testing
18
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on the same day.
The taste panel consisted of 23 senior high school students who were
ver~al1y instructed in tasting and r ating the sample during a pre-test
seSSlOn. The sam ples were coded by random numbers through the use of
a table of random numbers (7). The muffins were presented in a
diff~rent order during three test periods on three different days. After
tas tln~ each sample. each participant rated. the sample on a 7-point
hedOniC scale for the five characteristics of color, texture. moistu re.
flavor, a nd overall acceptability. The phrases used in the 7-point hedonic
sca le were excellent, good. above average, average, below average, poor ,
and unacceptable.
Muffins conta ining different amounts of nutritional suppleme nt were
compared on five characteristics of color. texture. moisture, flavor. and
overall acceptability. All characteristics were rated at least to be
"average" (Table 2). The muffins containing 238 ml. of nutritional
supplement with fiber scored higher in color. texture, moisture, and
overall acceptability. The muffins containing 119 m!. of nutr ition al
supplement with fibe r were r ated highestofthe three products in flavor
but lowest for color and texture. However, t he control muffins were
j udged lower in flavor and overall acceptability when compar ed to the
other two products. T he range of mean score of muffins were very close
(Tab.le 2). The three products varied on ly one tenth of a point. It seems
the fiber supplement muffins could be utilized as well as those muffins
containing no fiber. This may be used in schools for students who might
need supplemental fiber.
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Table ,.
V1U"ins and Mine~~ls In Nutrit i onal Supplement With Fiber
With RKonrnerlded o.t1y Allowances (RnA's) far Adults and Children 4 years

~nd

older.

Preference Levels of High Sc hool Freshmen
for Four Cheese Food Products
by Glee Onna Mans

Per8 n ol

ViUmlns
Vitamin A (tU)
Vi tamin 0 n U)
Vita!:!in( ( IU)
ViUmin I( (mc~)
ViUmin C (mog
fol Ic ~cld (..::g)
Thiamin (mog)
Rioofhvin (m<;)
Vitamin ~ (mg)
Vitamin ~~(mt9)
Niac i n (
Choline (g)
810 t ln (meg)
Pantathenlc acid (mg)

Cantents

I US ROA

850

17
17

"

.

30

50
25
25
25
25
25
25

25

' .5

12

100
0 . l8
0.43
O. SO
1.5

.

5.0
0.13

25

75

2.5

25

Minerals
Potuslum
Chlorid e

'"0.17

Pho s phoru~
g)
.... gne s lum ("'9 )
Iod i ne
I'I.lng.nese 1Itj )
Capper (1119 )
ZillC ("'9)
Iron (1IIg )

17
17
17

"

(mcf'

• US ROA not established
+ h thnated Sa fe and Adequate

1100-3300>
1875_5625>
1700-5100+

200
370

(i(:f

SodI!llT1 (mg)

26

0 .83
0.34

17

'.8
3 .1
~ily D iet~ry

25
17

Intake for Adults.

Tab l e 2.
Mean scores for ,"",lf l ns conU l nlng different levels of fiber supplement as r ated by
hlg!1 school ~tuden ts. · n"69
Produ c t Chara c t eristi c

Con trol

119 .. I

2)8 ml

Co l or
Te xtu re

5 . 10
4 . 55

5. 06

5.18
4.56
4 .56

4 .46
4 .44

fla~o r

4.24
4. 49

..,;.

Ove ral l
Ac cepUbl1 I t.l"

4 . )0

~.39

~ 1stu re

4.59
4 .44

• Scares from 7_polnt hedoni c scale. far preference , 1 • "unaccepta ble , " 2 " "poo r, "
3. " below average," 4 • ", ve r age , " 5· - aoo ve a ~erage , " 6 • "good." Ind 7 •
"e .cell ent. "

There is a high demand fo r cheese in t.his cou ntry and since the natural
cheese process is expensive (1), t.here is a need for an economical.
acceptable processed cheese. American preference is for cheese with
mild flavors and smooth consistencies which is an unnatural combination in cheesemaking (2). The dai ry industry has accord ingly developed
a wide variety of processed cheese foods.
Pasteurized process cheese food is the food prepared by combining
and mixing, with the aid of heat. of one or more optional cheese ingre:dients into a homogeneous plastic mass (2). Some Amer ican var ieties
include American pasteurized process cheese food. American flavored
pasteurized cheese product wh ich is low fat, American flavor ed imitation pasteurized process cheese food wh ich is made with corn oil. and
pasteurized process American cheese substi tute wh ich is made with
soybean and cottonseed oils. The pur pose of th is study was to compare
the color. flavor. texture. and overall acceptability of these four types of
processed American cheese foods.
An adequate supply of a process cheese food. a low fat cheese prod uct ,
an imi tation cheese food made from cor n oil. and a cheese substitute
made from soybean and cottonseed oils for the entire exper imentation
period was obtained from a local supermarket. Two hours before the
evaluation sessions the prod ucts we re removed from refrigeration and
divided into 2.6 gram samples. The samples were placed on pre-labeled
plates with code numbers obtai ned from a table of random num bers (3)
and covered with film wrap unti l the ti me of evaluation.
The four samples of cheese were rated by 24 female freshman high
school home economics students over three repl ications. In each replication, students were instructed with verbal and written instructions for
sensory evaluat ions and ratin g the samples. The students tasted the
samples one at a time, rinsi ng their mouths with room temperature
wate r after each sample. The order in wh ich the sampl es appeared on
the plate was varied wit h each repli cation as deter mi ned by use of a
table of random numbers (3). The cheese samples were rated on a seven
point hedonic scale for the foll owing characteristics: color, flavor.
texture, and overall acceptabil ity.
The low fat cheese prod uct received the best scores for all characteristics except flavor (Table 1). The mean scores for all characteristics
21
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ranged between above average and good.
..
The im itation cheese product made from corn 011 receIved the worst
scor es for all characteristics except flavor (Table 1). The mean scores
ranged from good to below aver age.
The processed cheese food received the best score for flavor and the
cheese substitute made from soybean and cottonseed oils received the
worst score for flavor (Table 1).
The mean scores showed. the processed ch~~ food a~d I.ow .fat cheese
product to be above average in all cha.ractenst lcs. T~e Imitat Ion cheese
food and cheese substitute scored conSIderab ly lower In every characteristic except color and were found to have scored between above a~erage
a nd below average (Table 1). These results suggest that whIle the
processed cheese food and the low fat cheese product wer~ preferred by
the students. the imi tation cheese and the cheese substitute products
were near average in overall acceptability.
These results ind icate a need to further exam ine var~ou s che~e food
products with di fferent g roups of con ~ ume rs. Theexpenmentahon m~y
uncover spec ific preferences for variety of cheese food products. ThIS
may. in turn, help in better menuing of these products for groups of
consumers.
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Consumer Acceptance of UHT Chocolate Lowfat Milk
by Pam Denney
A new for m of milk. the ultrapasteurized U HT extended shelf-life
milk is now availab le to the consumer in many market areas. Flavors
available in the UHT milk include skim, whole, and chocolate lowfat. To
obta in the extended shel f-l ife the milk is processed a t an Ultra High
Temperature (UHT). and packaged in a foi l lined Tetra pak to protect
the flavor and sterility without using preservatives (3). Before openi ng
the package, the milk may be kept un refrigerated. After opening. the
product must be refrige rated. . and has a shelf life up to twenty-one days
(3), This new process of pasteurizing milk has both its adva ntages a nd
disadvan tages to the dairies and consumers.
The advantages to dairymen are cost savings to dairies by allowi ng
longer production runs. fewer, but larger del iver ies to supermarkets.
and added savings from fewe r returns (3), Gai ning consumer acceptance will be difficult. Muc h of the American publi c will be hes itant to
buy milk in a ny other fo rm than what they a re accustomed to. especially
if it is stored on the non-refrigerated grocery shelf (4). For this reason
many stores display the UHT m ilk nex t to the refrige rated milk.
For consumers. the UHT milk stays fresh longer and al lows for fewer,
but larger mi lk purchases. Since it does not require refrigeration, itcan
be handled as many styles of food s and need not be limi ted to home
refrigera ted use.
The purpose of th is study was to compare the a cceptability of UHT
chocolate lowfat milk and chocolate lowfat milk.
Enough UHT chocolate lowfat milk and chocolate lowfat milk was
purchased from a loca l supermarket to provide samples for 125 college
studen ts. The milk s were from t he same processor and each type of mil k
was from the same processing batch.
Three samples of two ounces of 43°F (8 Q C) chocolate lowfat milk were
tasted by 65 men a nd 60 women college studen ts. Two of the samples
were the same chocolate lowfat m ilk, and the thi rd sample was the UHT
chocolate low fat milk. Stud ents wer e trained by verbal and written
instructions.
Students tasted the samples one at a time. rat ing each sample for
color. consistency, flavor. and overall acceptance. The milks were scored
using a seven-point hedonic sca le. The order in wh ich the samples were
presented a nd tested was varied as determined through the usc ofa table
of random numbers (2).
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Testing was undertaken on two separate days from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Sampling took place in a college dormitory for females on one day. and
in a dormitory for males on another day. The samples were tested by
students who had not eaten for at least one half hour. and who had.
indicated that they liked milk.
When all the data were combined for all students, the biggest
di((erence between chocolate lowiat milk and UHT chocolate lowfat
m il k rati ngs was seen in color where chocolate lowfat was 4.7. and UHT
was 3.9 (Table 1). Smaller differences were seen in consistency where
chocolate lowfat was 4.5, and UHT was 4.0, and in overall acceptance
also where chocolate lowCat was 4.5, and UHT was 4.0. The lowest
difference was noticed in the chara cter istic of flavor where chocolate
low!at was 4.4 , and UHT was 4.0.
However , when these data were examined separately by the responses
of men and women college students, the overall rating for color showed
the biggest difference. While men scored flavor fo r chocolate low!at as
4.6, and UHT as 3.9, women scored them as 4.2 and 4.0, respectively.
Smaller differences were seen in consistency and overall acceptance.
Men scored the consistency fo r chocolate low!at as 4.6, and UHT as 4.0,
while women scored the chocolate lowfatconsistency as4.3, a nd UHT as
3.9. Men scored the overall acceptance for chocolate low!a t as 4.6, and
U HT as 4.2. while women scored the chocolate lowfat as 4.4, and the
U HT as 3.8. The smal lest difference was seen in color where men scored
the chocolate lowfat as 4.8, a nd the UHT as 3.9. Women scored the color
for chocolate lowfat as 4.7, and UHT as 4.0.
From the results of this study, it seems that where color and flavor are
important factors, the UHT chocolate lowfat milk wou ld not be
completely acceptable for men. For women, where color is a n important
factor, the UHT chocolate lowfat milk would not be completely
acceptable. This information could be of value to University Food
Services Directors in fitting the new UHT milk into menus to serve
specific segments of the university community.
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Tabl e 1. Me ~o sco res of c hocol~te . l owfat mil k and UH T chocola t e lowfa t
. il k as r ated by college studeots. ALL STUOffn s
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Jacques-Louis David: "Raphael of the Sansculottes"
by Carla Harris
In the evaluation of art s ince classic times, two main concepts of its
value have prevailed. Supporters of one viewpoi nt assert that art is
mainly a method of convey ing aesthetic pleasure to the viewer; the other
group argues t hat art shou ld bea useful educational tool for religiousor
secular ideas (Leith 3). In late eighteenth-century France, the latter
concept of art grew in popularity. culminati ng in the propagandistic art
of the Revolution. T he chief propagandist of this period was the artist
Jacques-Louis David. Although he had painted before the Revolution
and continued to work after this era, "his powers as an artist had not
fully developed before and declined after this period" (Rosenau 73). The
art of Jacques-Lou is David was quite clearly shaped and sometimes
sublimated by his changing political beliefs.
David, born in 1748, began his artistic training in the popular style of
the mid-eighteenth century, the rococo (Honour and Fleming477). After
the death of his father in a duel, he was cared for by his uncle, who sent
him as a pupil to Boucher, a prominent rococo master (Rosenau 17). The
rococo tradition had first developed in France, when in 1698, Louis
XIV- the powerful "Su n King"-had comm issioned "light-hearted and
'youthful' " paintings (Honou r and Fleming 460). Opposi ng the more
austere curr iculum of t he Academy (Honour and F leming 463), rococo
was based on adesire for freedom from restrictions. Louis XIV used t his
sty le to typify his r egime. Unfortunately, Louis XIV's successors were
unable to maintain a strong autocracy; Louis XV was intel ligent but not
dynamic and was too spineless to r ule well (Leith 7()"7 1). Louis XV did
not attempt to turn art into an instrument toglorify his reign (Leith 71).
In the 1750s France reacted against rococo, with Jean-Jacques Rousseau,
one of its strongest critics, demanding "a didactic art" to immortalize
"'men who have defended their country or ... enriched it by their genius' "
(Honour and Fleming 475). Rousseau's comments well summarized a
fairly widespread revulsion against contemporary taste (Leith 10). In
fact. this "delicate, sensual and often capricious" style did not gain the
name rococo-which means a "frivolous confection of shells and shelllike form s"-until the revolutionary per iod, when it was dismissed as an
attempt "to satisfy the whims of a dissipated upper class" (Honour and
Fleming 460).
.On the recommendation of Boucher, David was sent to study painting
With Joseph-Marie Vien, "at that time the most famous history painter
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and teacher" in France(Founders Society 358). In 1770 David competed
unsuccessfully for the Pr ix de Rome. a coveted award; he fa iled agai n in
the next th ree successive contests (Fou nde rs Society 358). Although he
won the Rome Prize in 1774, he remained bitte r over his losses. and his
attitude towards the Academy, which selected the winner. was affected
adversely by this bitterness (Founders Soc iety 358). Vien had been
named the Directorof the French School at Rome not long before David
came to study with him. and on October 21. 1775, he and David, his
favori te pupil, began their journey there (Dowd 8-9). The Italian
masterpieces he saw on the trip "began to undermine David's confidence
in the French School," and once in Rome itself, David was immeasurably
impressed by the ruins of the ancient city (Dowd 9). The cosmopolitan
art colony at Rome. led by two Germans. Johann Jakeb Winckelmann,
an archaeologist. and Raphael Mengs. a painter. had stimulated a new
interest in classical antiquity (Dowd 4-5). Winckelmann, in particular,
attributed to it" 'noble simpli city and calm grandeur' "(Honour and
Fl em ing 476). He gave purpose to the increasing reaction against rococo
(Honour and Fleming 476). Schooled in classical literature. the philosophes and the revolutionaries understood the moral implications of such
art (Leith 16), and through the artists' colony at Rome and the French
Academy there. these implications r eached and influenced French
artists (Dowd 5).
While in Rome. David "u nderwent at:n] ... art.ist.ic ... conversion"
(Honour and Fleming 476). He was already grow ing tired of the
sentimental rococo style in wh ich he had begun and wh ich was "alien
to ... [his] personal incli nations" (Rosenau 49). The reaction against
rococo paved the way for a new form "called at the time the 'true style'
and. much later. Nco-classicism" (Honou r and F lem ing 475). Combining the va lues of the middle class with a realism recognizable to the
masses, David chose rationalism as the salient feature of his works. His
paintings were appealing to all members of the soc ial structure because
of the three main elements employed in each work-simplicity. strength,
and heroism (Dowd 2-6). By combining the virt.ue of the ancients with a
rationalism that carr ied universal appeal. David was considered the
found er of Neo-classicism (Dowd 2). David's reformed style was compatib le in philosophy with the basic dogma of the philosophes during this
period . who desired a use of the "emotional appeal of the fine arts" (Leith
14 ). As David became more embroiled in the developing pol itical crisis,
he wou ld utilize his skills for just such a purpose .
David returned to Paris in 1780, determined to revive the ancient
element in painting. His first attempt was his "Belisarius Begging fo r
Alms." com pleted in 1781. This work shows the aged general Belisarius
being recogn ized by one of his former sold iers as the old ma n entreating
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passersby for money (Clark 21). Although this work marked a turning·
point in David's career (Founders Society 365) and was we ll-received,
David was not satisfied with the traditional classicism he had portrayed:
he realized "his classicism must be revolutionary, and must appeal to the
people ... " (Clark 21). Drawn from his stay in Italy, "the same cold
republican fanaticism as Robespierre brought into politics" became an
integral part of David's subsequent works (Gau nt 114).
Louis XVI comm issioned David to execute a history painting in 1784;
David returned to Rome for inspiration (Founders Society 359). The
Crown desired a ser ies of works which would have"the didactic purpose
of improving public morality through the visual arts" (Honour and
Fleming 478). The subject of David's particular painting. inspired by a
Corneille play (Dowd, Pageant 1), was probably suggested by Louis
XVI's minister for the arts, but David himself chose the particular
incident he immortali zed (Honour and Fleming 478). On a huge canvas
he depicted the Horatii brothers. th ree warriors who had been chosen to
defend Rome against three war riors of Alba to settle the war between
the two cities. Hands raised in salute. these Horatii swear on swords held
by their father that they will sacrifice their lives, if necessary, to save
their country. David's portrayal of "The Oath of the Horatii" was ideal
for conveying a lesson in civic virtue to the French people; ironically, in
propagating such heroism in art, the government had "unwittingly
helped to forge a potential revolutionary weapon for the bourgeoisie"
(Leith 81). The members of the middle class were especially able 00
relate to this Graeco-Roman-style painting because of their educations
in the classics (Dowd, Pa(jea,n t. 1-2), but the "Oath of the Horatii" also
intrigued the peasants by presenting its message of patriotism with
di rectness a nd visual economy (Honour and F lem ing 478). "The whole
picture ... [was1, indeed , a per fectly conscious piece of propaganda.
which was planned likea political campaign"(C lark 23). Both the critics
and the public in Paris enthusiastically received the "Oath." calling
David the " 'Corneille of painting.' .. Resentful of the young artist's
success, however, the Academy placed the painting in an out-of-the-way
place in its exh ibition. In a further rebuff, the Academy denied David
appointment as Director of the French Academy at Rome in 1787, even
though he was popularly regarded the head of the French School and the
leader of the Neo-elassic tradition. David had furthe red his reputation
at the Salon in 1787 with his "Death of Socrates" (Dowd. Pa geant 17·18).
Rapidly becoming known for his "advanced political views" (Dowd.
Pageant 34). David chose as his subject for the 1789 Academic exhib ition
"The Lictors Bringing Back to Bru tus the Bodies of H is Sons." This
pai nting, which illustrated the Roman consul Brutus receiving the
bodiesofhis two sons, executed at his command for treason (Honour and
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Fleming 478). "formed a rallying point for Republican sentimen t ... "
(Rosenau xiv). Brutus had overth rown tyranny and had restored the
senate: the liberals had hopes for much the same result in France. The
reivial of rule by law in France echoed the laws of Rome restored by
Brutus; Brutus' sacrifice of his family to the state could be interpreted as
an example to the king that warned him to end corruption in government (Herbert 50-51). Before the painting cou ld gain mass appeal,
however , it had to be publicly displayed. The Revolution had erupted
before t he Salon opened in 1789, and Dav id's "Brutus" was barred from
the exhibition as a result of the court's attempts to keep the Salon from
becom ing "an avenue for revolutionary propaganda" (Dowd. Pageant
19). The public outrage which ensued when this censorship was exposed
for ced the court to reassess its position, and the picture was exhibited as
planned. Now considered an instigator of subversive thought. "... at the
outbreak of the Revolution, David was the most powerful as well as the
most famous artist in all France" (Dowd, Pageant 20).
The fever of revolut ion peaked in the years 1793-94, with increasing
num bers of artists supporting the idea of art as propaganda(Le ith 11 1).
The Committee of Publ ic Instruction stressed the importance of t he role
artists could play in persuading t he public to accept the Revolution.
Lou is Partiez. a member of th is Committee, claimed before the
Convention that "to succeed in its mission the government would have to
employ all the ... arts," as opposed to banning them from the Republic
(Leith 106). David, who considered his art "a weapon of a vigorous
republican government" (Gaunt 139), joined the revolutionary movement as a Jacobin, an extremist elected to the Convention in 1792 who
eventu ally voted for the death of the king for whom he had once painted
(Honour and Fleming 478). David's interest in the Revolution cannot be
attri buted to impetuous you th ; forty-one years old when the fracas
began, he became involved in the Revol ution because of his strong
convictions and his violent temperament (Rosenau 19).
One major conviction held by David that spurred him to rebellion was
his belief that the Academy needed extensive internal reforms. Although
the Revolution itself had not altered painting styles. its open protests
against the ancient regime of government provided an opening for
similar objections from the artists' quarter. The basic issue concerned
the training of young artists: the Academy was seen by the rebelling
artists as too str ict in its guidel ines and as having too great an influence
over which artists' works would be exh ibited in the Salon (Fou nders
Society 101-102). "A prolonged ideological battle" raged between the
Academicians and David a nd his democratically-inclined followers
(Leith 111). who had organized intO the Commu nes des Arts in 1790
(Leith 142). The Academy's oppos ition to David's ideas "enraged the
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artist and forced him to appeal to ... the Jacobin Club." The men of the
Club welcomed the chance to gain David as a member. especially since
he was already the leader of a formidable protestgroup(Dowd. Pageant
34). Largely as a r esu lt of David's Jacobin power. all Academies were
done away with in August of 1793 (Leith 142). These organizations
would never fully recover from this severe blow; later reconstituted
under the Directory, they were nothing more than "a small clique with
official support" (Rosen and Zerner 114).
David stood "supreme and unchallenged as a ... 'dictator of the arts'"
by the end of 1793. Suppressing the Academy and practically controlli ng all artistic organizations, he next focused on the creation of a
"Republic of Virtue" by masterminding an entire propaganda program.
Called upon by Robespier:-re and his contemporaries. he became the
"official propagandist of the Revolution" (Dowd. Pageant 95). The
Jacobins, whose concept of virtue was drawn from classical history. had
been greatly impressed by David's "Brutus" and wanted Revolutionary
heroism to be similarly portrayed by means of art works(Leith 106-107).
Utilizing the style he had developed for his earlier depictions of ancient
virtues, David painted the martyrs of the Revolution-Joseph Bara, shot
by Royalists; Lepeletier de Saint-Fargeau, another Royalist victim;
Jean-Paul Marat, murdered in his bath by Charlotte Corday. Of these
three. " 'The Dead Marat' is the most deeply moving ... perhaps the
greatest 'political' picture ever painted" (Honour and Fleming478). The
assassination of Marat, who was popularly seen as a friend to the
oppressed poor (Rosenau 55), immediately roused tremendous public
emotion (Clark 30). David's painting was perceived as an attempt to
continue the martyr's beliefs in the people's revolution (Rosenau 66).
"It ... [was] a revolutionary icon, a secular Pieta. intended to immortalize Marat ... as ruthless in its logic and unyielding in its austerity as
the political ideals ofthe Jacobins ... " (Honour and Fleming 479).
David soon became the most influential member of the Committee for
Public Instruction and as such organized a new concept in propagandathe Revolutionary pageant (Founders Society 359). Although he also
arranged public funerals for Jacobin heroes and celebrations for
victories of republicanism. designed pu blic works such as statues and
monuments, and drew caricatures, it was David's festivals that influenced the illiterate masses of Paris by means of visual spectacle (Dowd,
Pageant 97). The last festiva l David organized was his most brilliant.
The Festival of the Supreme Being in 1794, celebrated at the peak of the
activities of the Cult of Reason. was significant for two reasons: it
represented both the culmination of David's propagand a pageants and
also the zenith of Robespierre's political power (Dowd. Pageant 119). In
little morethan a month after the Festival. Robespierre had fallen from
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authority. Their powerful leader executed, the Jacobins lost influence,
and David was imprisoned by the new regime (Rosenau 19).
David was accused before the Convention on counts of persecution and
cruelty. These charges could not be substantiated, and David was
subsequently released. He admitted that Robespierre had deceived him
but refused to condemn the Revolution itself (Rosenau 19). A basic
element of David's character was his admiration of order; for this reason
he was not overly distressed by the murder of Robespierre, whom David
by then considered an undesirable element. And at the risk of being
labelled a "turncoat" later by his contemporaries. he embraced the rule
of Napoleon and Napoleon's iron-clad standards for a similar reason.
David did not see himself as undergoing any rad ical transformation in
supporting the Emperor-"After all, what could be more Roman than
an Emperor whose armies fought under the Eagles" (Rosenau xiv)?
Militarism as opposed to nationalism became the governing spirit in
France during Napoleon's reign, but David did not incorporate this
mood into his personal philosophy (Rosenau 60), despite his respect for
the Emperor (Rosenau 21). Relax ing the austerity of his Jacobin
paintings (Honour and Fleming 482) and adjusting his politics to better
suit the new Empire, David nonetheless continued to be the reigning
authority in th e arts (Gaunt 140). Napoleon. in reviving once more the
pure classical images that had become distorted during the Revolution
and in continuing the taste for the Neo-classical (Furst 46), reemphasized David's pre-eminence. In 1804 the artist was appointed
"premier peintre" to the Emperor (Rosenau 21). His first great work of
this period was his "The Sabine Women Enforcing Peace by Running
Between the Combatants," in which he chose to depict the Sabines
attempting to reconcile their fathers and brothers with the Romans
rather than showing the rape of the women, as many other artists had
(Rosenau 30-31). This fairly unusual viewpoint originated in David's
appreciation of a potential for peace during Napoleon's rule. Both the
peasants and the Republicans looked to the Emperor not as a threat to
their hard-won liberties but as a champion of them. David's painting
touched directly upon this new harmony (Rosenau 64-65).
Despite the admiration David had for his patron, his career as
Napoleon's court painter was not free from difficulty. The Emperor
twice rejected a full -length portrait of himself arrayed in the imperial
robes that was to be sent to Genoa, once in 1806 and again in 1811. This
particular painting was never completed (Founders Society 373).
Furthermore, of a series of works intended to glorify the Empire, only
two- the "Coronation of Napoleon" and "The Distribution of the
Eagles"- were completed (Rosenau 22). The "Coronation," a portrayal
whose style did express the inclinations of French painting of the period
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(Fou nde rs Society 117). cannot be considered true classicism; ita
composition is that of offic ial painting. guided by the ru ler (Clark 36).
Further dictating to his court artist. Napoleon the realist would not
allow David to represen t allegorical figures throwing laurels on the
eagles in "The Distribution." Napoleon also insisted that David pai nt
Josephineoutofthe"Oath of Napoleon" following his divorce. in order to
avoid angering the new Empress. Ma r ie-Louise(Rosenau 33). In spite of
these misunderstandings, David remained loyal to the Emperor, to the
extent of refusi ng to paint a portrait of the Duke of Wellington. a chief
cause of Napoleon's eventual downfall (Rosenau 22).
Following this downfall, the restoration of the Bourbon dynasty in
1814 signified jeopardy for an artist who had been called the "Raphael of
the Sansculottes"; David was exiled to Brussels and remained there
until his death in 1825. Political feeling still ran so high against him at
this time that he was denied burial in France (Rosenau 22). During his
lifetime he had been considered the head of French painting. but
following his death "he was dismissed lightly . .. as a shallow classicist
whose art was out of date" (Rosenau xi). Attitudes towards the arts
underwent a dramatic change in the last decade of the eighteenth
century and the first of the nineteenth centu ry: the arti st now had
license to be individually creative (Honour and Fleming 480). The
sudden political and social changes wrought by the French Revolution
and the Empire shattered the complacency of the ordinary man
(Talmon 10). To the artists, these changes meant the advent of yet
another art style-Romanticism. France was the only Western country
in which there was a full-scale Romantic movement after 1815 (Talmon
135). This movement was basically a revolt against Nco-cl assic attitudes; "the revolutionary era ... [had] created a new ... audience avid
for rapid action, melodrama and sharp contrasts" (Furst 46). Au stere
Nco-classicism no longer satisfied the demand. In place of Nco-classical
themes of rationalism and traditionalism, Romantics uti lized individualism and emotionalism (Furst 27).
Still, David exerted a powerful influence over his followers. Baron
Gros, his most fai thful pupil. remained the lone keeper of the classical
school in Paris (Rosenau 46). His loyalty eventually ended in tragedy:
hounded by the Romantics, Gros committed suicide in 1835 (Gaunt 141).
Isabey, a miniaturist who painted nu merous portraits of Napoleon, was
obviously inspired by David's portraits, although lsabey softened
David's style (Rosenau 49). Another pupil. Hubert Robert. was successful in form ing a t ransition from the Nco-classical to the Romantic
movement (Gaunt 122-123).
Perhaps David's greatest lasting contribution to the art world lies in
his influence on entire subsequent art movements. from Impressionism
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to Cubism (Rosenau 4142), through his use of color and line. Certain ly
few people recognize his name today; yet. at the peak of his career, David
uni ted the French in a spirit of patriotism with his bri lliantly calculated
propaganda. The intense political involvement of Jacques-Louis David
imbued his art with the heroism that made it invaluable to the
revolutionaries; ironically, this very same political fanaticism sometimes seems to have subli mated his artistic nature and may wel l be the
greatest contributing force to David's relative obscurity today.
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Corpor ate Reor ganization of Hospitals - ]s it a n E ffective
Ad aptive Response to E nvironme ntal Change'!
by James Larry Vaughn
Cor por ate reorga nization of hospitals has occurred with increasing
frequency in recent years. Faced with the mountingcomplex i~y of state
and fede ral laws and regu lations, rising social demands. Improved
technological abil ities. and increased competition, hospitals have had to
determine the most effective means of developing the requisite corporate
flexibility needed to manage the impact of resulting environmental
changes. Many hospi tals have chosen corporate reor ganization as an
adaptive response to the dynamic influences that have arisen.
To gain an understanding of why some hospitals have chosen corpc>rate reorganization as the means of provid ing an or an izational structu re
that will improve their position relative to the marketplace and the
regu latory environment, the nature of cor porate restructuring will be
reviewed. This will be done by examining the goals, objectives and scope
of reorgani zation in the hospital industry. Environmental considerations influencing hospitals will be discussed. Perceived advantages of
corporate reorganization will be studied by exam ining its financial.
administrative. and regulatory impact. Finally, the efficacy of corporate
restructuring as an adaptive response will be reviewed by analyzing the
r isks and constraints of reorganization from financial, legal, managerial and communication perspectives.
Many hospitals have chosen cor porate r eorganization as the tool to
facilitate and coordinate the adaptive changes requi red by environmental flu x. Expressed in simple ter ms, corporate reo rgani ~at i on
involves a shifting of functions and/ or assets between the hospital and
one or more for -profit or not-for-profit entities. As an example, the new
entity may be composed of several corporations. such as the not-forprofi t parent corporation. the not-for-profit hospital, and for-profit
corporations, such as laundries. reference laborator ies, collection agencies, and physician office build ing rentals. This form of struct~ral
change arises from a belief that the ex isting structur e is not fleX ible
enough to allow the effective management of curren t activities, the
protection of assets, r eimbu rsement maxim ization, or the development
of new programs and serv ices. The goals of corporate restructuring
include:
• To shelter assets from gover nmental "confiscation" (e.g., rate
setting).
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• To improve third-party reimbursement.
• To improve tax consequences.
• To improve Certi ficate of Need status.
• To increase efficiency of operations.
• To increase operating fle xibili ty.
• To protect assets from malpractice claims.
• To increase commun ity involvement.
• To facilitate generation of additional revenues.
• To sur vive in a competitive marketplace. 1
As can be noted from the goals listed. the adoption of this new
structu re is often viewed as an exercise in self-preservation. It is
believed that "all organizations must actively manage their .envir?nmental dependencies in order to accomplish their goals, have discretIOn
in goal setting, and avoid risking their ~rganization.'s ~emi.se:''2 Corporate reorganization is an attempt to defme the hospital s miSSIOn a nd
plans and "develop other corporate entities that wi~l support it.'.'3
.
An Ernst& Whinney survey of corporate reorganizatIOn. publlsh~ In
August, 1982, found that "restructuring is t~king place among ?o.sPltals
of all sizes in urban. suburban and rural settmgs ... [and] ... It IS most
prevalent among larger. ur ban hospitals."· .Using responses from ove.r
500 chief executive officers in not-for-profit, nongovernmental hospItals, the survey found that 155 hospitals had either reorganiz~ or were
in the process of doing so.!> Today, two yea rs later. health ~a re literature
cont inues to be replete with both examples of hospitals that ar e
reorgan izi ng a nd d iscussions of the merits of reorganization.
A reorganizat ion may be based on e xist ing programs that are
transfe r red to new ent ities or it may establish new services as a result of
the corporate changes. The corporate changes may be obtained by
adopting one of several for ms of corporate structure. The Ernst &
Wh in ney survey found that 63% of the new structures w~re based on ~
parent-subsidiary relationship.6 Other popular stru~tures mcl.ude mult~
institutional arrangements (i nvolving contractual linkages, either vertically or hor izontally integrated, for managerial. purchasing, ~nd other
shared service arrangements). related and unrelated foundatIOns. and
mergers. F inal ly, another r ecent paper noted t~at "at present, 35%of. all
nongove r nmental nonprofit hospitals in the Untted States areoperatmg
in some for m of mu lti-institutional arrangement." ?
Havi ng briefly deli neated the nature of corporate reo~ganization
from a procedur al perspective. it is important to note theenvlronm:ntal
influences encouraging consider ation of new structures for hospitals.
Realizi ng that hospitals are open system organizations which interact
continuously with their external e nvironmen t,' it is essential to know
how such organizations manage external dependenc ies. J ohn Kotter, of
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the Harvard Business School. contends that there are two ways by which
any organization manages external dependence:
• It can try to reduce demands made by exter nal elements by
reducing its dependence on those elements and/or by gaining
some countervail ing power over them.
• It can try to minimize the cost of complying with the demand s
made by those external elements.9
Kotter furthe r suggests that these strategies are implemented when
organizations choose their domain: establish favorab le relationsh ips
with external elements: control who operates and how they operate in
the chosen domain: and create mechanisms for adapting, conflict
resolution and copi ng with each external influence. 10 This appears to be
exactly what hospitals do when they consider corporate restructuring.
They are choosing to manage external dependence through an adaptive
organizational design, rather than by changing the external environment.1I
To grasp more completely the extent of environmental influence upon
hospitals, we'll consider a portion of the applicable influences: economic,
political, regulatory. competitive, and social. Beginn ing with the economic perspective. health care costs increased from less than $50 bi llion
in 1965 to over $350 billion in 1983. or 6.1% and 10.8% of gross national
product. respectiveiy.12 As a result. the early 1980s found many hospitals
believing in "... corpor ate reorgan ization as a mea ns of dealing with
the problems caused by inflation: higher wages, interest rates, malpractice premiums. and costs for utilities. medical and surgical supplies, and
maintenance. n13 Hospitalsqu icklysaw that high inflation and unemployment rates combined to cause declining utilization of acute care serv ices,
growing employer unwillingness to pay everr ising health carecosls. a nd
increasing free care requirements. More importantly, the &!agan
administration came to power in Washington with a whole new
economic pe rspective:
The free market thinkers who have come to power in Washington
ha ve a significantly different vision of how health car e delivery
economics should work. Their concept includes the patient as an
economic decision maker within the demand side of the system to
encourage a more cost-efficient su pply-s ide restructuring in an
environment regulated by countervailing sel f- interests. otherwise known as competition.!~
In other words. the Reagan administration believed people shou ld not
rely solely on traditional health care choices. Instead. theadministration
encour aged buyer sophistication, bel ieving each person shou ld examine
alternative service sources and use the least costly source. In an effort to
control burgeoning health care allocations in the Federal budget. the
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politics of.resour.ce allocation became more refined as the government
began t~ymg.to mnuence the domain participants through a real ig nment of Its reimbursement mechan isms .
This changing external environment intensified hospitals' awareness
of th~ need to manage external dependencies. I n a review of the changes,
hosp~ta ls found that t hey faced reduced fede ral and pri vate-sector
fundmg of health care services, increased demands for cost containment, and the development of alternate sources of health care. Per haps
the most. i nf1uent~al of these changes arose when Congress passed the
Tax EqUity and Fiscal Responsib ility Actof 1982(TEFRA)a nd Title VI
of the Social Security Amendments of 1983.
TEFRA contained a legislated response to over fifteen years of
expansion in Medicare and related health programs. Created in 1965 to
assist the elderly in obtaining health services, the Medicare program
resu lted in adoublingof admissions of patients 65 years of age and older
between 1965 a nd 1980. 1~ Federal expenditures for Med icar e services
increased comm.ensur ate ly. In response, TEFRA began a process to
control federa l dl~bursement:' by changing the fede ral payment system
from a retrospective cost baSIS to a prospective payment basis It did so
by r.educing the reven~e rei mbursemen~ to hospitals for i~-patient
servICes. through estabilshment of cost rCimbursement lim its and by
~andatmg de~elopment of a prospective payment system. This heavily
Im~acts hospitals because fo rty I.() fifty percent of thei r busi ness
typically comes from federally reimbursed programs.
TEFRA made the most far-reaching changes in the federal health
care programs since the enactment of Medicare in 1965. It was
surpassed in effect by the enactment of "Prospective Payment fo r
Medicare In-patient Hospital Services" as Title VI of the Social Security
Amend~ents of 1983. uThe intent of the Medicare prospective payment
system IS to change hospital incentives through the introduction of
fi~ancial risk.n!8 C~t based reimbursement resulted in hospitals being
reimbu rsed a portIOn of each dollar spent on Medicare services.
~nsequently, to be reimbursed more, you spent more and there was no
Incentive to contain costs.
Under the prospective payment system (which went into effect for
hospitals with accounting periods beginning on or after October I
1?83), a predetermined fixed price is established for each of
diagnostic clas.sifications of ,i"ness, called Diagnostic Related Groups
(DRG). If hospitals keep their costs below the fixed price for a specific
D~G case. ~hey m.ake money. If costs are in excess of the prospective
pr ices, hospitals Wi ll absorb the difference. Thu s, a financial risk arises.
A. ~ey ~Iement of the prospective payment system is pre-admission
certificatIOn of Medicare admissions. T his is done in each state by
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private oversight groups, caUed peer review organizations (PRO), who
are under contr act to the Health Care Financing Administration
(HCFA). Before a Medicare patient can be admitted , unless it is an
emergency, the physician must obtain approval from the PRO that the
service is necessary and appropriate. If this is not done, Medicare does
not pay. The PROs also perform a utilization review function by
examining pre·admission and post·adm ission data, and studying admis·
sion patterns and physician practice styles.
On a microeconomic basis, past medical services have been heavily
influenced by physicians, who have in essence dictated what services
would be offered and in what quantities, and to what people. Under the
prospective payment system, the government (through PROs) obviously
has a larger regu latory influence. With an emphasis on reducing
unnecessary Medicare admissions, the tremendous effect of PROs and
regu latory changes is exemplified by the fact that the 112 hospitals in
Kentucky have experienced a 20% drop in Medicare admissions in the
six months endi ng in mid-1984. 17 Nationally, "in the first four months of
this year ... admissions of patients over age 65 declined by 1.2%, from
the like 1983 stretch. and the lengths of their stays declined afuI17.5%."18
In addition to the federal regulatory environment, the states also
influence health care through the rate review process, the Certificate of
Need boards, and through licensure requirements. These programs
coalesce to form intensive regulatory effects on hospitals. A total review
of regulatory intensity wou ld include an analysis of the scope of
regulations, their restrictiveness, their duration, and the degree of
uncerta inty created by them.19 Suffice it to say, the regulatory influences upon hospitals are pervasive. intensive, and comprehensive.
In the a rea of competit ion, tremendous changes have arisen. The
previously noted emphasis on alternative health care sources has
encouraged the development and spread of:
• Emergicenters.
• Surgicenters.
• Ambulatory surgery.
• Home health agencies.
• Health maintenance organizations.
• Geriatric out-patient care.
• Skilled nursing facilities.
• Occupational health programs.
Tod ay. hospitals and physicians are frequently aggressive competitors
for the same patient. With encouragement from their employers and
insurance compan ies, patients have begun to shop for the specific
services they want to purchase, seek multiple opinions, use paraprofessionals, and rely on out-patient surgery, rather than in-patient.
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In the midst of economic fluctuations, political rhetoric, regulatory
restrictions, and increased competit ion, social concerns must also be
considered. There seems to be a dichotomy of public thought wherein
people want more services and less costs. As the gover nment reduces its
spending, fears are arising that health care must inevitably be rationed:
The economics of hospital operation today are forcing hospitals to
seek a balance between a societal view that health care for
everyone at any cost is a right, and t hat profit making must be at
the expense of those programs that may be most needed by those
who are unable to pay.20
Stated sl ightly differently, hospitals are concerned about whether they
will be able to fulfill thei r mission of providing health care to the
indigent and aged, as well as to those who pay.
In an effort to cope wi th such major changes, preserve the patient
base. and produce income from non-patient related activities, hospitals
have begun examining their organizational structure and r edefining
the range of services offered. They are reviewing their existing product
lines and programs to determ ine which should be retained, eliminated,
or enhanced. Hospitals are no longer perceiving themselves as merely
being providers of acute in·patient care. New programs and services,
some of which are not health care related , are being examined. The
"motivations for doing so include the desire to increase their revenue
base and assure financial sur vival, to add new services to meet
community needs, and to achieve better use of existing resources
through less costly methods of health care delivery."21
Recognizing the ex istence, validity a nd extent of environmental
infl uences, many hospitals perceive a reorganized structure as a means
of improving their position relative to environmental uncertainties.
They see it as a chance to maximize new opportunities and to minimize
possible threats. Using Thompson's perspective, corporate reorganization by hospitals is an attempt "to protect or seal off their technical
cores."22 This is accomplished by shifti ng assets and/ or programs in an
effort to adapt to envi ronmental influences. While the list of suggested
benefits derived from corporate restructuring is varied, they may be
grouped as either financial. regulatory, or administrative.
Perhaps the most touted advantages of corporate reorgan ization are
those of a financial natu re. Faced with increased government and
private-sector financial pressures, hospitals are diligently trying to
enhance their fina ncial cond ition. Reorganization's proponents believe
that these benefits include:
• Asset protection.
• Alternative revenue sources.
• Tax considerations.
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• Reimbursement incentives.
Beginning with the a rea of asset protection, 92%ofthe respondents in
the E rnst & Whinney su rvey believed reorganization would enhance
asset protection .23 One may consider this topic from either the perspec·
tiveof litigation or rate review. It is fundamental that hospitals function
in a high technology environment. The demands of acute in-patient care
require faci lities that can shelter, feed. and treat the total needs of
patients. The investment to obtain and maintain these assets is tremendous. For example, it is not uncommon for individual pieces of
equipment to cost several hundred thousand dol lars. In turn. it is also not
uncommon for hospitals to be involved in litigation resulting from the
use of these assets.
When there is litigation. potential exists for judgments against the
hospital which exceed the amount of the hospital's malpractice or
general liab ility insu rance. Corporate restructuring helps add ress this
issue by sh ifting assets from the hospital into other entities. thereby
safeguarding them from the effects of verd icts against the hospital.
Restructuring's advocates believe this is a sou nd means of reducing
finan cial risk.
A second perspective relating to asset protection deals with rate
review. This is a process whereby any changes in hospital charges to
patients for ser vices or supplies must be approved in advance by a
regulatory agency. The process typically involves an analysis of the
revenues. expenses. net income, capital additions, and free care (charity)
service for each hospital, If the rate review board finds that the hospital
has made too much income, they wi ll reduce the amount of revenue
increase the hospital may implement.
In response, hospitals in states with rate review attempt to transfer
fund s to affiliates as a means of avoiding the process, These transfers
may result from the shifting of revenue to related companies through
the direct transfer of programs to the new entities or they may occur
when the hospital pays the affiliates for services they provide. In either
instance. fund s (i ,e .. assets) are sheltered from the rate review process
and thereby protected through the addition of an extra structural layer.
Revenue diversifi cation is another reason often used to support the
merits of restructuri ng, Because third-party reimbursements do not
normally pay all costs and due to an em phasis on redu cing hospital's
reliance on govern mental reimbursement and other external depend en·
cies, both related and unrelated bus inesses may be developed as sources
of add itional income and services, For example, the new str ucture may
be designed to allow development of for- profit, taxable corporations
which serve a direct and recurri ng role in dai ly hospital operations, such
as laundries, collection agencies, and reference laboratories. The reo...
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gan ized co.mpany may enter into li nkage arrangements with physicians
and other Inv~stors whereby joint ventures are created fo r the development of med l.cal offi~e buildings, equipment pu rchases, and leasing
prog,rams, With profits from these ven tures being t ransferred to the
hospital , the possibilities are limitless.
Fro~ a slightly different view, restructu ri ng is also a means of
e,nh~ncl ngf~nd raisi~g activities. Often a separate, tax+exempt founda.
tlOn ~s estabhshed which can devote a portion of its time to fund raising.
Momes generated can be turned over to the hospita l in the form of a gift
which does not impact reimbursement.
'
'~~ile tax~tion is not a dominant motive fo r reorganization, it is a
defini te cons l~er~tion. Most nonprofi t hospitals are organized as tax.
ex ~mpto:ganl.zatlons under Sec, 501(c)(3)ofth e Internal Revenue Code,
Thl,s ,d~s lgnatlOn means that earnings from their primary business
acb,vl tles are not subject to fed eral taxation , However. as they adapt to
env.l ronme,ntal c?ange ~nd create additional sources of revenue, two
maIO conslder.atlOns 3T1se. Fi rst, hospitals must pay taxes on their
unrelated bUSiness income just as if they were a regular fo r-profit
company: Second, a ?ospital's tax-exemptstatus may bejeopard ized ifit
engages m substantIve unrelated business acti vities,
~orporate restructuring is designed to resolve both of these problems.
Wlt,h pro~r tax plan n,i ~g, restructu ri ng allows the shifting of unrelated
bUSiness Income to affJllate structu res, This prevents the hospital's taxexempt status from being affected by the amou nt of income derived
from such function s,
. Fi,n~llY, re~mbursement benefits from reorganization were another
Significan t fmancial expectatio n under cost·based reimbu rse ment
systems., Th~ Ernst & Whinney su rvey found that, prior to begi nning
reorganizatIOn , 74% of the respondents felt that a new corporate
st:ucture wo~ld be beneficial,24 The restructur ing would allow activities
Wi th f:'OO r. reimbursement consequences to be transferred to affiliate
organizatIOns. Administrative costs could then be partially allocated to
these new a,reas, thereby minimizi ng the offsets fo r nonreim bursable
expense which would otherwise occu r.
As stated ear lier, hospitals are in a heavily regulated environment
When federal and state regulations and the state regul atory boards ar~
array~d togeth~r, hospitals. perceive them as su bstantive barriers to
effectl.ve ~peratJ~ns. They view these regulations as "a tax on hospital
behaVior In that .It not on ly affects price but it also ca n affect hospital
output and quahty of care."2~ While this perception varies with the
deg'."e~ of regu latory intensity encountered, the d isadvantages are
suffiC ient ~ en~ou rage a desire to avoid regulations whenever feasi ble.
A reduction 1ft regu latory governance is achieved through restruc-
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tured operations. Affiliatescan make investments, capital expenditures
(to build office buildings or purchase equipment), set p r ices and offer
ser vices which would otherwise r equire regulatory approval if done by
the hospital. By avoidi ng t he regu latory maze, hospital management
can devote more time to current operations and reduce t he cost of
achieving desi red objectives.
Corporate reorganization is pe rceived to benefit t he admi nistr ative
activities of a hospital. These benefi ts involve: manager ial effectiveness,
organ izational n exibi lity, and marketing. Realizing t hat they cannot
cont rol t he entire domai n because of fisca l intermediaries, government,
and community inn uences, "t he interest in cor porate restructuring has
served as the agent fo r broade ning management's aware ness of the
tech niques avai lab le to protect a nd d evelop an institution's capabilities
. . . [for 1... after all, corporate restructuring is really a m eans to an
end and not the end itself."26
The management benefits produced by res tructuring include increased management control a nd effi ciency, more oppor tu n ities for
g rowth for adm in istrators, a nd new occasions for cent ralization of
specific activities.:!7 Advocates of restructuring believe t hat hospital
managers face fewe r decision restraints when they ar e able to fu nction
in an org an izational structure less s ubject to regulatory governance. In
co nsidering opportunities for growth, a more hig hly developed organizat ional structu re creates new jobs which a llow for increased compensation and wh ich may be more varied, challenging and complex. Finally,
the structural opportunities outside of t he hospital entity w ill a llow
managers to make decisions based on effici ency and cent ralization of
d u ties, rather t han basing them o n regulatory influences.
A view of the restructured or ganization as a whole points toward
increased flexibi lity and additional planning and development choices.
As noted above, affilia te organizations cou ld be assigned functions
w hich would be heavily controlled if performed by the hospital. Also, use
of related a ffiliates would allow information about the ir operations to
remai n con fid ential whereas t he d ata m ig ht be disclosed if the activities
were performed by the hospital . In the a rea of capital access, the broader
revenue base of the reorganized structure would provide sources of
fun ds in add ition to the t raditional bond markets. These factors result in
less regulatory influence a nd increased opportu nity for entrepreneurial
zeal.
In the area of marketing, hospitals have not been aggressive in the
past. T he restructured organization wou ld define its strategic business
units, perform portfolio analyses. a nd examine mar ket attractiveness.
This would b reak the traditional mold, take advantageoforganizational
n exibility and address community needs and wants. Marketing aware-
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ness wou ld be a foc al point of decisions r egarding new ventures. I t would
not on ly ass ist in identify ing productive means of investing resources,
but wou ld also help ind icate when to terminate services.
If one views only the perceived advantages of reorgan ization, an aura
or respectability seems to exist which e nhances the efficacy of the
res tructuring d ecision. One must note, however , that changes in an
or ganization s tructure either leave it stronger or weaker in terms of
adaptive ab ility. A review of the perceived advantages of corporate
reorganization by hospitals and an analysis of the r isks and constraints
posed by the changes ind icates t hat unrealistic expectations may ex ist
on the part of the restructuring advocates. To assess the r isks and
constrai nts of t he process, financial, legal, m anagerial and communica·
tion factors will be considered .
An objective review of the fin ancial advantages of reorgan ization
indicates that they are either mi n imal. or may be achieved without t he
e"Xpense and effort required by restructu ring. In fact. r estruct uring
may result in additional costs to the organ ization d ue to increased
paperwor k and increased needs for cler ical. accounting, a nd managerial s taff. Begi nning w ith the p reviously noted advantage of asset
protection, one must ask why the physical assets cannot be protected by
buying suffic ient malpractice and g eneral liability insurance? If asset
protection denotes p rotecting the hospital's revenue sou r ces during a
r ate review process. "such protection is becoming unnecessary because
of prospective 'fixed rate' re imbursement system s. ''2S S imply s tated, the
federa lly mand ated , nationally based. regionally adjusted , fixed price
payment system for Medicare services, has resu lted in t he r ate review
process becom ing unnecessary. and therefore no longer an influential
issue.
In 1982, the Ernst & Wh inney su rvey showed that third party
reimbursement was the primary reason for considering reorganization.29 Today, re imburseme nt justi fications for reorgan ization are
d im inis hed by t he implementation of Med icare's prospective payment
system fo r in-patient acute care services. In place since October 1, 1983,
the system's use of a fixed price for each DRG elim inates the benefits
availab le under cost-based reimbursement, wherein you t ried to minimize you r nonreimbursable costs.
The most pertinent tax issue raised by restructuring is the r isk of t he
lax-exempt s tatus of the non-profi t hospital. Since a hospital's tax·
exempt status is notguarantecd in perpetuity, it must be protected. The
greates t risk to this status a r ises when the Internal Revenue Ser vice
finds inurement existing. Inu rement occur s when a private individual
or entity uses an exempt organization's funds or assets for private
purposes. except as reasonable payment for good s and services
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received by the exempt organization.
Actually, corporate reorganization may enhance the likelihood of the
inurement issue arising. The reorganized structure will face this
problem if it does not maintain its legal identity and conduct business
with related parties in acommercially reasonable, arm's length manner.
It often arises when "the managers of the for-profit ventures ... look to
the 'cash cow' (the hospital) for startup capital. operating loans. and
goods and services" without allowing the transactions to be formally
documented and control1ed.~
Inurement is more easily proven in a restructured organization because decentralization of authority may diminish accounting and
administrative controls, and hospital managers have not been trained to
consider and respect taxation issues arising between for-profit and
tax-exempt entities. The results may be numerous. From a fund raising
view, the hospital may no longer be able to receive tax deductible
contributions. Notonly will a hospital's tax-exempt status under federal
laws be endangered, it may also have its state sales tax and real property
tax exemptions nullified.
The issue of unrelated business income is far less serious than
inurement. While restructuring's supporters are correct in saying that
too large an amount of unrelated business income will jeopardize the
tax-exempt status, any notion that reorganization will minimize taxation of such income is false. The location of taxation of the income is
simply shifted from the lax-exempt entity to the related affiliate.
Several areas of legal risk arise when reorganization occurs. Donor
imposed restrictions on 't he use and ownership of assets must be
considered. Fiduciary responsibilities regarding grants and donations
must be reviewed. Other issues include: limited liability, contractual
obligations, debt covenant restrictions and antitrust issues.
The concept of limited liability indicates corporate reorganization
may be beneficial because it transfers assets to different corporations,
thereby protecting them from judgments against a related entity. A
problem arises when corporations do not act as distinct organizations,
but are instead under the control of a related party. Most states havea
doctrine related to this issue. called "piercing the corporate veil,"
whereby the courts examine the corporate structure to find responsibility, and therefore liability, for corporate actions.3t
This "piercing the corporate veil" problem arises when directors and
management forget that they are dealing with separate corporations
and attempt to continue to operate as if they still have only one
corporation. As a result, the courts may hold the related parties liable
for one another's actions. While this risk cannot be totally eliminated,
those considering reorganization should develop levels of corporate
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autonomy sufficient to establish the distinctiveness of each of the related
organizations.
Every hospital has numerous contractual relationships for the purchase of goods and services, acquisition of property and equipment, and
reciprocal service arrangements with other health care providers. 32
Reorganization may cause such contracts to be void. and could require
their reissuance or even renegotiation. The hospital must consider the
implications of these contracts prior to restructuring.
Debt covenant restrictions may limit the organization's ability to
transfer functions or title to assets. Such encumbrances may also
restrict the reorganized structure's use of assets as pledges for financing. The Ernst & Whinney survey found that 64% of the hospitals had
debt covenants prior to their reorganization. 33 Obviously, debt covenantS
are significant constraints on reorganizational plans. To avoid legal
entanglements, a corporate reorganization will require either the
approval of the bond trustees or bond holders, or an advance refunding
of debt.
Federal antitrust laws prohibit the establishment of monopolies or
actions that substantially lessen competition. Despite the trend in health
care to obtain economies through coordination and cooperative efforts,
before entering into a reorganization one must determine whether the
relationships with related affiliates will result in exclusionary market
practices or price fixing. Since violation of antitrust laws can produce
civil or criminal proceedings. the avoidance of these "per se" violations is
essential.
Having discussed the more frequent financial and legal risks of
reorganization, the managerial and communication consequences must
be noted. They involve support from participants. managerial skills,
community acceptance, and communication of objectives. Given that a
plan of reorganization has been developed, it will only be successfully
implemented if it both receives the support of all parties and the
participants have the skills required to implement the plan.
The Ernst & Whinney survey found lack of board and management
(medical and non-medical) support cited by respondents 21%and 28% of
the time, respectively, as the greatest single obstacles faced in the
reorganization process.34 This reduction in support may arise from
disagreements between the board members of the differententitiesover
the scope of their authority and the extent of influence they should have
over the related businesses. Management's dissatisfaction mayoriginate
from increased work loads, reductions in authority, and a lack of
information regarding the extent of <;hanges being implemented. When
there is an erosion of board and management support, the organization
will be constrained from completing its reorganization or at least will
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not do so in a timely fashion and effectively.
A vital question that must be raised is to ask if management has the
training and ability to function in a multi-corporate environment?
Having been trained to operate a hospital, they have not had to exhibit
the managerial acumen required to operate separate businesses. While
they can be trained to function effectively by developing new financial,
managerial, operational, and marketing skills, the reorganized structure may find it more profitable, and expedient, to hire specialists to
manage the non-health care related entities it establishes.
Many tax-exempt hospitals have close community ties, including
community ownership, board representation , and financial support.
When news is disclosed that the "community's hospital" is to be parto! a
corporate reorganization. many people will assume a proprietary
stance. and fear that services offered by the hospital will be reduced.
Fund-raising may be hampered. Board members, especially the community appointees. will be pressured. If alternative health care is
available, a boycott of the hospital may be implemented. The result will
be significant hindrances to effective restructuring unless the community can be convinced that the reorganization's merits serve the community's interests.
A problem can develop in the restructuring process when adequate
information is not shared with the participants. The term participants is
used to include management, staff, medical staff, board members. and
the community. Effective communications will reduce management
and board resentment. It will appease employee discontent and will
allay the anxiety felt by the community.
After the reorganization occurs, the organization may still experience
communication problems. Size creates its own problems because the
same information must be disseminated to more people. To minimize
communication problems in corporate reorganizations, human resource
managementskills will have to be used to address the concerns that arise.
The decision to reorganize should only be made after reviewing the
benefits to be achieved. This analysis has shown several prominent
advantages of hospital corporate reorganization. The risks associated
with the restructuring have also been examined. When desiring to
create an organizational structure that is viable and flexible in
responding to environmental change, the commitment to reorganize
should be based on aspecificorganization's needs. and not on an industry
trend. Restructuring should create more favorable relations with
external, environmental elements and reduce the organizational dependence on them, or it should not be implemented.
Hosp ital reorganizations are neither panaceas, nor are they shams.
Serving in specific instances as effective adaptive responses to environ-
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mental change. they are not the solution to all problems faced by
hospitals. While allowing hospitals to develop flexibility and to position
themselves relative to regulatory requirements, community needs and
competition, use of corporate reorganization must be accompanied by
planning and sound business purpose. As noted above, reorganization
should be viewed as a tool used to obtain a desired result. It is not the
result itself.
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Sir Gawain: The Knight in Rusting Armor
by Alicia Neat
The character of Sir Gawai n is one of the most interesting and
inconsiste nt ones in the realm of Arthu r ian literature. The earliest
portrayals of Sir Gawain focus primar ily on his extraordinary abilities
as a superior knight. In the Welsh story "The Tale of Cul hwch and
Olwen" of the eleve nth century, Gwalchmai (Gawain) helps Culhwch
find his beloved Olwen and win her from the Chief Giant. He is identified
as Arthur's nephew, who "was the best on foot and the best on horseback"
in the kingdom. l Little of his person ality itself can be gleaned from this
description. Furthermore, William of Malmesbury in his book Deeds oj
the Kings of Britain wr ites of Gawain's being sent by Arthur to see the
Roman emperor, Luciu s. Gawain gets into an argument with the
emperor's nephew and impuls ively chops 0(( his head. Nevertheless,
Malmesbury notes that Gawain. was a fierce fighter in the ensu ingwar,1
which seems to compensate":""at least, in Will iam of Malmesbury's
mind-for Gawain's hotheadedness. It is highly possible that around
1136, when Deeds oj the Kings of Britain was written , any personality
faults that a hero might exh ibit would be justified if he were talented
enough with a sword. In other words, as T.H. White expressed in 'J"M
Once and Future King. "Might is r ight."3 Indeed, these earliest depic·
tions of Sir Gawai n are quite sim ilar to that of the Anglo-Saxon hero
Beowu lf. This is not su r pr ising when one considers that the character
Beowu lf and the legendary King Arthur and Sir Gawain per portedly
lived arou nd the same time, fifth centu ry A. D., and that these wr itten
accounts of thei r deeds were orig inally transcribed roughly a century
apart. Thus, the heroic ideal prese nted in Beowulf and the ' early
Art hurian tales centers around mil itary skill rather than social or
spiritual qualities such as loyalty or devoutness.
However, beginn ing in the fourteenth centu ry heroes had to do more
than fight. Women were finally being mentioned in literature. and the
idea of "courtly love" and romantic inter ludes became common. Writers
such as Geoffrey Chaucer were tearing away the idealized stereotypes of
people in high positions such as the clergy and the nobility and writing
about their virtues and their hypocrisies. It was an age of pessimism,
where even the most devout people might fall prey to a deadly plague or
die duri ng a feudal ski rm ish. The Middle Ages were also an age of
religious fe r vor, and most ofth e sur viving literature from this period is
religious in nature. 4 The character development of Gawain in the
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fou r teenth and fifteenth centur ies reflects both the religious fervo: and
the pessim ism of the time in which t he stories and poems were. wri tten.
At first he represents a flawed but sti ll admirable embocliment of
Christian ideals. H is flaw s. however, become more prom inent in ~ate r
works and lead to a decline of his reputation by the end of the Middle
Ages. Hence, although the character of Si r .Gawain is based o.n feudal,
Christian ideals. Gawain's character in fifteenth century hterat~ re
becomes secul ar and treacherous pri marily because of the pervadmg
pessimism of the latter Middle Ages.
In an essay on knighthood in the fourteenth century, Gervase Mathew
ci ted what he felt to be the two most necessary vi rtues of a knight,
prowess and 10yalty. ~ The first, military prowe s~, Ga~ain.excels in ev~n
after his reputation in other areas decl ines and IS of little Importance 10
this paper. Thesecond , loyalty. was the foundation for the feudal system.
as Alan Markman points out, and is the earmark of the four teenth and
sometimes fifteenth centu ry Gawain. s A reading of perhaps the best·
loved tale of Sir Gawain, "Sir Gawain and the Green Knight," certai nly
underscores Gawain's senseoffeudal loyalty. Firstof al\, Gawain is loyal
to his king, Arthur. when he volunteers to participate in the beheading
game on Ar thur's behalf. The failure of the rest of A r thu r '~ knig.hts to
respond in a similar fashion suggests an absence of allegiance m the
Round Tab le and a crack in the feuda l fou ndation. which contributed
not only to t he dow nfall of the feudal system itself but also to Arthur's
decline as well. Nonetheless. Gawain remai ns loyal. He is loyal not only
to Ki ng Arthu r but also to his host. Bercilak. When Bercilak's wife tries
to seduce Gawain. he eludes her advances. By accepting her invitation,
he would "commitsin and belie his loyal oath to the Lord of that house.''?
Thus, in "Sir Gawain and the Green Knight." Gawai n represen ts. the
feudal ideal of loyalty, because he is loyal both to Arthur and to BercLlak.
Furthermore, Gawai n is presented with Christian traits in both "Si r
Gawain and the Green Knight" and "The Turk and Gawain." Perhaps
the most obvious example of this in "S ir Gawain and the Green Knight"
is when Gawain clothes himself in armor before leaving the cour t. The
inspiration for th is lengthy passage seems to come from the Bible in
Ephesians 6: 11; "Put on al l the armor which God provides, so that you
may be able to stand firm ... for our fight is not against human foes, but
against cosm ic powers ... "~ Gawain, whose unknown adversary is t~e
sorceress Morgan Le Fay, wears the religious penta ngl e of truth on hiS
armor and thus becomes a religious symbol himself. Gawain is also
prese nted as a Ch rist ian in the Middle English romance, "The Turk and
Gawain. " After his dwarf friend overpowers the giant in the story,
Gawain gives the King of Men a choice between death and Christianity.
The g iant spits on Gawain, and he is killed .8 Gawain's "Christianity or
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death" attitude reflects that of the Crusaders a century ea rlier, and it
was probably a popular notion in the fourteenth centu ry as well. At the
story's end, Gawain is offered the position of the "K ing of Men" which he
modestly declines. iO The title itsel f. the "King of Men" has Christly
overtones, and it speaks well of Gawain that he was not te mpted by
blasphemous ambition. Th us. the poem "Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight" and the story "The Turk and Gawain" establish Gawain as both
a Christian and a feud al hero,
Nevertheless, even as a Chr ist ian and a feudal her o. Gawain is
imperfect. Louis B. Hall , editor aand translator of several Arthurian
tales, calls Gawain "the most amorous of the knights of the Round
Table."ll Indeed, Gawain's reputation as a lover is mentioned time and
time again. Bercilak's wife in "Sir Gawain and the Green Knight" says
that she has heard of Gawain's reputation as a lover and goads him into
trying to live up to that reputation. However, becau se of his loyalty to his
host and his desire not to sin lest it make him more vulnerable to the
forces of evil, Gawai n refuses. It is impossible to say if he wou ld behave
similarly if he were not in mortal danger. Consequently. Gawain's
chastity bel ies his reputation . and it is that re putation as a lover that will
lead to his portrayal as a lecherous knight in later works. Gawain also
falls short of Christian ideals when he cli ngs to the green garter to save
his life, He abandons the religious pentangle and t he spiri tual for the
nec romantic and the temporal. Gawain's imperfect ions are over·
whelmed by his loyalty and bravery in "Sir Gawain and t he Green
Knight." Unfortunately, G.awain's character flaw s become magnified in
the fifteenth century.
Gawain's loyalty to his host agai n tempers his sexual desi res in the
fifteen th ce ntury Welsh poem "S ir Gawain a nd the Carl of Carlisle," In
th is poem, Sir Gawain fall s in love with the wife of a wicked Carl and
desires her. Because of Gawain's courtesy to his an imals. the Carl offers
Gawain a kiss from his wife. Before Gawain can comply. though . the
Carl changes h is mind. Instead, he offers Gawain his equally beautiful
daughter to bed. Gawain eagerly accepts. without marrying her first.
Gawain is no longer bound by loyalty to his host to subdue his passions.
He is obviously not an inexperienced lover. either. because the daughter
seems quite pleased with his expertise. Gawain marries her at the story's
end but only after his premarital sexual encounter with he r .12Although
Sir Gawain still respects the fe udal code of fealty, and he does the
" honorable th ing" by marrying he r. he no longer can be assumed to bea
representative of ideal Christian vi rtues such as chastity.
Gawai n's feuda l loyalty to his king is reiterated in the English story
"The Wedding of Sir Gawain and Dame Ragnel l." This story is
interesting not only because of the loyalty Gawain demonstrates. but also
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because it is a little-read analogue to Chaucer 's "Wife of Bath's Tale."
Therefore. this story merits more of a summary to establish its place in
fifteenth century literature. In the story "The Wedding of Sir Gawai n
and Dame Ragnell." King Arthur is threatened with death unless he can
discover what it is that women desire most. On the quest, King Arthur
meets an ugly woman who offers him the answer ifhe will promise her
Sir Gawain's hand in marriage. Gawain immediately ag rees, and the old
hag tells Arthur that what women desi re most is dom inion over men.
Arth ur 's life is saved. and Gawain marries Dame Ragnell. In their
bedchamber, she magically tUrns into a beautiful woman, and she tells
Gawain that he must choose whether she will be beautiful during the
day or at night. Sir Gawain wisely says that she should make the c hoice
for him. She rewards him for letting her have dominion by being
constantly beautiful. Interestingly, Gawain falls in love with his lovely
and clever wife and mourns her death at the end of the story .13 Thi s story
is unusual, because it is a love story between Gawain and a woman. In
the majority of Arthuria n tales, Gawain seems more physically than
emotionally involved with his lovers. Also. Gawain's loyalty to Arthur
extends to his marrying a seem ingly hideous hag-which some woul d
consider a fate worse than death . Itcan beaccurately stated that in "The
Wedding of Sir Gawai n and Dame Ragnell ," Gawain's character.
although less the Christian ideal found in four teenth century literature,
still retains its feudal loyalty and presents a Gawain capable of another
emotiona l attachment. love. Loyalty and affection will be noticeably
absent in the following works.
Gawain's character deterioration becomes more evident in the fifo
teenth century story "The J easte of Syr Gawayne." In th is story, Gawain
is rid ing through a forest when he comes upon a maiden lyi ng on a bed .
He promptiyseduces her. Then her father and two of her brothe rs come
along and challenge him to a duel. Gawain defeats each of them easily
and then returns to his lovemaki ng. The r eader is prompted to wonder
abou t the scruples of both Sir Gawai n and the form er maiden. they frolic
so blithely between the skirmishes. Before Sir Gawain can defeat the
girl's t hi rd brother. Sir Brambles, darkness fall s, and the two knights
call a truce. Sir Gawain , unlike his counterpart in "Sir Gawain and the
C~rl of Carlisle." docs not marry the gi rl. Instead, he rides away, leaving
SIr Brambles beating up his sister for her wanton behavior .14 Hence, in
thi s story Si r Gawain has no loyalty to anyone but himself and his li bido.
Rather than us ing his knig htly prowess to defend a maiden's honor , he
debauches her himself and fights to keep from havi ng to take the
responsi bi lity for his actions. It is obvious, t hen, that in th is story Gawain
has lost the last vestiges of the feud al loyalty he displayed earlier, and his
waning Chri stian conscie nce seems to have disappeared. He has become
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a fi ckle bully rather than an ideal knight.
Nevertheless. Sir Thomas Malory was not satisfied with Gawain's
decline in reputation; in Le Morte D'Arlhur, Gawain is not only a
promiscuous hothead, he is a murderer. While Gawain is out chasi ng a
hart in Book Three, Chapter Seven. a man kills two of Gawain's
greyhounds. Gawain orders that theman must die for killing his dogs. It
seems unlikely that Gawain is really the animal-lover that his order
implies. because he and Gaherisjust slew the beautiful wh ite hart. So it
is more likely t hat Gawain is just a temperamental tyrant than any
concern Gawain feels for the dogs. Anyway, the knight pleads fo r mercy
and promises to repay Gawain for his loss. Gawai n refuses to show
mercy. Instead of cutting off the head of the knight, however. Gawain
cuts off the head of the knight's girlfriend, who self-sacrificingly places
her head on top of her love r's. Even Sir Gaheris, who helped Gawai n kill
the white hart, condemns Gawain's killing a lady by saying that a
"knight withou t mercy is without worship."15 Hence, the cold, heartless
character of Gawain as presented in this portion of Le Morte D'Arlhur
seems not only unworthy of worsh ip, but also unworthy of kn ighthood.
Later in the book, Gawain is ordered by Guinevere to become a
champion of women, and he must be merci ful to all those who request
mercy. It is unfortunate that by the late fifteenth centu ry, Gawain must
be ordered to perform knightly good deeds that one expects of a man in
his position.
Malory reinforces Gawai n's character deficiences in Book Four,
Chapter Twenty-one. Here. Gawain promises Sir Pelleas that hewill get
the Lady Ettard to fall in love with Si r Pelleas. So Sir Gawai n goes to the
castle and tells Lady Ettard that he has killed Sir Pelleas. Lady Ettard,
who is not overly fond oCthe love-struck Sir Pelleas, then goes to bed with
Sir Gawain. When King Pelleas finds them together, he realizes that the
traitorous Gawain has violated more than his prom ise, and he lays a
sword across the ir throats. Upon awakening with Pelleas' sword under
her chin, the Lady Ettard realizes that Pelleas is not dead after all.
Murdere rs she can tolerate but not liars, and she strongly encourages
Sir Gawa in to leave. 16 Gawai n's character in this tale seems to have
reached the peak of hi s degeneration; he seems to commit every breach
of conduct possible. First, he breaks a promise to a com rade. Seco ndly,
he lies to a lady, and finally, he sleeps with the woman his fri end loves.
breaking his vow to Guinevere about protecting a lady's honor. Who, one
wonders, will protect th e ladies from him? Clearly, Malory noted the
gradual deterioration of Gawain's character from the ideal knight of the
fourtee nth century tothe prom iscuous bu lly of the fifteen th century and
capitalized on it.
The result of Gawain's metamorphosis from spiritual to secular is two-
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fold. First of all, in Le Morte D'Arthur Gawain does not complete the
Grail Quest. Although at the beginning. Gawain is the most eager
knight to take up the quest. he soon discovers that he is not worthy of
find ing the Grail. He meets with a hermit in Book Thirteen, Chapter
Si xteen, who tells him that "he has lived misch ievously many winters"
and has "used the untruest liCe that ever I [the herm it] heard knight
live."17In fact, Gawain is sosinful that even Sir Lancelot, the adulterous
knight, gets farth er on the Grail Quest than he. Malory. who praises
Lancelot and Guinevere's love as a true love, seems to be implying that
even adultery in the name of love is p referable toGawain's promiscuousness. The second result of Gawain's decline is that Gawain is no longer
Arthur's best knight. This is evident when Lancelot beats a vengeful
Gawain twice in a duel. Not only is Gawain too spiritually tarnished by
the end of the Middle Ages to achieve the Grail, he is also losing military
skill; even in that, he is no longer the best. Hence, he is replaced by
another imperfect, but still admirable, knight, Sir Lancelot.
In conclusion, there can be little doubt that the noble character of Sir
Gawain degenerated as the Middle Ages waned. Although he was
imperfect even as early as the poem "Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,"
Gawain's hum an frailties are accentuated to such an extent by later
authors that instead of representing the best of humanity, he represents
the worst. Perhaps the best ex planat ion for th is decl ine is the pessi mistic
attitude of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries: "the inevitability of
change-for the worst, ... is one of the most insistently repetitive
themes of Middle English literature."18 Therefore. it is not surprising
that the character of Gawain in Arthurian literatu re changes for the
worse. Nonetheless, this theory for Gawain's loss of esteem is not the only
valid one. Evidently, how the main character in a story is depicted often
hinges upon the character of the author himself. However. because little
can be found about the authors of the preceding Gawainian tales-most
are anonymous-it is easier to show how the tales represent the
pessimistic age in which the authors were living. Finally, Gawain's
reputation remains static after the Middle Ages, probably because
Ma [ory'sLe Morte D'Arthur is the sou rce many later Arthurian tales are
based on. Thus, it is unlikely that Gawain will ever again wear the armor
of Christian. feudal ideals.
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Dominant T heoretical P erspectives in
Contem porar y Sociology
by Leeann Jolly
Like all ofthe physical and social sciences, sociology must be based on
theory; however, the science of sociology su ffe rs from the same problems
as many of the others. A number of different theories are fou nd and
many of them are cont rad ictory. There are many different theor ies t hat
have been accepted in the study of sociology. Functionalism. sy mbolic
interaction ism. and conflict theory are three of the major theories of
soc iology ; these wil l be the major theor ies d iscussed in this paper. They
are not the only theories used in the study of sociology. Role theory,
exchange theory. labelling theory and other theories such as those
dealing with demography, labor markets, and human ecology are all
found in the soc iological journals of today. Occasionally even a n
anth ropological study will appear in a sociology journal. T hesejournals
also include many articles which have no theory but ar e instead
comparisons of classic sociological studies. methodological, or stati stical.
The task of thi s paper is to determ ine whethe r or not there has been a
change in the dom inant paradigm in soc iology during the five-year
period from 1972 through 1976. The paper also addresses the question of
whether or not there is a dominant paradigm ex isting today, or if there
are simp ly a few studiesdone under each theoretical base, with random
flu ctuations in the number done from year to year.
The first hypothesis of the resear ch was that fun ctionalism. on the
basis of its position as the oldest theor y, wou ld be a fairly dominant
theory throughout the per iod. A secondary hypothesis, in view of the
soc ial upheaval which had taken place during the 19608. was that
conflict theory would be found at a high point in 1972 and then begi n to
slowly dec rease in promi nance toward the end of the period. The
decrease in conflict theory should then lead to an incr eased number of
published a rt icles with some other theoretical base. Th is theory could
very easi ly be functionalism.
The method of research for this paper included deter mining the
theory of each article published in the AMERICAN SOCIOLOG ICAL
REV IEW during the years 1972-1976. inc lusive. This was done by
reading the abstract of every article published in the journal for these
years. Often it was necessa ry to read the hypothesis and conclus ions or
theenti re article. Whe n an article explic it ly stated its t heory. th is theory
was coded for the article. Unfortunately few a r ticles explicitly state
57
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their theoretical base. When no theory was slated the theory was
determ ined by look ing at the literature r eview , the hypothesis, the
conclusions. and the method of study. In some cases, the theory of the
artic le cou ld be a judgement on the part of the rater. These decisions
cou ld be debated by other judges. There were also several articles wh ich
had theor ies that were so ambiguous that any nu mber of judges might
disagree.
I n the fi nal analysis of the study there were nine categories of theories.
These were: symbolic interaction ism, functionalism, conflict theory,
role theory, exchange theory, labelling theory. no theory. ambiguous
theory, and othe r theories. The fir st three categories were the theories of
main interest because of th eir tendency to be the most accepted theories
by mainstream sociologists. Tn the symbol ic interaction ism category
were included all of the empi rical studies which used as thei r basis the
human capacity to use symbols to com municate. These articles implied
that the basis Cor society was in the abil ity of the human animal to
communicate ideas and thoughts to those around him and thus create
the same- Cu nctionally not literally-sct of ideas in the others. Functionalism cons isted of the empirical studies which had as their basis the
function of the phenomenon being studied in the creation and mai ntenance of soc iety. T hese articles looked at the functions of the phenomenon or institu tion in society. Confl ict theory looks at the structure of
society as risi ng from the conflict between dominant and subordinate
groups. These articles consist mainly of those wh ich analyze group
conflict which occurs over some aspect of the culture.
There was a set of crite ria fo r inclusion into each of the different
categories. There was also a set of secondary cr iteria for each category.
Thesesecondarycriteria could, if present, be clues to the theoretical base
of the art icle. Alone they do not prove that the study is of a par ticular
theory nor does t heir absence indicate that a parti cular theory is not
used. The criteria for each of the categories were as follows.
To be included in the category of symbolic inter actioni sm the article
must: state that it is based on symbolic interactionism, or have in its
hypothesis or conclusions somc statements which-either expl icitly or
implicitly-a re in keeping with the basic prem ises of the theory. For
example, the hypothesis might state that there was an expected
relationship of parental value structures on the values of their child ren.
Secondary cri teria for labell ing a theory as symbolic interactionism
include the possible mention of theorists who traditionally used symbolic
interactionism or a mention of the study of subjects. such as language,
that are characteristically studied from the viewpoint of sy mbolic
interaction ism. Symbolic interaction was separated from labelling
theory, role t heory. and exchange theory. Each of these was treated as a,
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separate theory and became a minor category.
The cr iteria for inclusion into the category labeled fu nctionalism were
much like those required for entry into the sy mbolic interactionism
category. Any empir ical study which explic itly stated its theory as
funct ional ism was put in that category. F urther if the hypothesis or
conc lusions explicitly or implicitly included such key words as "the
fu nct ions of ' or "'atent or man ifest fu nction" the theoretical perspective
was listed as functionalism. Secondary criteri a for the theory of the
study include the mention of theorists such as Parsons, or Merton.
References to classic stud ies of funct ionalist theories are also good
indicators that the theory behind the study may be functionali sm. In this
paper the category of functi onali sm incl udes what some may call
theories of stratificat ion because this theory can be considered a part of
functionalism.
Conflict theory is characterized by the men tion of conflict as the
theoretical base or by a hypothesis or conclu sion which has in it either
ex plicitly or implicitly the mention of conflicts between two or more
established groups or institutions as the basis for a societal phenomenon.
The mention of Marx , Blau, or Cose r, can be a secondary cr iterion of the
theory, References to landma rk studies done on the basis of confl ict
theory are also good indicators that the basis of the empir ical study is
confli ct theory.
Those articles which were labeled no theory were, for the most part,
methodological studies or forms of statistical analysis. Throughout the
time per iod there were a number of arti cles about methods and
stat ist ics. However the category of no theory also included reviews of
past works and comparisons of past works and past theor ists.
The category of ambiguous theory was used fo r those articles which
were empirical but did not seem to fit i n any of the other categories. T hey
seem to have theory beh ind them but the theory was not easily
determi ned. Any number of judges might categorize them differently.
The category of "other" contained those theories which appeared to be
used least often. It included some demography, some labor market
theory. and some anthropological theories. The theories cou ld be
determ ined but they were not used often enough for each to warrant its
own category. Any given th eory did not appear more than twice during
the five-year period.
Role theory, exchange theory. and labelling theory were all sm all
categories. Each could be considered a branch of symbolic interaction,
but even when added to symbolic interactionism they would not
significantly change the resu lts. Role theory consists of those studies
whic h conte nd that role playing is a part of the method we use to
mai ntain society. They are those theories which stress the part of role
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playing in the larger culture. Most of these theories were specifically
labeled as role theory. Labell ing theo ry is much like role theory except
that its emphasis is on the roles that aggregates of people take based on
the labels that they are given. Exchange theory is fin ally the theory
which says that society is based on a trade-off of obligations. The "you
seratch my back and I'll scratch your s" idea. When t hese three theories
appeared in the Journal they were usually labeled as su ch. Perhaps
because they a re not used as often the author feel s that he mu st inform
the reader of his perspective. These articles usually have the words
labelling theory. role theory, or exchange theory in thei r title.
It should be obvious to the reader that much of the decision about
a ppropriate categor ization was subjective. Many of the a rt icles have in
them theoretical perspectives wh ich ca n be impl icitly rathe r than
explicitly understood. Such ambiguity can lead to misinterpretation by
the indiv idual judge. Furthermore there may be differences in the
major categories as seen by each judge. For example, the category of
functionalism might be called structural-fu nctionalism by a second
individual. It might be broken down into twoor three categories by other
rater s.
The breakdown of the articles clearly shows that fu nctionalism is the
dominant theory throughout the five-year period. This dom inance is not
as marked as it m ight appear at first glance. See figure 1. The graphed
line showi ng the rise and fall of functionalism over the fi ve-yea r period
shows a marked fluctuation in the number of articles published each
year, but on ly at one point does the fun ctionali sm li ne cross any other
li ne. The functiona lism category stand s alone with the exception of 1973
when the category for no theory contains three more articles.
Conflict theory, which had been hypothesized to begin at a high level
and t hen gradually decline, did not show th is pattern. It started fai rly
strong and then moved to a low of three articles in 1974 when functionalism reached its peak of 25 articles. The no theory category reached
a peak in 1973 when functionalism hit its low point and afterwards no
theor y stead ily dec li ned. Symbolic interaction ism also declined from 11
articles in 1972 to only three in 1975 but this was followed by a jump
back to eight in 1976. The category of ambiguous theories showed an
interestingjum p in 1974 t hat seems to bear no relationsh ip to the figures
in the rest of the chart. The remai ning categories are uniform ly low with
a very slight increase in almost all categor ies in 1976.
In figu re 2 the bar graph shows percentages of each category for the
entire five-year per iod. The gr aph clearly shows that functionalism is
the dominant t heory of the five-year period. The second most dominant
theory is the category of no theory. However , as we will see in figure 3
when the percentages are broken down by year, the no theory category
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begins to lose some of its strength. The three major theories of symbolic
in teraclion ism, functiona lism. and conflict theory accou nt for 62% of the
articles publ ished in AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW in the
years 1972-1976. When the articles which were listed as no theory
because they were non-empirical are added to the group the figure
jumps to 81%.of the articles. T he remaining 19% is divided into fa irly
equal proportIOns among the other categories.
The next logical step with the data is to try to di scover the reasons
beh ind the part icular fluctuations in the nu mberof articles written with
each theoretical base. The hypothesis that functional ism wou ld be the
dominant theory cou ld not be rejected; however, there may be some
question as. to why this occurs. The second hypothesis that confl ict theory
woul~ begin as a strong a nd nearly dominant theory can be rejected.
ConflIct theory does not decline. instead after 1974 it actually seems to be
increasing.
It was hypothesized that conflict theory would be in an increased state
of interest at the beginning of the 1970s because of the conflicts going on
in the United States duri ng the la te 1960s and early 19705. It was
expected that the end of the 1960s movement would still be affecting the
writers of American sociology at the begi nning of the 1970s. As the
decade wore on and the movements of the 1960s died out. the conflict
theories so appropriate for this period would also die out. But when we
look at t he data collected for the articles written in th is t ime fr ame we
find that the majori ty of it are actually at least five to ten year s old. On
the basis of this, we can see that the data for the year 1968-when the
C?n flic~ in Ameri c~ seemed to peak-would not be seen in the profesSIOnal Jou rnals until 1973 at the earliest, or 1978 at the latest. This is
some:what explana,tory of the decrease and increase in t he popularity of
confll.ct theorydurlng theyears 1972 to 1976. The data which were being
used In these years wer e j ust beginni ng to reflect the state of America
during the 1960s. If this is true we could expect to see conflict theory
increase until 1978 or 1979.
In doing research of th is sort it is very d ifficult not to let one'sown bias
slip in. This is of course true for m uch of the research in t he social
scienc~s .. However when a subjective task is being carried out by one
rarer It IS often the case t hat, no ma tter how hard the rater tr ies
subjective opinions appear. These opinions may be about the theories o~
the mater ial to which they are most applicable. For example, if the rater
has lon~ believed that labor-management problems belong in the realm
of confli ct theory then chances a re he will see every a rticle which tests
SOme aspect of labor-management as confl ict theory.
There is also a possibility of the bias of the journal affecting the
percentage of a par ticu lar category of article that gets into print. Each
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year the AMERI CAN SOCIOLOG ICA L REVIEW publishes only a
certain number of articles. Some person or group must decide which of
the many, many available articles they will print. The older and more
established theories such as functionalism, conflict theory, and symbolic
interaction ism would perhaps be reviewed more favorably than a theory
such as human ecology theory. Furthermore, this research poi nts out
that there is a grouping errect in the journal. When any article testing
labelling theory appeared it was almost always grouped with another
labelling theory article, sometimes several. The no theory articles were
also grouped. There would be twoor threestatistical articles-Collowing
one after another-all talking about a very similar statistical procedure.
This grouping could lead one to believe that, at least occasionally,
articles were chosen to be printed because they Cit into the group of
articles being used and not because of their own value.
The number oC articles in the journal is almost constant so that if one
category of theories should suddenly drop in number it would lead to a
correspondi ng rise in the number of articles in other categories. This is
the case with the 1976 data. The decrease in functionalism and the
corresponding increases in the other categories may not be a shifting of
the dominant paradigm but simply a lack of adequately written articles
based on functionalism in 1976. Thi s was made up for by an increase in
the other articles used. Theyear 1977 might show a tremendous increase
in functionalism with thecorresponding natu ral decrease in everyth ing
else.
In the final analysis the research done for this paper showed no
sign ificant change in the dominance of anyone paradigm. Functionalism was consistently higher than the other theories. Though the frequencyof conflict theory seems tochange it isd ifficult to tell whether the
change is part of a consistent pattern or if it is a random flu ctuation in
the frequency. The other categories seemed to show only random
fluctuations.
Whi le this exercise may be a good starton preliminary research there
are many improvements which need. to be made before definite
conclusions are reached. The sample size of Cive years, while time
consuming, is reall y not adequate in view of the number of yea rs that
AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW has been in print. Furthermore one journal may not give an adequate sample of the articles
published in any g iven year. To have an adequate sample perhaps the
researcher could take a random sample of articles from all the articles
published in American journal s since each journal's first publication.
This random sample cou ld be stratified by year. Journals have been
published in America for nearl y 80 years. A random sample or 50 to 100
articles a year would give a sample size of 4,000 to 8.000 articles, more
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than an adequate sample size. This would give the researcher a large
and cumbersome sample but it would be much more representative of
the trends that the theories are movi ng through .
The study would also benefit from multiple raters. This would give the
different categories some semblence of validity. If the raters could come
to agreement on the theory of a particular study then we could have
more confidence that the theoretical perspective of the study really was
as it was stated. Further each rater should have a stated set of categories
to place the study in and a very specific set of guidelines for placing the
study in a certain category.
Perhaps acodi ng system could be created. Each rater cou ld read each
article and code the literature review, the hypothesis, the methods, and
the conclusions on a scale. This could allow the decision about the
theoretical base of each article to be even less subjective.
This research is in the Corm of a pilot study. As a pilot study it serves its
purpose; it shows some possible trends in the dominant theory. Further
research may confirm a cyclical rise and fal l oCthe three major theories.
It may point out that seemingly random fluctuations in the dominant
theory are actually the result of events which are going on in the culture
at the time. It could even discover that the fluctuations are random.
Further study is necessary to determine which of these is true.
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Jesse Stuart as Educator
by Mi tchell S . McKinney
Jesse Hi lton Stuart. born August 8.1907, in \V-Hollow, Kentucky, to
Martha a nd Mitchell Stuart. was one of seven child ren . Although Jesse
Stuart is known more widely for his contributions W literature, he
cons idered himself foremost an educator. Stuart once said. "First. last
and always. I am as(':hoolteacher. I love the firing lineofthe classroom."l
His love for the classroom is show n Quite clearly through his lifelong
commitment to the betterment of education, not only for his people of
Eastern Kentucky but for the entire world.
Stuart's love for education began at home with his father. The elder
Stuart proclaimed school teaching as the highest profession and set this
profession as a goal for his ch ildren. Jesse Stuart once stated. "It is the
grcatcst profession under the sun. I don't know of any profession that is
more important to the peop le of this earth ."2 Of the seven Stuart
child ren, four became school teachers,3
Jesse Stuart's first school was an old, one-room, log barn at Plum
Grove. He attended only twenty-two months and then had to Quit and
help his father farm. Stuart went back to school at age fifteen at
Greenup Hi gh School. In order to be admitted. he had to take an
entrance exam ination. The examination consisted of eleven subjects, on
which Stuart was req uired to score sixty points per test. Ironically,
Stua rt scored a fifty~n ine in composition; however. the teachers awarded
him the needed point. enabling him to en roll. Stuart called this the
"turning point in his lifc,"4 After on ly three years at Greenup High
School. Stuar t was able to receive a teachi ng certificate. His first
teaching job was at a one-room school at Lonesome Valley. His
responsibilities there included teaching fifty -four different classes to
thirty· five pupi ls. Stuart rem arked on his experiences at Lonesome
V;-dley :
I had doubted that my second class certificate and my three
years in high school Qual ified me to teach school. But now, when I
measured my knowledge with my pupils'. I knew without a doubt
that r was an educated man. I had never known that youth could be
so poorly trained in school as was [sic] my Lonesome Valley Pupils. 5
After teaching at Lonesome Valley for six months, Stuart decided to go
to Landsburg High School to finish his secondary education. After
graduation. Stuart found a job at the Auklund Steel Mill s, where he
worked for ayear. This venture al lowed him to save the impressi ve sum
of $29.30 and convinced him to continue his education.6
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In pursuit of higher education, Jesse Stuart left home hitchhiking,
with no idea of which college he would attend. The collegiate prospects
seemed forbidding. His first arrival ata university frightened him away
because of size. The next university approached was financial ly prohibi·
tive, while the third alternative had a waiting list of a hundred, making
admission impossible for at least a year.7 Stuart remained dedicated to
his goal of higher education in sp ite of his initial fai lures at finding an
institution in which to study.
At last. Stuart gained admission to Lincoln Memorial University at
Harrogate, Tennessee. With only his $29.3().savings, he was forced to
work at many odd jobs. Even with working, Stuart wasabletocomplete
a four-year program in only three years. Recalling life at Lincoln
Memorial. Stuart described the dedication his achievement demanded:
I received $2.00 of help from home. I never received a scholarship. I went to school a half day, worked a half day besides extra
work after each meal. drying the pots and pans. And on Sundays I
did extra work in the dining room and kitchen and when somethi ng went wrong with the plumbing.s
After g rad uating from Lincoln Memorial , Stuart returned home and
became the teacher at Winston High School, an old barn that housed
fourteen students.
A story that truly shows the commitment of Jesse Stuart comes from
his year at Winston. Because the students needed books badly, Stuart
made a seventeen-m ile walk in a snowstorm to the nearby town of
Landsbu rg. On the way back. he got lost and had to spend the night in a
cornfield. Almost freezing, Stuart shielded himself from the col d by
pulling fodder shocks around him.9
Stuart was doubly rewarded for his efforts when Winston defeated the
much larger Landsburg High School in a scholastic contest and he was
appointed pri ncipal of t he Greenup Hig h School- the school from which
he graduated only four years earlier. He spent one year at Greenup and
then went to Vanderbilt U niversity for a year of graduate work. While
at Vanderbilt, he worked as a student janitor and dishwasher. At the
end of the year, Stuart had to borrow two dollars for food while hitchhiking home. iO After arriving home, he spent the next year working his
father's farm.
At the age of twenty-four, Stuart encountered his most challenging
task. As the youngest superintendent ever to serve in Kentucky, Jesse
Stuart became the educational leader of Greenup Cou nty Schools.1I
Whi le serving as superintendent, the bank closed and left the school
system without funds. As a result, the school system was involved in
heavy litigation. Adding to his problems, was a loss of many supporters
because of Stuart's crusade for better schools. Stuart acquiesced to
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requests for his resignation assuperintendent. He was soon employed as
principal of McKell High School, where he served for four years. During
the summers at McKell, Stuart was a graduate student at Peabody
Co\lege. 12
While at McKell. Stuart became a popular speaker and at the end of
his fourth year received a Guggenheim Fellowship for creative writing. 13 The Fellowship, of course. meant that he would have to take a leave
of abse nce in order to travel abroad. Upon his return to McKell after
fourteen months, Stuart fou nd that his job had been g iven to the son of
one of the board members. Stuart then took a job at the large
Portsmouth High School at Portsmouth. Ohio, but stayed only a yea r,
because he did not approve of the "assembly-line met hods" there. 14
Stuart devoted his time to writing after leaving Portsmouth High.
During this period, Stuart married Naomi Norris, who was also a
teacher, and became the father of his only child , Jessica Jane. ls
Stuart's next position was that of supe rintendent of Greenup City
Schools. This job was interrupted by World War II and his duty as an
offi cer in the Navy. When the war was over. Stuart returned home and
conti nued writing and lecturing. In 1954, because of such a hectic
schedule, J esse Stuart experienced a massive heart attack.ls After a
yearo( recovery, he returned to McKell High School as principal, but his
health allowed him to serve only one year.
Stuart's next move was to the University of Nevada in Reno, where he
taught in the Graduate Col lege of Education for a summer. Following
this summer, he was invited as a visiting professor to the American
University in Cairo, Egypt. and lectured extensively throughout Egypt.
The Un ited States State Department was next to capitalize on Stuart's
popularity by sending him on a lecture tou r around the world, which
consisted of 372 appearances. Stuart ended his tour by return ing to his
farm in W-Hollow, where he ded icated the remaind er of his life to
writing, lecturi ng and managing his far m.
Jesse Stuart did much more than si mply teach during his many years
as an educator. He was a fighter - a fighter for the cause of educational
reforms. One of Stuart's most hard·fought battles was the abolishment
of the trustee system, a system in which "each little rural schoolteacher
had nine bosses: three trustees, five county board members, and the
county superintendent."18 Such a system posed many problems for the
teacher, as each boss wou ld endeavor to force his often-u nlearned
methodology upon the teacher. Stuart's struggle for reform met
extreme resistance in an entrenched tradition. Stuart was actually
subjected to physical inj ury in his opposition to the status quO.19
Another reform that Stuart undertook was the abolition of the dual
school system-the urban and the rural. Stuart wrote, "I could not
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70 Jesse Stuart as Educator
understand why high schools have nine months when the r ural schools
only got six and seven ."2'O His opposition to the dual system developed
from his philosophy that "the rural schools a nd the graded schools were
the underpinnings of the whole pub lic school system."u
Other reforms Stuart recognized as badly needed concerned the improveme nt of teachers' salaries and the establishment of tenur e and pension
laws. Stuart wrote in The Thread That Runs So True about a teacher who
had not been able to save a pen ny and prayed that when he died he would
die quickly, because he feared being sent to the poorhouse.22 Stuart
remarked on the issue of teachers' salaries:
o hypocritical, shor tsighted, ignorant politic ians, living in the
middle of th is twentieth century, allowing schools to remain closed
for lack of financ ial appropriations, perpetuators of continued
ignorance and future crime, I at least shall go on record to rebuke
you! Tax us . Tax us to death to pay our teachers. Let them work
upon immortal minds to brighten them to all eternity. We educate
our people or we perish.23
Also of primary concern for the improvement of teacher welfare was the
enactment of a tenure law. Stuart wrote:
I had seen teachers-excellent rural teachers-in Greenwood
Cou nty, pushed from rural school to rural school, pushed completely out of the system, for no good reason, by ignor ant school
trustees. To have them pushed around, without a justifiable
reason . by persons who had n't the faintest idea whatschoolteaching was all about. by school trustees who never had what it takes
to make teachers themselves, didn't make sense to me. 24
Another major renovation introduced by Stuart into the school system
came during his term as principal of McKell High School (1932-36).
Stuart encouraged students of all ages to a ttend McKel l, enabl ing many
deprived, rural citizens a n opportun ity toobtain an education. Additionally, and more importantly, rural teachers who were teach ing without a
high school degree were afforded the opportunity to become high school
graduates. At McKell, the student population ranged from eleven years
of age to sixty-nine.25 Stuar t's concern for improving school management and teacher education and welfare was the basis for direct
improvement in student education.
For Stuart. student education was to be sou nd ly based upon character
development. In a letter to th e editors of the Ladies Home Journal.
Stuart said:
I n th is second half of the twentieth century. we need to teach that
wh ich goes far beyond personal secu rity, a full stomach and a fine
automobile. We have boasted too loud and too long about our high
standards of living. Shouldn't we aim also, and primarily, for high
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moral standards, for honesty-in a word. for character? We who
are older should set a better example for youth to follow.26
In his classroom Stuart placed character above everyth ing. Concern ing
student character. Stuart wrote, "I would rather have a studen t with an
A character and a C grade than a stu dent with a C cha racter and an A
grade. Teachers should take ti me-more time-to stress honesty above
everything else.''Zl
Jesse Stuart's "schoolteaching philosophy" hinges on the three pr inciples of ch aracter. discipline. and hard work. ZB Stuart bel ieved that the
best education was one that combined work with play. The curriculum
should emphasize freedom. responsibili ty. a nd the individual needs of
students-gifted, retarded, or average.29 The philosophy that fulfills
Stuart's definition of education is the task of human conservation , in
which the most valuabl e of all r esou rces- youth -is cultivated. 30 Stuart
is recogn ized as an educator who obtained results. It is his unfailing
faith in his students that accounts for his remarkable achievement as an
educator. Stuart r eflected his faith in students when he wrote:
Modern youth is a river of clear sh ining water that is flowing
end lessly out into a vast new wor ld. Some impure drops are bound
to get into the r iver. but in its constant flow and surge, t hese
impure drops will be pu r ified and hidden in the crystal immensity
of the whole. Not any part of young humanity's flow that can be
purified shou ld ever be lost. 31 Stuart's vision of the teacher is no less
inspirmg.
As a teacher. he regarded himself as, "a parent-surrogate." Stuart said ,
"If you as a parent give me your children, I've just got to treat them as if
they were my children."32 He believed that teacher s shou ld be decisive
yet patient. firm and loving. These traits all help make the "inspirational
teacher" which Stuart described:
They can teach in a barn. under the shade of an apple tree,
beside the stream, or on the mountainside. Bells can tell time for
classes to start and stop, and the students won't hear them . Get
th is ki nd of teacher. have this kind of teaching, and from the
school will come greatness . . . There is not anything on earth. no
matter where it is in America or abroad- no matter who the
students are, their color of sk in, their religion or cultural
background-that will take the place of the inspired schoolteacher. 33
Although Jesse Stuart would not be so egotistic as to label himselfan
inspirational teacher, his students affirm that he was an exceptional
teacher. Robert Lee Tucker, one of Stuart's remedial English students
at Portsmouth High School. wrote th is salute to J esse Stuart: "He who
took a nameless boy and gave him a name;/ A sightless lad and gave him
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eyes;/ A loveless one and gave him warmth;/ Starless and gave him the
constellations!"34 J esse Stuart records that his greatest experience as a
teacher came when he was able to help a student "stand on his own two
feet, to have courage and self-reliance. and to find himself when he did
not know who he was or where he was going."35
Stuart devoted fou r books to his ex periences wi th education. Beyond,
Dark Hills deals with his educational traini ng as a young boy. The
Thread That Runs So True covers his teaching career through 1939 and
is probably the most widely read of any of Stuart's books; it received the
award for most important book of 1949 by the National Education
Association. Writi ng about the award , Stuart said. "Th is was the
greatest honor I have [sic] received-the people of my profession had
chose n my book."3/l Stuart dedicated this teacher's bible "To The School
Teachers of America." Mr. Gallion's School, which is about Stuart's
returning to McKell High School and serving as principal. is dedicated
to "t.he ten thousand high school youth who taught me more than I taught
them." To Teach, w Love serves as a summary of Stuart's lifelong
commitment to educat ion and is dedicated. "In fond and grateful
memory to all my teachers whose praise was my greatest encou ragement."
Jesse Stuart's philosophy of education will endure the test of time, He
bases his entire direction upon the pos itive statement. "Love. a spirit of
adventure and excitement. a sense of mission has to get back into the
classroom."37 It will be the continued dedication of educators to this
philosophy that will ensure the su rvival of education at its noblest. As
Stuart wrote,
We've lost somethi ng we've got to get back. Not the one-room
schoolhouse, but the spirit of the one- room schoolhouse, I am
incurably optimi stic about young people and have boundless faith
in the kind of people who go into teaching. We'll get it back.38
The legendary J esse Hilton Stuart died February 19, 1984. at the age
of seventy·six. Al though his declining health ended hi s role as an
educator, his interest never waned. He continued to try to improve
education through his articles and essays. His voluminous wr itings for
instruction and entertainment have given to the world a special wealth;
however, the exampl e of the life he lived as an ed ucator will be an
undying role model for all future educators. Stuart succinctly su mmarizes his own influence, "I wi ll li ve if my teach ing is inspirational. good,
and stands firm for good values and character tra ining. Tell me how can
good teaching ever die? Good teaching is forever and the teacher is
immorlal."S9
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Christians and Jews Through the Middle Ages:
An Unbalanced Me mory
by Nate Yodl.'r

When Vatican II approved the "Declaration on the Relationship of the
Church to Non-Christian Religions." the document was noted as much
for what it excluded as for what it explicitly stated. Some members of
the Council wanted a specific confession for past violence against the
Jews and an official ecclesiastical pronouncement against the idea that
Jews were gu ilty of deicide- the murder of God in the crucifixion of
.J esus. The closest the document came to such a pronouncement was its
statement: "[The Chur ch] deplores the hatred . persecutions. and displays of anti-Sem it ism directed against the Jews at any time and from
any source."1 Even though it was vague, this was a clear break from the
policies of former centuries when the Chu rch supported the subjugation
of the Jews. Jew ish scholars. in fact, suggest that from the fourth to the
twentieth centuries conditions were so bad for the Jews in Christian
Europe that less than 20%of them were able to survive as J ews.2 And in
his introduction to the book he wrote after Vatican II . Frederick M.
Schweitzer wrote. "Somehow ... a mistaken or misinterpreted theology was substituted for the right one. with the consequence that the
history of Jewish-Christian relations is much more a chronicle of one
com munity's inhumanity to its neighbor than of the love. kindliness. and
respect wh ich ought toobtain between two peoples who sha re and revere
the same sacred book."3
A key in how scholars interpret the origins of this inhumanity is their
view of the New Testament accounts. Traditionally Ch ristians have
accepted these accounts as historically accurate and have blamed the
Jews for wrongs ranging from the cruci fix ion of Jesus and the stoning of
Stephen to what Phil ip Schaff has called "obstinate unbelief and bitter
hatred of the gospel." Th is view suggests that the destruction of the
temple in A.D. 70 was fitting justice for the Jews.~ Anothe r explanation
which faults the Jews with rejecting the Christians is offered by F.F.
Bruce. He believes that when Christians refused to join the Bar- Kokba
rebellion because they would claim no Messiah besides .Jesus. the nonChristian J ews severely persecuted them. When the revolt failed in A.D .
135 and all Jews were forced to leave Jerusalem. the breaks both
between the Jewish and Gentile Ch r istians and between the Christi an
and non-Christian Jews became complete. 5
Histor ians. especially Jews. who are critical of the traditional Christian
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perspective, argue that animosity came first from the Christians and
that a nti·Semiti sm is rooted in the Gospels and the letters of Pau\.6 One
such explanation notes that with the fall of Jerusalem in 70 A.D. , it was
to the Christians' advantage not to be identified with the Jews; thus. the
Christians developed the tradition of the Jerusale m church moving to a
T ransjordan Gentilecity before the rebellion . Th is t radition cleared the
Christians of violence against Rome; it also exp lained the destruction of
Jerusalem as both the fulfillment of J esus' prophesy and the punishment
of the Jews for their participation in his death .' Another exp lanation is
that the fathers of the early church intentionally separated themselves
from the Jews to establish a separate Christian identity.8 Others argue
that the J ews pul led away from the Chr istians, not out of an imosity, but
out of a need to r~establi s h t heir solidarity as a religion. According to
this view . the Christians' resentment over being rejected was thei r
motive for writing the Gospels with an anti-Jewish bias.9
There are two ser ious problems with the prem ise that the documents
which later became the New Testament were written from animosity
towards the Jews. First, this view ignores the affection and debt which
writers like Paul express for their Jewish heritage. Second , this prem ise
is based on the unproven assumption t hat the biases which affected later
readers of the text also colored the perspective of the writers of the text.
An accurate record of the writing of the text must foc us on the events of
the writing rather than maki ng inferences based on the actions of later
readers. This paper procedes on the premise that the New Testament
does accurately record the life of Jesus and the begi nning of the
Christian Church. lo However. to say that certain Jewish leaders played a
leading role in the crucifixion of Jesus is not to say that violence against
all Jews, either then or since, can be justified. Ch ristians so frequently
remembered the Jews' cry "His blood be on us and our ch ildren" and
forgot Jesus' prayer "Father. forgive them." T his paper's focus is on the
causes and results of this inconsistent memory in the Western Church
through the first fifteen centuries of the Christian era.
Members of the church in the first century clear ly felt their J ewish
roots. The Old Testament was their only sc r ipture; the Gospel was often
preached in the temple and the synagogues; and all the initial leaders
were Jew ish. Missionary efforts were directed first to Jews. and the
Church's identity as a Jew ish sect gave the Christians protection under
Roman rule. Even though Gentile converts were not required to fu lfill
the J ew ish law after the conference at Jerusalem in 49 A.D .. Paul
r eminded them of their debt to the Jewish he ritage. He regularly
preached and prayed for the Jews' salvation. I!
Certainly. many factors con tributed to the change which occurred
within the next few centu r ies. During the apostolic age, tensions over
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whether Chr istians needed to follow the Jewish law became apparent.
Pau l and other Christians had hoped for large-scale conversion of the
Jews; instead. most J ews became more resistant to the Chr istian
message. And this message itself implied an incompleteness in the
Jewish faith. That Jews continued to deny Jesus' div inity and resu rrec.
tion was annoyi ng to the Christians; that Christians insisted that Jesus
was the Messi ah foretold by the Old Testament prophets hardened the
Jews' resolve. Chri stians even specu lated that the Jew's rejection of
Christ. especially thei r role in condemning him. had irrevers ibly
damned them. In the third century Origen wrote. "We say in confidence
that they will never be r estored to their former condition, for they
com mitted a crime of the most unhallowed kind in conspiring against
the Saviou r of the human race."12
Many of the Jews who accepted the Christian message tried to blend
the law of their past with the ir new faith. This was the issue which Paul
addressed in his letter to the Galatians:
Did you receive the Spirit by observing the law, or by believing
what you heard? Ar e you so foo lish? After beginning with the
Spirit, a re you now tryi ng to attain your goal by human effort? 13
The problem of Judaizing Christians continued after Christianity
became the religion of the empi re in 380; the church contained many
"demi-Christians" whose true allegiance was to Judaism or paganism.
To combat t he attraction of these religions, John Chrysostom (347-407)
wrote some of the most incendiary anti-Jewish propoganda issued
before the Crusades. The Jews, he wrote, were "pitiable and miserable";
they wou ld never regain theirc ity or rebui ld t heir temple. He asked, "Is
it not obvious that [God] hated you and turned His back on you once a nd
for all?"14
Bes ides wanting to uphold the law. some of the Jewish Christians held
heretical not ions of who Jesus was. For example, the Ebion ites embraced an adoptionist Christology. They believed Jesus was born as a
natural man and that the Father had adopted Him as the Messiah when
the dove descended at the baptism by John. The Ebionites also rejected
Paul as an apostate and heretic because of his arguments that theJewish
law had been superceded. IS Justin Martyr was probably referring to
such groups when he told Trypho of men "who pretend to be Christians
and admit the cruc ified J esus as their Lord and Christ, yet profess not
His doctrines. but those of the spir its of error." I'
Thedialogue between Justin and the Jew Trypho isa most interesting
part of the record of ear ly J ewish-C hrist ian relations. It seems Trypho
was a refugee in Ephesus who had escaped from the Bar Kokba revolt in
135 A.D. He and Justin spent two days discussing their religious views.
Just in argued that of all groups of people, the Jews had t reated the
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Christians most unfairly: "You not only fail ed to feel remorse for your
ev il deed [the crucifixion], but you even dispatched certa in picked men
from Jerusalem to every land, to re port the outbreak of the godless
heresy of the Christians and to spread those ugly rumors against us
wh ich a re repeated by those who do not know us." Yet the two men
parted on friendly terms. Trypho suggesting that they could profit from
further study together.17 Had the spirit between all Jews and Christi ans
been this cordial, the rest of thi s paper would r ead quite differently.
However. tensions had already been mounting for some time; when
Polycarp. bishop of Smyrna. bu r ned at the stake in 156, Jewish hatred
helped to fan the fires. ls
With Constantine's conversion to Christianity and his elimination of
secular r ivals, the J ews came under the Christi an state's power as well
as ecclesiastical influence. Based on the Jews' past history of confl ict
with the empire. one could argue that unde r the Christian slate their
position improved. at least tem porarily. No Chri stian emperor ever
subjected them to the hum iliation or brutality of the raids which ended
in 70 and 135. On the other hand. the J ews may have been so thoroughly
suppressed that they no longer had any strength with which to revolt.l 9
Constantine's reign marked the beginning of a dual imperial policy
toward the Jews which continued in the German ic kingdoms when they
adopted the Roman system of law . Under th is dual policy the Jews had
certa in legal protections. but they were clearly second -class membersof
society. Both emperors and popes tried to protect the Jews from forced
conversions. yet they frequently reminded t hem of their sins. Almost
three centuries later. Pope Gregory (590-604) su mmarized th is position:
"Just as license must not be granted to the Jews to presume to do in their
synagogues more than the law permits them . so they should not suffer
curtailment in that which has been conceded to thcm. "20 Although the
J ews had forfeited manyofthe ir rights in their repudiation of Jesus. full
justice would be meted out only at his second coming. The Jews were to
be allowed to live. albeit miserably.
Much of Constantine's legis lation promoted the miseries which
Christians believed the Jews deserved. He declared Judaism a sect and
forbade J ewish proselytizing. If J ews. however. wished to convert to
Chr istian ity. it was illegal for others to discourage them. ~1 Apparently,
the emperor wanted to force a clear distinction between J ews and
Ch rist ians: they were not al lowed to banquet together or to intermarry.
To the Christians. he dec lared. "H enceforth. let us have noth ing in
common with thi s odious people: our Saviour has shown us another
path."2'l The efforts of Christian a uthorities to separate from Jewish
practices was strengthened by the emperor's declaration that Sunday be
a day of rest. Since the Jews also observed their Sabbath. they were
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econom ically ha~dic~ppe~ by not working two days each week. Later in
the cent~ry, JeWi sh ViolatIOns of these laws carried the penalty of death
by b~ r?m~. J ews ",:,ere .barred .fr:om partiCipating in the military,
practlcmg In profeSSIOns like medlcme. and trad ing on the slave market.
they.could neither '.'epair their old sy nagogues nor build new ones.rI '
With f~w ,excePtIOns: later emperors and Germanic kings followed
Constantine s example In.d~aling with the Jews. Julian (361-363), called
the Apos~~ by the ~hrls~lans. tried to retu r n Roman religion to her
pagan OTlgl~S. Seemmgly In an effort to antagonize the Chr istians he
rela~ed an~I -Jewish legislation and promised the Jews the freedo~ to
rebUil d t.hel r temple. However , he died without fulfill ing this promise.24
TheodoriC, the Ostrogothic kingof Italy (480s-526). wentoutofhis way to
protect the J ews' legal r ights. Both he a nd the local bishop t r ied to
defend the Jews .in Rave n.na from violence: still , a mob bu rned sy na~og~es and for~l b ly baptized Jews. When the victims appealed for
Justice, TheodoriC ordered restitution incl udi ng reconstruction of the
synago~~~. The reason for this favorabl e treatment may have been the
compatibility between the Jews' monotheism a nd the king's Arianism 2.5
Several centuries later, Charlemagne (742-814) had reasons besid~s
theolo.gy for ac~ommodating J ewish interests. He wanted the economic
benefl ~ of JeWish traders and merchants from Moslem lands, and he
recognized the value of Jewish scholarship, especially in the Hebrew
language and the process of translation.26
In mediev~ 1 Europe, such per iods of preferred treatment for the J ews
were exceptIOns, but so were incidents of ope n violence at least before
1000 A.D. The centuries of the Crusades. the Black Death and the
Span!s~ Inquisition. however, presented a spectacle of ho;rors and
atr~ltles. Forced baptisms and banishment, severe measures in the
ear her centuries. frequently gave way to massacre. Yet th is violence
was not officially sanctioned. As Salo W. Baron has noted, "Despite the
tremendous bloodshed from 1096-1391. we can fi nd no instance of
go~ernmental ly-instigated pogroms.''27 None of the disciplined armies
which went o.n the Cru sades att.~cked E~ropean J ews, and some kings
open.ly promised t hem protectlon. 28 Wit h the possible exceptions of
Euglemus III (1145-1153) and Innocent III (1198-1216), all the popes
also condemn~ a nti -Jew i.sh violence. Of all Europe's cities, only Rome
has .had a conti nuous JeWish community since ancient times, possibly a
testimony to papal peacemaking.29
~dm itted ly, the line between the popes' support of the Crusades and
th,elr condemn~tion of anti-Jewish violence was thin at times. In Urban
II s speech which preceded the First Crusade in 1095, he called (or the
rec~Ptureof Jer~sa le~. Assuming the Church to have replaced Isr ael in
God s plan, he said t hi S was the land "give n by God into possession of the
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children of Israel." Such a reference would produce the sor t or
"Ch ristia n Zionism" which marked the Crusades.30 Another example or
papal activism was the authorization which Honorius III (1216-1227)
gave the Dominicans to censor books and burn heretical Jewish
materials. The friars were so thorough that even today few ancient
manuscr ipts of the Talmud rem ai n.:u
Innocent ITT, Hono rius' predecessor ruled wh ile the papacy was at the
height of its power: he was a good example of what Schweitzer has called
a "historiograph ical antithes is." H is pontificate represented a historical
high point for Christians: it meant further su ffering for the Jews,u
I nnacent liked to use the of analogy of the Jews being like Cai nwandering the earth under the yoke of guilt. hoping for a final
redemption. Having continued the dual pol icy of protecting the Jews'
lives but little more, his reputation as a r uthless persecutor stems more
from his efficiency than from new levels of cruelty, Healso presided over
a council which placed further restrictions on the Jews. 33
The Fourth Lateran Counci l (1215) followed the logic which Thomas
Aqu inas(1225-74) enunciated later in the century: "Because of their sins
(the Jews) are subject to per petual servitude. and their goods are at the
disposition of the r uler: only he must not take from them so much that
they are deprived of the means of li fe."M The cou ncil exclu ded the Jews
from all civil offices and ordered them to stay in seclusion duri ng passion
week. To avoid unknowing contact with Christians, they were to wear
di stinctive dress. Later in the century, Edward I ordered that fo r all
Jewsover the age of seven in England this be a yellow patch: King Louis
IX of France insisted on red or saffron. Also at th is time, J ews were
forbidden to sell meat publicly. to employ Christian physicians. nurses,
or servants, or to have Chri stian guests at weddings or funerals. 35
Popes and councils were not. the only members of the religious
commun ity who concerned themselves with the Jews: some of the key
figures in the crusading effo rt were monks. Peter the Venerable, abbot
of Cluny (1 122-57). wrote "A Tract Against the Inveterate Hardness or
the J ews" in wh ich he argued that Peter, using the sword of Goliath.
would "cleave [theJew'sJ blasphemous head in twain" for hisobsti nance.
And to his king, Louis VII of France. who helped lead the Second
Crusade in 1147. Peter wrote:
What would it profit to fight agai nst enem ies of the cross in
remote lands, while the wicked Jews, who blaspheme Christ, and
who are much worse than the Saracens LMoslems], go free and
unpunished. Much more are the J ews to be execrated and hated
than the Sar acens; for the latter accept the birth from the Virgin,
but the J ews deny it. and blaspheme that doctrine and all
Ch ristian myster ies. God does not want them to be wholly
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exterminated, but to be kept like the fr aticide Cain, for still more
severe torm.ent and disgrace. In th is way God's most just sever ity
had ~ealt With the Jews from the t ime of Ch rist's p'lSsion. and will
cont in ue to deal with them to the end of the world, for they are
accursed, and deserve to be.36
. About the same ti me. a monk named Radu lf was preachi ng similar
Ideas .and a~tually led a pogrom in Germany. When Be"nard. abbot of
the CisterCian monastery at Clairvaux and a major fOl'ce behind the
Second Cr usade. heard Radulrs message, he openly refuted it. In a letter
to Archbis hop Hen ry of Mai nz. he argued t.h at the Chu r ,:h would be
much more successfu l if she con verted J ews than " if s heonc~ and for all
should sl~y them by the edge of the sword.''37 He cited thret abuses by
Radulf:. hl~ abuse of the preach ing role. his disregard fo r the bishop's
denunCiatIOn of pogroms, and his approval of murder.38 Bernard went so
far as to meet Radulf in person, and it took the full for ce of his reputation
to ~ ubd ~e the passio~s already stirred among the popu lace. In spite of
VOICes li ke Bernard s, wholesale slaughter of J ews continued in the
Rhi.ne regio.n. Given the options of conversion or death, many Jews took
th ~l r own lives. husbands eve n killing their wives and mothers their
chi ldr en to spare them the violence of the mobs.39
In the face of such prejudices, conver ts to J udaism v'ere virtually
unhe.ard of. but the case of an anonymous French Pro,;elytess does
pro~lde a perspective on suffe r ing at the personal level. WI 'en this lady
deCided. to conver t to Juda ism-whether out of religious cO'lviction or
romantiC l?ve-she fled to Narbonne where she married a J ew. For ced
to flee agam by her fami ly's search for her, the couple settled in a small
Jew.ish community where they lived peacefully for six yeal'S, Then,
dUring a pogrom in the wake of the First Crusade, non -Jews killed her
husband and took her two oldest children. Left with an infant child, she
fled to the East, seek ing a Jew ish commu nity able to care fo r her.40
. The suspicions which would prompt a group of citizens to turn
vl~lently ~pon their Jewish neighbors were caused by many of the same
thl~gs wh lch.prompted the Romans' suspicions of the early ChristiansSOC ial exclU Siveness. sec retiveness. and religious ri tua ls. The spirit of
the Cr usades heightened the sense of r eligious loyalty and intolel'ance
Cor the "~rfidious"-a ter m frequently applied to the Jews. Probably
the ghastliest charge was that. J ews crucified Christian boys for r ituals
such as the Passover. Such accounts date from as early as the fifth
century when the synagogues in a Syrian town were confiscated on
chargeso~ drunk~n Jews hang ing a boy on across and scourging him to
death d~rlng Punm.41 In the fe rvor of the crusading spiri t, Engl ishmen
memorized the names of four supposed victims between 1144 and 1255
In the incident of 1255. eighteen J ews were hanged in revenge: usual l;
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the richest J ews of a region were the first victims.(2 On May 26, 1171,
thirty-some J ews in Blois, France, were burned to death on a similar
charge. The rumor began when a Chr istian servant met a Jew who was
carrying unta nned skins. When a loose skin scared the servant's horse,
he returned to his master with a tale of a Jew carrying the corpse of a
Ch ri stian ch ild. The maste r's personal grudges and the co mmunity's
prejudices led tothe an nihi lation of theenti re Jewish commu nity; adults
were bur ned or imprisoned and chi ldren were forced to convert.4!I As in
th is case, violence could occur even if there was no body as ev idence. In
Spain, the story ci rcu lated of a victim who had resurrected and been
bod ily transporled to heaven. In an effort to restore sanity, Pope
Innocent IV, in 1247, openly rejected the charges that Jews were guilty
of such butc hery and t hreatened to excommunicate Christians who
persecuted them.(4
Christians also accused the Jews of steal ing and desecrating the host
used in the mass. In 1298. the story of such sacr ilege in a small German
town led to a wave of violence across Bavaria and Austr ia in which 140
Jewi sh communities we re sacked and 100,000 J ews were killed.
Germany had become the center of the worst such violence, and as the
Holy Roman Emperor's power decli ned, local violence increased. From
1336 to 1338, a grou p open ly called themselves the Judellschlager, "the
slayers of the Jews."Ci
The Black Death of 1348 and 1349 excited further passions. Mobs,
roaming the countryside beyond t he control of the authorities. sought to
appease God th rough penance such as mass flagellation s .4~ In such a
volatile atmosphere, blami ng the J ews was all too easy. Some scholars
beli eve that because of the Jews adherence to their laws of clean liness
and hygiene, they did not suffer li ke the rest of the populationY In
Spain. southern France. and Germany, Jews were accused of poisoni ng
the water supply. and. by usi ng torture, the official s cou ld extract
confessions as a basis for persecution. At Strasbourg. for exam ple. of the
2,000 Jewish inhabitants. those who would not accept baptism were
bur ned in their own cemetery.4!I
Th at religious intolerance. ethnic prejudice, and fearful superstition
prompted much of this violence seems evident: probably even more
tangible is one further cause-greed and economic jealousy. As early as
the fourth centu ry. counci ls, includi ng the one at Nicaea, proh ibited the
charging of in terest-o r us ury- on loans. Church fathers like Tertulli an, Cypr ian. J erome. Augustine. and Leo I all condemned it as well,
and Gratian included the prohibition in his canon law of the twelfth
century. Ale xander III. allhe Th ird Lateran Counci l in 1179. and
Clement V. at the council of Vienna in 131 1. pronou nced usury
unscriptura\, heretical, and sinful. Such was the religious background
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to the question: there were also economic realities. Since Christ ians
could not charge interest. they had no incentive to loan money: therefore,
merchants nceding fund s were forced to borrow from the Jews, whose
average rate of interest was 43% per annum and went as high as 80%.
Under such rates, one can easily imagine the appeal when Eugenius III
promised all participants in the Second Crusade an exemption from
paying interest on loans to Jewish cred itors. Even the Church depended
on Jewish money. Aaron of London (d . 1187) held mortgages on nine
Cistercian convents and claimed to have provided t he money for
building the Cathedral of St. Albans,49
During periods of peace, the Jews had a knack for prospering, and
Christians resented their ostentatious exh ibitions of wealth. During
Richard the Lion-Hearted's reign in England, debtors resorted to
violence against their J ewish creditors. Since the Jews were important
to the king's finan cial security, he established the Exchequer of the Jews
to protect their economic interests. 50 Although such examplesof violence
spec ifically for econom ic reasons were rare, commercial jealousies
contributed to other outbursts. As already noted, usually the richest
Jews were the first victims. Certainly, kings were aware of the value of
property which could be confiscated, and debtors would gladly use
violence to gain relier from oppressive interest payments.
Protecting at least the lives of the Jews was official policy during the
time of the Crusades: with the Spanish Inquisit ion of the late fifteenth
century, that changed. Under the Moors, Spain had been the "golden age
of post-biblical Jewish history," but as t he Christians regained the
region, they forced many Moslems and Jews into baptism. By 1391 ,
there were 200,000 of these "New Christians," baptized but often
secretly loyal to their native religions. Many of these Jews were
prom inent in society (King Ferdinand's g reat-grandmother had been
one), and this compl icated matters. Ferd inand's wife, Queen Isabella,
was determined to restore her brand of pure Christianity to Spain, and
in 1478. the Pope approved the Span ish Inquisition as an arm of the
state. Then in 1492, besides sending Columbus to America. the Spanish
drove the last Moors from Granada and expelled all J ews who would not
accept baptism .~ l
Probably the most prominent J ew in the country was Issac Abarbanel
(1437-1508), who had served under kings in Portugal and Spain. Almost,
Abarbanel persuaded Ferdinand to accept a ransom instead of expelling the J ews. When Tomas de Torquemada, the Dominican who gave
the Inquisition its "spirit of calm ruthlessness, glacial persistance, and
slaughterhouse efficiency," heard of th is, he made a most dramatic
appeal of his own. Bursting into the king's presence carrying a silver
crucifix, he demanded:
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Behold the Crucified Whom the accursed Judas Iscariot sold for
thir ty pieces of silver. Your Majesties are about to sell Hi m for
30.000 ducats. Here He is. Take Him and sell Him. I resign my
post. Noone shall impute this guilt to me. You, however, shall have
to answer to your God.
To complete his dr amatic effort. Torquemada th rew the crucifix at the
ki ng and d isappeared.&2 Such passion convinced the king. and duri ng
the summer of 1492. between 170,000 and 400,000 Jews left the
country.u
Unfor tunate ly for the Jews, the In quisition was not the end of their
suffering. Ahead lay the restrictions oithe ghetto system. the turmoil of
the F rench Revolution, and the horrors of Nazi Germany. And even
today, prejud ices die hard. At Vatican II. some of the old questions
r e-emerged: Does being faithful to one's religion mean needing to
condemn other religions? or How much room is there for dialogue on
matters spelled out by an accepted authority? Even though the bishops
did not answer these questions fully, they did accept options more i n tu ne
with the spirit of J esus than some of those their predecessors had chosen.
Hopefully, the Ch r istian Chu rch is balancing its perspective by hear ing
the "Father forgive them" as well as the "His blood be on us."
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T he Fools of Pr ide and Prejudice
by Robin Estes

One might wonder what the fool's purpose is in literature. According
to John Lauber fools seem to have two major roles: entertainment and
enhancement of the plot. 1 They usually get the reader laughing while
they set the stage for action, and thei r stupidity often elevates the he.roor
heroine's intelligence and grace. Frequently, the fools oppose the Wishes
of the protagonist. but the hero eventually prevails. A ~ood example of
the fool and their involvement in the act ion of the book IS J ane Austen's
Pride and Prejudice. She does not lim it herself to one Cool, but to a hostoC
them and it is thei r interactions with the sensible characters t hat make
the n~vel exciting and entertaining. LadyCatherine de Bourgh, Dar~y's
(hero) aunt; Mrs. Bennet, Elizabeth's (heroine) mother; and ~r: Colhn~,
Elizabeth's cousi n, are a part oCthis hilar ious host. By dcsc rlbmg their
ludicrous act ions and thoughts in Pride and Prejudice, Jane Austen
reveals Lady Catheri ne, Mrs. Bennet, and Mr. Coll ins to be the complete
~.

Fr·
Lady Catherine represents the aristocratic fool in Prid£ and. e.JU.
dice. Wh ile some may be impressed with her status, her Coolish ness
detracts from any good qual ities she might have. She represents the fool
on Darcy's side of the Camily and is needed to show the reader th~t
Darcy's family is not without its imperfections. F red Karl contends In
A n A ge of Fiction that Darcy too has his own Cool of the famil y, Lady
Cather ine. "whose vulgarity surpasses that of E lizabeth's mother and
sister.''2
Also Lady Catherine's relationshi p with Mr. Collins makes her seem
more foolish. Lauber maintains in his article that Lady Catherine's
"greatness" can only be taken seriously by Mr. Coll ins, ?e~ause th~y are
alike, and "it is inevitable that she should be Mr . Col lin s patron, only
another Cool could accept his nauseating nattery."3 J ane Austen re~~
Lady Catherine's foo lishness when she wrote th at Lady Catherine is
"graciously pleased to approve"4of Mr. Colli ns' sermons, for only a fool
could approve of anyth ing Mr. Collins does.
.
Lady Catherine also parades about ~ry ~ng to ~ho~ of~ he: authority
but ends up looking like a fool. Oscar F irkinS maintains In hiS book that
Austen loudly disapproved of Lady Catherine's se~fish ness and ove:
bearance and he compared her to "a performer , a t rick mule, whom hIS
trainer e~hibits to a delighted audience."5 She is brought to life through
her sill y outlandish performa nces. One such occasion is when she con·
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fronts E lizabeth and orders her to refuse Darcy's proposal: "Let me be
rightly understood. Th is match ... can never take place. No. never. Mr.
Da:cy is engag~d to my daughte r . Now what have you to say?" (p. 298).
ThiS confrontatIOn demonstrates her imbeci lity and adds to the humor
because in trying to split up Darcy and El izabeth forever. she merel;
brings them together.
Second ly, Mrs. Bennet represents another fool in Pride and Ptejilclice.
She often appears to be silly from her incessa nt "nervousness." Auste n
?escribe~ her: "She was a wom an of mean understand ing, little
mformatlOn, and unce rtain temper, when she was d iscontented she
~an cie~ herself nervous" (p. 7). Lau ber states that Mrs. Bennet's silly
Jabber mgoften causes her to miss what she is really sayi ng. and he adds
that at the end of the book she has not cha nged. for she is still
"occasionally nervous and invariably silly" (p. 323).6
Mrs. Ben net's obsess ion wi th getting her daughters married makes
her appear rid iculous. Austen stated early in t he book that "the business
of her life was to get her daug hters married ... "(p. 7). She appears to be
foolish in rank ing Wick ham equal to Darcy in terms of bei ng a good
husband. but as Lauber claims, to her. any marriage cou nts.? John
Bailey stated that he believed Mrs. Bennet's sill iest scene was when she
expressed her delight concern ing E lizabeth's engagement to Darcy:8
"Oh! my sweetest Lizzy! How rich and how great you will be! ... Three
daughters married! Ten thousand a year! Oh Lord! What will become of
me? I shall go d istracted" (p. 3 18).
Mrs. Bennet's absu rd speeches also reveal her fo lly. Bai ley wonders if
anyone cou ld ever be more absurd than she, for as he stated. "She never
once speaks but to expose her own folly.''9 J oan n Morse concludes t hat
Austen let Mrs. Bennetexpose herself in her absurd speeches and in her
refusal to understand what entail means 10: "I cannot bear to think th at
they should have all this estate. If it was not for the entai l I shou ld not
mind it" (~. 114). Th is illogical statement shows Mrs. Bennet's ignorance. for If there were no entai l, "they" would not receive t he estate in
the first place. Fi rkins maintains that Mrs. Ben net. unlike other fools.
never says anyth ing worth saying. and he summarizes: "Many women
have had fo ll ies akin to Mrs. Bennet's but no live woman eve r devoted
herself to the qui te superfluous task of provi ng that she was a foo l with
the perseverance and assidu ity of Mrs. Bennet."ll
La:>tly, Mr. Coll ins is another major fool in Pride and Pn!judice. and
~Il hiS state ments and actions appear to be funny. J ohn Priestley stated
In The English Comic ChaTaciers that from the first mentioning of
Collins. the reader is anxious to see him; from the first sight of him
onward . he becomes alive, and the reader may th ink he knows what
Collins will do next. but his fo lly is a lways g reater than the reader
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expects. L2 While tryi ng to flatter someone, Mr. Collins often ends up
insu lting them. Firkins believes that the reader enjoys this, and a good
example is when Collins insults the Be nnets in his letter concerning
Lydia's elopeme nt with Wickham. 13 He also thought it wou ld be polite of
him to introduce himsel f to Darcy, but he only ended up looking foolish,
because it was an insult for him to address Darcy without a forma1
introduction.
Mr. Coll ins foo lish ly fo llows certain routines. Lauber believes he does
not take time to examine if the ritual has a ny value, but he is always
careful to say and do the r ight th ing, and th is makes him believe he will
ach ieve the desi red effect. L4 His rituali stic approach isexemplified in his
proposal to Elizabet h: "He setabout it in a very orderly manner. with all
the obse rvances wh ich he su pposed a regular part of the busi ness" (p.
93), and he was sur prised when she refused. As Lauber points out, Mr.
Collins is toostupid to see that Elizabeth could never be happy with him,
but to him, happiness is not the issue. nor is the bride. the ceremony is
what mat1ers.!5
Mr. Collins' worship of Lady Catherine seems to take precedence over
eve rythi ng, the reby maki ng l"iim look more fooli sh. for she too is a fool.
Priestley believes it is she who has agreat deal to do with Collins hunting
for a wife and making a fool of himself in the process, and he issostupid
as to thin k that a person must be crazy not to accept will ingly the "good
life" at Hunsfor d and Rosings and being near Lady Catherine. L6 Priestley goes on to say that not only does Colli ns admire Lady Catherine.
Hunsford. and Ros ings, "they have become t he core of hi s ex istence.
everything else in li fe is referred to them a nd jud ged by them."L7 This
appears to be so hilarious because he is a clergyman, yet he appears to
place her above God and hi s duties to the church.
In concl usion. Auste n introduces Lady Catherine, Mrs. Bennet. and
Mr. Collins to the read er to make Pride and Prejudice an entertaining
and exciting novel. Their foolishness elevates E liza beth's intelligence
and independence. Their silly actions. while making the reader laugh,
also create suspense a nd cause ce rtain events to take place. Without the
fool s' invol veme nt in P ,-ide and Prejudice, the novel would be lacking in
humor and ad venture, and it probably would not be the classic it is
known for today.
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The Role of Political Party Platforms in the
Formulation of American Foreign Policy
by John Rollin Tarter
During a political party's national convention in an election year, one
of the major events of the week is the announcement of the party
fter this announcement has taken place. however. the
pIa trorm. Soon a
.
h
t'
attention of the party and of those who are following t e con.ven Ion
quickly turns to other events on the convention's agenda. O.f~n . Its~ems
the party's platform fades away into the pages of poiltlcal sCience
journals and history books, never to be a public issue ~gain . Although
most American voters feel party platforms are ~ean.mgless and thus
never read the platform their party adopts, there IS eVI?ence that party
platforms should receive more respect than they are gIven. . .
Party platforms present what party leaders feel are ~he major Issues
concerning the government at the time th~y are written. They. also
present evidence of what the positions and actIOns of the p~rty c~ndldat:e
might be should he be elected to office. Th:oughoutA.merlca~ history, It
has often been t rue that candidates have Ig~ored their party s ~Iatform
once they have taken office. In r ecent ~Istory .. howeve~. th iS tren~
appears to be changing. In the area of fore ign pohcy ~spec lallY, there IS
growing evidence that the problems and the solutIOns presented :or
them in party platform s are becoming a greater C?ncern o~ foreign
policy makers in the executive branch after the election yea~ IS over.
In a review of the literature concerning party platforms. It ?ecomes
apparent, most scholars agree. that party platformssho~ld receive more
attention from the American public than they are gettl~g. One ~uthor
stated that based upon the research he and others ~ompiled durmg t~e
administrations of recent presidents. it can be said that the old ~hef
that the rhetoric of party platforms has no meaning once the electlO~
are over is untrue.1 Furthermore. a,uthorit!es agree that ther~ 18
growing evidence that parties and theIr candidates hoi? the p~omlses
they make in their platforms so important once they get m~ office, that
in the recent past they made serious efforts. to tak~ ~ome actiOns o~ m05!
of them.2 One researcher pointed out that In addlt~on to there bet.ng a
increase in the amount of pledges fulfilled by parlies whose candidates
have been elected to the presidency recently, there seems to have been I
decrease in the number of those on which no action has been taken,3In
anothe r book on this subject, the two auth.ors decla~ed that ~he
Democrats have paid especially close attentIOn to theIr campaign
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promises, and that because of this, their party's platform has become a
source of pride for them. As evidence of this the authors cited that the
Carter administration made a list of the party's campaign promises.
with the intent of using them to help guide their actions.4 Another
scholar emphasized the platforms' importance as the basis of a candidate's campaign for the presidency once it is drawn up. He stated that if
a candidate is an incumbent president. he and his staff have a major
influence on what the platform says. Candidates who are way out fron t
in the pre-election polls, he continued, also have an influence over the
platform planks.s A point related to this, yet derived from another
article on this topic, is the importance of the party's candidate winning
the presidential election to the tran s{ormation of platform planks into
government policy. The party whose candidate wins the presidential
election, the author stated, has a higher rate of fulfillmentof its platform
pledges than the party whose candidate loses.6
Although the previous review of the literature concerning the
importance of political party platforms may seem to be off the subject of
the importance of party platforms in the American foreign policy
making process, it does back up the assumptions on which this paper is
written. In addition , it is important to point out that very little is written
on the subject of American party platforms and the foreign policy
making process. In order to address th is problem, this r esear ch paper
will attempt to determine the importance of party platforms in the
foreign policy making process by comparing certain statements of the
1976 Democratic party platform to the foreign policy of the Carter
administration, and statements of t he Republican party platform in
1980 to the fore ign policy of the Reagan administration. Since discussing all the foreign policy statements made by these two platforms and
examining all the actions and polic ies of the Carter and Reagan
administration s in the formulation of their respeetive foreign policy
program would be too broad a topic for this paper , attention will be
limited to the platforms' statements and the administration policies
concerning the issues and United States government actions in the
Middle East. The Middle East is a good area for research of this type.
because for the last decade it has been a central concern of the political
leaders who have drawn up party platform s and foreign policy makers
alike.
Before this extensive examination can continue. one major point must
be made. This is that measuring the fulfillment of a platform is very
difficult to do. The central reason {or this, acknowledged in one article. is
ad iffer ence between actions which a party platform promises and those
which foreign policy makers take. Because of this, platform promises
and government actions cannot be matched for comparison.1 With this
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in mind it becomes apparent that t here must besomesortof definition of
platform fulfillment by which subsequent foreign policy can be measu red. One scholar in this field defined fulfil lment as: " ... some sort of
substantial government action of the kind and in the d irection promised.
There must be the realization of a pledge, not only an attempt at
realization, and the achieved result must be clearly akin to the promise."!
In comparing the state men ts of t he Democratic platform in 1976 to
the policies and actions of the Car ter fo reign policy in the Middle East
over the nex t four years, two major themes will be addressed . The first
theme will be the peace process the 1976 Democratic platform promised
its presidential candidate wou ld encour age, and the second theme will
be the platform statements about the role and presence of the Russians
in the region that its candidate would accept. These two issues were a
central concern of foreign policy makers in the Carter administration
through the next four years.
With regard to the peace making process, the Democrats' platfor m
promi sed: "We will continue to seek a just and lasting peace in the
Midd le East." (. . .) "We will avoid efforts to impose on the region an
externally devised formula fo r settlement, and will prov ide suppor t for
initiatives toward settlement based on di rect face to face negotiations of
relations and a full peace within secu re and defensible boundaries.~
The Car ter administration seems to have placed heavy importance on
the fulfillment of these statements in its policies over the next four years.
When Carter came to the presidency in 1977 he did away with old
approaches to d iplomacy. He initiated a comprehensive approach and
took an active role in foreign affairs, His major goal was the achievementof negotiations between the combatants, so that all issues between
them could be brought out and resolved. to At a town meeti ng in Clinton,
Massachusetts, on March 16, 1977, Carter promised that Amer ican
foreign policy would not be made in secret, and that America's influence
wou ld be used worldwide to br ing warring countr ies to peace. 11 With
these policies as his gu ide, Carter based much of his personal pr estige on
reaching a peace settlement between the Arabs and Israelis in the
Middle East. He stated that he hoped to get the Arabs, Israelis, and
Palestinians to come together for negotiation at a Geneva peace
conference later in his term of office,12
The prospect of an Arab-Israeli peace appeared to be a possibility for
the first time in thirty years in 1978. but both parties needed a mediator
to achieve peace. The Un ited States could take th is role, having been an
old friend of Israel and a newly made fr iend of Egypt}' However , much
of t.he abil ity of the United States to car ry out a peace settlement
depended on the ability and willingness of Egyptian P resident Anwar
Sadat. u Sadat appear s to have been willing in 1978, for his visit to
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J er usalem that year gave Israel what it had always been seek ing from
its Arab neighbors; acceptance and recognition. Sad at's actions alienated Egypt's Ar ab allies, even though it helped open the way for a peace
settlement. 15
Both Sadat and Israeli President Menachem Begin came to Washington that year , but peace negotiations wer e delayed by an Israeli invasion
of Southern Lebanon in March. Secretary of State Cyrus Vance made a n
attempt to solve Arab- Israeli differences, but these were unsuccessful.
Follow ingthis failure, Carter invited Begin and Sadat to come to Camp
David for face to face negotiations." The Camp Dav id Peace Accords
were the high point of the Carter ad m inistration's attempts to achieve a
peace in the Middle East, and they seem to fulfill the Democratic
platform's promise of a directly negotiated peace effor t. Sadat and
Begin came to Camp David, and after m any hours of discussion under
the guidance and persuasion of President Carter, they reached two
agreements that seemed to shock the world. The agreements, which
were signed on September 17, were called Framework/or Peace in the
Middle East and Framework/or Peace Between Egypt and lsT(ul. The
negotiations between Begin a nd Sadat that led to these agreements were
not easy. Both leaders wanted peace, but neither wanted to comprom ise
his position,17
Carter's cal l for a summit meeting was immediately seen by the wor ld
as a gamble that had paid off. The euphoria did not take into account
that these agreements were not a final resolution of Arab-Israeli
problems. They were merely agreements to discuss the major issues
between them in the future. ls Because the Peace Accords did not have
the power of a formal treaty, the negotiations between Israel and Egypt
on their d iffer ences dragged throughout the rest of Carter's ter m in
office. The Carter administ ration became frustrated, and its fo re ign
policy makers claimed that Isr ael a nd Egypt were avoid ing the major
issues and dealing only with less important techn icalities." For example. when negotiations over the issue of Palestinian autonomy which
began on May 25, 1979 broke down around J une 8, Carter flew to Cairo
and Jerusalem in an attempt to convince Sadat and Begin to reach a
comprom ise.20 These efforts failed fo r the most part. After two more
attempts ended in a stalemate, the Carter administ.ration began to
despair.21
The second theme, the role and prese nce of the Sov iets in the Midd le
East, d id not receive as much attention as t he prospect of a n Arab-Israeli
peace did in the 1976 Democratic platfor m. However, the pl atfor m did
state: "Our policy must be based on firm adherence to sever al fu ndamental principles of Middle East policy." One of these princ iples was:
"... the maintenance of U.S. military forces in the Mediterranean
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adequate to deter mil itary intervention there by the Soviet Union."Zl
F rom this statement we can derive that a central interest of the
Democratic administration would be the deterrence of an increase of
Soviet in flue nce in the Middle East over the next fou r years.
While there is no doubt that Carter was interested in preventi ng
Russian influence from overtaking that of the United States in the
Middle East, it seems th at he subordinated this concern to his desire to
achieve peace in that region. This desire held true throughout the fi rst
part of his term. Carter felt that the part icipation of the Soviets was
necessary for the success of the peace process, and thus U.S. policy
makers looked for a way to bring the Soviet Union into the peace
negotiations. The result of negotiations with Soviet foreign policy
leaders on this topic was a Sov iet-American joint declaration that was
announced on October 1. 1977.2:1 The agreement stated that the resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict was basic to the establishment of peace
in the Middle East. It stipulated t hat peace negotiations should be
comprehensive, including all those parties concerned and all pertinent
issues. Three key issues it outli ned for peace in the region we re: an
Israeli withdrawal from all territories not occupied before 1967. a
resolution of the Palestinian problem, and negotiations that would bring
an end to all war. As a framewo rk for negotiations the statement set
forth the procedure of the Geneva Conference. and it pledged that the
Un ited States and Russia would work together for some action by
December, 1977.2(
As time went on. the Carter admin istration abandoned this joint effort
and began to take a policy approach more like that suggested by the
Democrats' platform. Th ree reasons for this are. the American public
outcry against Soviet participation, the bad effects on Un ited States
relations with Egypt that this would produce. and Israel's objection to it
For these reasons. the Carter admi nistration excluded the Soviets from
the Camp David peace p rocess.2~ As a result. the Soviets severed their
ties with Egypt. and became a champion of Pan-A rab causes, such as
Palestinian self determination and the restoration of Arab control over
land occupied by Israel in 1967.26 After the fall of Iran to revolutionary
Shiite Muslims. the security of American interests in the Middle East
was severely reduced. The invas ion of Afghan istan towards the end of
Carter's term was the first Sov iet th reatof aggression in the region since
the fo rt ies. 21 Carter respon ded to these threats with actions very close to
those promised by the Democratic platform. In his State of the Union
address on J anuary 23. 1980. Carter set forth what has become known as
the "Carter Doctrine." He promised immediate military action by the
Uni ted States if any outside force attempted to gain control of the
Persian Gulf region. Later in his term Carter began t he development of
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a Rapid Deployment Force and the bui lding up of United States Naval
for~es in the Indian Ocean to carry out this threat should the need arise.
ThiS new pol icy was spec ifica lly designed to deter Sov iet aggress ion.28
. In the presi d~ntial electio n of 1980 and when the Reagan admi nistratIOn came to office afterward. the same two themes wh ich concerned the
1976 Dem~ratic platform and President Carter were sti ll major issues.
Thu~ t~e lm.po;tance of t~e 1980 Republican platform in the Reagan
adml~lstra.tlOn s formu lation of American foreign policy can be tested
on thiS basiS. The Reagan administration promised to take a d ifferent
ap~roach ~ pro~lems in the Middle East than Carter, howeve r. because
of Ideological differences. These differences can be seen in both the
Republican platform and Reagan adm in istrative polic ies.
T~e 19~0 Republican platform placed a strong emphasis upon the
contmuatlOn of the peace process in the Middle East. It stated:
"Republicans recognize that a just and durable peace for all
nations of the regions is the best guarantee of continued stabil ity
... Peace between Israel and its neighbors requires direct
negotiations among the states involved. Accordingly, a Republican administration will encourage the peace process now in
progress between Egypt and Israel. and will seek to broaden
it .. ."29
At th.e b~gi nningof his admin istration. Reagan made many prom ises
of co.nt.lnu ln~ the peace process. He continued to do so throughout his
administratIO n. and the speeches of various policy makers on his staff
ech~ed his promises. One typical speech was made by the Depu ty
ASSistant Secretary of Far Eastern and European Affairs, Pete r
Constable. before a House Subcommittee on the Middle East and
Europe on Apr il 6, 1981. Like the Republ ican platfor m. he stated that
progress had been made toward the resolution of confl icts in the Middle
East, and promised that t he Reagan adm inistration wou ld continue this
process. The Egyptian-Israel dispute. he said, would be the first issue
addressed by the ~agan administration. so Sadat visited Washington in
Au~st of 1981, and promised to continue the Camp David process.
Begin a lso came later, and made a simi lar pledge. Both leaders received
a warm welcome by the Reagan admi nistration. The negotiations
between Israel. Egypt and the United States continued after th is but
none of t he parties involved had a plan or a desi re toconti nue them ~ith
fervou r.3 !
Various incidents, which will bediscussed later, shifted the interest of
the Reagan admi nistration away from the peace process th roughout the
rest of 1981 and most of 1982. In two important speeches he made in
September of 1982, Secretary of State George Shultz restated the
cornrn ittrnent of the Reagan administration to the peace process in the
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Middle East. In one speech. before the United Jewish Appeal in New
York City on September 12, Shultz outlined the Reagan plan for peace.
One theme he emphasized was the Reagan administration's commitment to security for Israel throughout the years to come. A second goal
he discussed was the Camp David proposal for a transitional period of
five years in which the Palestin ians on the West Bank and Gaza would
rule themselves.3'l In an earlier speech he had said that international
organizations would be used to help in the peace process, and that the
only change in the Camp David peace process would be the addition of
the representatives of the PLO and other Arab nations to the negotiations.33 He was careful to add. however, that Reagan's policy did not
include the establishment of an independent Palestinian state on the
West Bank and Gaza.3-1 Th is last statement offers evidence that the
Reagan administration was following policies promised.by the Republican platform to some degree. Tn the party platform'soutline for peace in
the Midd le East there had been the statement: "We believe the
estab lishment of a Palestinian state on the West Bank would be desta·
bilizing and harmful to the peacEl process."35 Unlike the Carter administration, the Reagan administration did not follow up its peace initiative
plans with a summit effort such as the Camp David accords. For the
most part. peace plans were subordinated to other goals and interests.
The role of the Soviets in the Middle East and the presence that they
should have there was a major issue in the presidential campaign of
1980. For this reason. this theme became a central part of the Republican platform. The platform stated:
"In the past three years. the nations of the Middle East and
Persian Gulf have suffered an unprecedented level of political.
economic, and military turmoil. The Soviet Union has been
prom pt in turning these sources of instability to its advantagEl·
The Soviet goal is clear; to use subversion and the threat of
military intervention to establish a controlling influence over the
region's resource rich states, and thereby to gain decisive political
and economic leverage over Western and Third world nations
vulnerable to economic coercion."36
When the Reagan administration came into office, it voiced similar
fears of Soviet inroads in the Middle East. Reagan promised to restore
America's credibi li ty in the Middle East, and to oppose the Soviet
threats in the region. Also, he continued to build up the Rapid
Dep loyment Forces. but at a greater speed than Carter had. He
promised that there would be no further humiliations to the United
States in the Middle East. such as the fall of Iran or the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan,31 The American policy under Reagan acquired a new
strategy. Instead of emphasizing an Egyptian-Israel peace, this policy
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had the containment of Soviet expansion as its central goal. The
achievement of the goal subordinated all other American interests in the
Middle East. 18 Just before Reagan came to office, Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance had outlined the actions of the United States that would
coun ter the expansion of Soviet influence. One would be to negotiate
with the countries of the Middle East to achieve greater American
strength and more stability in the region. Another would be an increase
in America's military to enhance our ability to respond to threats that
might arise. Finally, through economic and military aide, Vance
promised that the United States would strengthen the countries in the
region so that they could respond to a Soviet threat themselves if the
need should arise. 39 To this policy established at the end of the Carter
administration, Reagan's Secretary of State Alexander Haig added the
Reagan administration's goal of diplomatic containment. He went to the
Middle East in April of 1981, and attempted, as John Foster Dulles had
in 1953, to establish a collective security through various alliances with
the countries of the region. He centered his efforts in Israel, Egypt,
Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Oman. These attempts were unsuccessful,
however, because the Arab states would not ally with either Egypt or
Israel. They particularly disliked Egypt because they opposed Sadat's
negotiations with Israel}O
With the failure of containment, the Reagan administration shifted to
employing arms sales as its emphasis. The goal of this approach was the
same as that of Haig's efforts to achieve some sort of collective security,
and it closely matched the Republican platform's promise to strengthen
countries in the Middle East through military aid. Reagan used arms as
a diplomatic tool with no reservations. His administration completed
arms sales negotiated by the Carter administration earlier, and used
them in an attempt to expand American influence in the Middle East
over countries that formerly had not been our allies. H The results of this
policy were disastrous. For example, in 1981 when Reagan approved
arms sales in Saudi Arabia. Israel was outraged. The United States had
to sell arms to Israel that would offset this threat in order to appease
Israeli leaders. In other cases the result of Reagan's arms sales policy
was the same. It was found to increase instability by provoking rivalries
among various countries in the Middle East, thus defeating its purpose.
Reagan quickly abandoned this policy, because it was felt that the
United States might not be able to control the situations that could result
from it.° 2
In comparing the statements of the Republican platform of 1980 to the
subsequent foreign policy of the Reagan administration, and those of the
1976 Democratic platform to the foreign policy of the Carter administration, it appears some relationship between platform statements and
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government policies does exist. A correlation between the statements of
both party platforms and the foreign policy approach of that party's
candidate is apparent, but the final conclusion must be t~at ma~y oth.er
factors influence fo reign policy actions of the party s presidential
candidate after he takes orrice.
.
One factor that influences American foreign policy makers, particularly in the Middle East. is the events thatoc~u r duringt~e a~min istra
tion's term in office. This has held true m the exammatlon. o.f the
American foreign policy during the Carter and Reagan admJnls~ra
tions. The emphasis of the Carter administration w~ ~pon ~ro~otl~g
peace in the Middle East, whereas the Rea~a~ admm lst.ratlOn s m.am
concern was stopping the expansion of Soviet mfluence m the regIOn.
One of the reasons this change occu rred was that the de~elopment of
events in the Middle East made it a much different environment fO.r
American foreign policy under the Reagan administration from wha~ It
had been during the term of the Carter administration. T:-",o major
events which have been mentioned earl ier that changed the ~Id dle East
were the revolution in Iran , and Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
Among other things, the revolution of Shiite Musl ims i ~ I ~an sho~ed
the United States that its military power could be useless m mfluencm~
some changes and developments in the Middle East. 43 In the wakeoft~ ls
highly influenced event upon American diplomacy came the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan. As a result of these two occu rrences, the
tendency of the Reagan administration W e~phas~ze the threat of
potential Soviet aggression in the Middle East IS partially understandable,"
d ..
Another highly influential event which affec~ the Rea~an a miniStration's policy was the assassination of Egyptian PreSident Anwar
Sadat. Israel and the Un ited States were greatly shocked by t he death.
The United States supported Hosni Mubarak, who replaced Sadat as
President of Egypt. but the peace process was definitely undermi ned.~
By fa r, however, Israel's invasion of Lebanon in the sum~er of 1.982
changed the environment of the Middle East and diplom.atlc re~atlO.ns
there more than any other event. Israel had sent her troops In~ a. slx m.lle
wide area of Lebanon in March of 1978, but the Carter admlOistratlOn
did not let this interfere with the peace talks. When Israel attacked
Palestinian sectors of Beirut on Jul y 17, 1981 before its invasion, ho~
ever, the peace process was severely impeded.4~ In th~ aftermath of thiS
invasion a severe rift in United States relations With Israel and the
Arab nations was opened which has not yet been closed. Th is rift has
made the conti nuation of peace negotiations impossi ble.
An important factor that influences American forei.gn policy makers
in addition to current events is what our leaders perceive these to mean.

This perception includes what they think American interests are, and
how various developments enhance or threaten them, The particular
ideology that a president and the policy makers of his administration
hold will in part determine what their interpretation of the importance
of an event to American interests will be. A party platform refl ects the
ideology of the party that writes it, and can give the electorate an idea of
the ideology held by the party's candidate. The ideology evident in a
party's platform will most assuredly assume great importance if that
candidate wins the election.
In conclusion, there appears to have been some correlation between
the party platforms of the victorious presidential candidates in 1976 and
1980 and the foreign policy that they pursued in the Middle Eastduring
their subsequent terms of office. These correlations do not mean that
party platforms have adi rect influence on the formulation of American
foreign policy, however , because there are other factors that have great
importance in the foreign policy making process. In spite of this, party
platforms have greater meaning than it is com mon ly thought. On the
basis of this research it can be concluded that the past two American
presidents have pursued the same foreign policy goals and followed the
same diplomatic approach in the Middle East that their respective party
platforms expressed before they took office. This study is far too limited
to warrant some of the conclusions reached by scholars that were
discussed earlier, but it does present evidence that supports a few of
their statements. Party platforms, whether they playa large role in the
policy making processes of American presidents or not, do have an
Important role in the American political system. Because of this, they
deserve more attention than they receive from the American electorate.
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Telecommuting; A Wave for the Future
by Sheryl Dawson
Today it takes an act of courage to suggest that our biggest factories
and office towers may, within our lifetime, stand half empty, reduced to
ghostly warehouses or converted into living space. l
While still a new phenomenon, telecommuting may soon become a
viable alternative to the traditional nine-to-five workday. Firms are
waking up to the fact that not every employee need work eight hours a
day, five days a week and in the same location each day. More and more
employees may find themselves working within sight of the kitchen
table, instead of fighting the freeway s every morning and evening. What
the new mode of production makes possible is a return to "cottage
industry," a new, higher, electronic basis, with emphasis on the home as
the center of society.2
Telecommuting is defined as work done away from a central office.
It's not just using computers and telephones; it's location and time
independence.
Although telecommuting is relatively a new concept, it is growing
rapidly. Telecommuting has become popular due to the personal computer and from companies feeling more pressure from their workers.
Companies invest into telecommuting feeling the need to retain their
valued employees. In California, companies have begun building homes
with offices and computer connections already installed. 3
Within 15 years, millions of Americans will probably be commuting
by computer. There are now approximately 30,000 people in the United
States who work at home with company computers at least part-time. It
is estimated that another 20,000 Americans work closer to home, thanks
to the computer} Telecommuting has encouraged some companies to
decentralize operations with several suburban branches, sometimes
replacing a downtown headquarters. For instance, with a neighborhood
work center, employees who live in the same area can go to a neighborhood office to work, avoiding the time and cost for commuting to the
main (downtown) office. s
A study conducted by Jack Nilles in Los Angeles found that on the
average, each person traveled 21.4 miles a day to and from work using
gasoline equivalent to 64.6 kilowatts of energy. A typical computer
terminal uses only 100 to 125 watts or less when in operation, and a
phone line consumes only one watt or less while in use. By contrast, it
takes far less energy to move the information by terminal, as opposed to
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traveling to the office a nd then perform ing t he task. Calculations show
that in 1975, if 12 to 14 per cent of u rban commuting had been r eplaced
by telecommuti ng, the United States would have saved approximately
75 mill ion barrels of gasoline, elim inating the need to import gasoline
from abroad. Partofthis time saved by not commuting may bespenton
the job. s
The most impor tant advantage of telecommuting is the gain in
productivity of 20 to 300 perce nt. Productivity is difficult to measure,
b ut it has been found that just by moving people from the office to the
home results in a productivi ty incr ease because a worker can pick his or
her own time to work. Hence, staff turnover is reduced due to the flexible
working conditions. Also, employees produce more because they have
the time and flexibility to fit in family obligations. which leads to an '
improved morale.
If one works at home, it d il utes the mentality of work as a place with a
lot of paper shuffling and coffee breaks. If an adequate contact with the
office is maintained by telephone and by computer . an employee can do
his or her job effectively at home where conditions are most congen ial.
This eliminates the hassle of trying to get a long with co-wor kers who
have different viewpoints. The possibility also ex ists that the employee
will be so t remendously productive that he or she wi ll be able to hireout
to other employers.7
Telecommuting can help spread the work load for some functions
arou nd the clock. Tasks that do not absolutely need to bedone on the first
sh ift can be done during the even ing.
Another advantage of telecom muting is apprec iated by small businesses. A lotof companies do not have adequate floor space and resources
for everyone, and by decreasing the size of the central offices and
manufactu ri ng facilities, the smaller the r eal estate bill, the cost of
creating new policies, and the costs of heating, cooling. and lighting.?
Because it requires little mobility, computerized homework offers
special opportunities to people whose physical handicaps make it
difficult for them to work in a typical office. Control Data Cor poration in
Minneapoli s, employs about 50 handicapped people full-time in their
homes across the country through termi nals connected to the mainfra me computers.
Joanne Saladin had worked in Contr ol Data's Dayton office for a year
and a half when she suffered a brain aneu rysm and a stroke in 1974. In
November. 1978. Data Control began training former disabled workel1l
to determ ine if they could work productively at home on computer
term inals. Joanne was trained and now she programs software packages in academic su bjects. ranging from material for the General
Educational Development test to a college calculus course. This is just
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one case of a handicapped person who is able to work using in-home
computers.'
In d u a l-career marriages, the question h as been asked, "Is telecommuting an answer to the problem of chi ld care?" The a nswer is no,
telecommuting is not a substitute fo r child care. It does give one more
access to his or her family, but it w ill not be a su bstitu te for full -time
child care. Parents a re nearer to their ch ildren and can be called on if
problems arise. 9
It has been implied that the electronic cottage or telecommuting
system has aided in the lowering of divorce rates among couples who
work together. The electronic cottage system r aises the possibility of
husbands and wives, and per haps even chi ld ren, working together as a
unit. Through h istory it has been said that "families who work together ,
stay together."JO
However, there are some draw backs. Some people won't be able to use
in-home telecommuting because they s imply cannot concentrate at
home, causing productivity to go down. Another drawback is faced by
the compulsive eater. Some people find that they put on 20 pounds in a
matter of a few months.
The lack of contact with co-worker s is a real hind rance for some
people working at home. One solution tothis problem wou ld be to ask the
workers to check in with the office, in person. every few weeks. Another
recommendation is the use of electronic mail so co-workers can com municate w ith each other on a daily basis.
One major disadvantage is that a secu rity problem might arise with
tech n ical employees work ing at home if, for example. a neighbor should
visit and observe sensitive data. However , workers at the main office
have the capabi lity to d isclose this information. According to Joseph
Deken. author of The Electronic Cottage, "You're goi ng to have to trust
them whether they're in the office or at home."11
Serious implications for management a r ise when supervising from a
distance. It has been found that managers do not necessarily need to see
employees to manage them efficiently. This will separate good managers from the bad, as telecommuting tends to magni fy the weaknesses
of ineffective managers. "People who are goad managers in person, w ill
be good managers at a distance," says Marcia Kelly, president of
E lectronic Services Unlimited. 12 Joseph Deken agrees with Kelly.
Deken sees the r ole of management not as a sheepherder who has to keep
people locked in a room and watched over, but more as an evaluator of
the quality and cost of work. 13
T he typical manager who sees his or her subordinates routinely can
ask and answer questions about the progress of thei r work. However,
w hen employees are off-site most of the time. the manager's practices
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might have to change. He must better define job expectations, including
the nature of the work to be done, time limits, and quality concerns; set
performance standards; and carefully select those who will be most
proouctive in a home e nvironment. Both the manager and the employer
must agr ee on what actions are ethical. The employee at home has the
same need for feedback as those in the office. The manager should take
extra steps to measure progress and give reassurance.
As much as possible. the manager should help the telecommuting
worker feel a part of the soc ial and information network of the office.
This ranges from being invited to staff and project meetings, to less
business-oriented functions, such as luncheons, or cocktails after work.
Managers have to be sure that telecommuters are not "outofm ind," just
because t hey are "out of sight."
There are many questions to be answered about salaries, qualities,
and users of telecommuting. Most companies find these issues manage.
able and that there are relatively few barriers. One point of view is that
companies will match the benefits paid to central employees. Another is
that telecommuters receive no company-paid benefits, but are paid
more than the in-house staff members. l •
To be a successful telecommuting worker, one needs certain personal
qualities. The most important personal quality needed is a good sense of
organization. Telecommuters should have set goals and have already
achieved them in the central offi ce environment. It is best to start with
people who have been with the company (or some time and are known to
be self-motivated and self-directed. The oods o( success become better,
"if people ar e extremely responsible, self-starters, and have a proven
track record," says Kelly of Electronic Services Unlimited. 16
Many businesses are uti lizing telecommuting. Theearliest interest in
telecommuting has been fi nancial services and insurance companies.
Equipment vendors are also very interested, but fr om two points of
view: one. as a new product sales and second, assomethingto implement
inter nally.16
Many white-collar, technical. and professional people are using
telecommuting. An unmeasured amountoC work is being done at home
by such people as salesmen and saleswomen who work by phone, by
architects, by human-service workers like therapists and psychologists,
by lawyers, by music teachers and language instructors. and by many
others. These people are among the most rapidly expandi ng work classifications. When technology increases so that a low-cost work station
can be placed in a home, the possibilities for work at home will be further
expanded. 17
The computer doesn't lead to isolation, but it does provide a window
for mor e social contact with people and more options unavailable today.
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Attributions of Group Poor Performance
by Ken Waller
Partor a supervisor'sjob consists of evaluating, pun ishing, and giving
feedback to poor performing subord inates. In order to fulfill these
duties. a supervisor must make an accu rate assessment of why the
substandard performance occurred. This assessment often results in an
attribution which is defined as a conclusion about the most probable
cause of the subord inate's actions (Mi tchell & Kalb. 1982).
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate and analyze the
unique problems associated with the declining perfo rmance of an entire
work group. There are several unique features of group performance
problems which are not encountered in cases of individual poor
performance. Three of these features are listed and discussed below
(Brown, 1984).

An entire work group that is performing poorly has serious consequences for an organization. The results of several employees performing poorly are more likely to be noticed by the orga nization than the
results of an individual employee performing poorly.
Group poor performance can also be an indication of major problems
wi thin an organization such as plant-wide morale, inefficient inventory
control systems, or inadequate production facilities; in contrast, ind ividual poor performance is less likely to be related to major problems
with in the organization.
Reflection on the supervisor is another unique featu re associated with
the declining performance of an entire work group. The poor performance of an individual employee will reflect far less on the su pervisor
than the poor performanceofagroup when a supervisor isjudgedon the
overall performance of his employees.
Literature on causal attribution within the last fi ve years has focused
on the supervisor's ratings of emp loyee performance (Feldman. 1981),
supervisor's assessments of the causes of poor performance (Mitchell &
Kalb. 1982), the nature of feedback that supervisors provide to subordinates (Green & Liden. 1980), and the interactive effects between
performance ratings and causal attributions (Staw, 1975).
Brown (1984) states that what appears to be missing from theexisting
literature are reports of efforts at understanding the causes of group
poor performance. Even though the applications listed above are
important to organizations, Brown has indicated that research on
attributions about group poor performance may be of even greater
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importance.
The main reason for the need for studies on attributions about the
causes of poor performance is because attributions influence an or.ganization's ability to manage human productivity effectively. According to
Green and Mitchel l (1979). the attribution that a supervisor makes about
the cause or causes of a performance problem will determine the method
that the supervisor takes to correct the problem. For example, the
corrective action most likely will involve adiscussionor reprimand if the
attribution is focused on the employee; however, the corrective action
will probably involve the task or work environment if the attribution is
focused away from the employee. The accuracy of attributi.ons is very
important because accurate attributions will lead to appropnate corrective actions whereas inaccurate attributions will not (Brown, 1984).
There are two dimensions of attributional theory that have implications for the diagnosis of group performance problems. These two
dimensions are the actor-observer differences and the differential
effects of consistency, consensus, and distinctiveness information cues
on observers' attributions (Brown , 1984).
Mitchell and Kalb (1982) have defined the actor-observer difference
as the situation in which one person (the observer) tries to explain the
behavior of another person (the actor).
Brown's (1984) research indicates that the results of organizational
research on attributions have been consistent with theor ies from the
psychological literature that suggests that an actor (employee~ is likely
to attribute his own work fa ilures to factors in the work envIronment
and that an observer (supervisor) is more inclined to attribute the
employee's failures to the employee's internal states or dispositions. In
summary, the poor performing subordinate is more incl ine,d to ~Uggest
external causes for his poor performance while a supervIsor IS more
inclined to attribute this poor performance to internal factors.
There are two unique features to consider when viewing the actor·
observer relationship as a supervisor-employee relationship. First, the
relationship isone of dependence; second, the relationship may be only a
matter of perspective.
According to lIgen et a1. (1981), the attributions about causes of poor
performance tend to be more employee-centered than would be otherwise when the supervisor is dependent upon the employee for output or
when the supervisor receives rewards based on thesubordinate'soutput.
This particularly holds true for the work group because the work
group's performance, more so than the individual's performance,
provides a measure of the supervisor's capabilities.
Concerning the matter of perspective, the supervisor is an actor 81
well as an observer even though on the surface the supervisor is seen 81
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the observer who assigns cause when monitoring the performance of
subordinates. For example, the supervisor is often responsible for the
e:ct.ernal f~cto~s such as adequate instructions. realistic schedu les, and
tImely dehverles that are critical to the employee's performance. Since
these factors generally affect the work group as a whole, the supervisor's
role as an actor is particularly noticeable when the performance of a
group is being considered. Mitchell and Kalb (1982) stated that a
s uper~i sor is more likely to blame the employee in such a situation as
descr ibed above rather than the environment or external factures
because an environmental attribution might suggest that poor supervision was involved.
Attributions also seem to be influenced to a great extent by the
inform~tion that ~s available. An example is in a work setting where a
supervIsor. knowmg that a decline in performance has occurred has
information available that allows for comparisons. Although se~eral
~ypes of comparisons are possible, Brown (1984) stated that the most
Important ones to a discussion of group poor performance are the
comparisons between people.
~rown, in her research, cited Kelly (1967) as conceptualizing people
usmg three types of information when they make attributions. These
three types are consistency, consensus, and distinctiveness.
. C.o~siste,ncy information is defined as the relative stabi lity of an
mdlvldual s performance overtime. Consensus information refers to the
comparison of the performance of one employee with the performance of
oth?r employees. Distinctiveness information refers to the degree to
wh ich the performance on the task in question is different from other
tasks performed by the employee.
Dueto its availability, consensus information may be of the most value
to a supervisor even though laboratory studies have shown the effects of
consensus information to be relatively weak as determinants of casual
attribution. Consistency cues which are represented by historical
pe~formance data often are not available because of poor record keeping
or m-plant transfers. Distinctiveness information may not always be
available either due to the fact that an employee may work at only one
task which would mean that there would not be any other tasks to
compare it with.
Some of the methods for attribu ti ng cause to group poor performance
are as follows:
1. Kelly's consensus model
2. Social influence
3. Administrative level
4. Hedonic relevance
5. Accumulated failures
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U2 Group Poor Performance
These different perspectives depend upon the circumstances and the
view of the supervisor who is making the observations.
According to Kelly's (1967) consensus model, attribution should be
more exter nal in nature when the e ntire work group performs poorly.
Furthermore. the corrective actions that grow out of these attributions
should be d irected toward the factors in the task e nvironment that may
be impeding performance.
Social influence is a second way of attributing cause to group poor
performance. According to Weiss and Shaw (1979), a supervisor who
believes that negative attitudes tend to be contagious may see the
attitudes, motivation, or concentration of one or two people ~ being the
cause of group poor performance. Corrective action resulting from
social influence attribution will require efforts to change an individual's
attitude or maybe even a dismissal or transfer of a problem employee.
These actions can be rather difficu lt for the supervisor.
A third method of attributing cause to group poor performance is the
administrative level of the person making the attribution. Brown (1984)
stated that administratively distant individuals will lean toward internal attributions regardless of how many people are performing poorly.
One r eason for this is that high level managers are unlikely to have had
much exper ience in performing operating tasks. According to Mitchell
and Kalb (1982), observers with previous task experience tend to make
more external attributions than do the observers who have not had any
experience at the task.
Another reason for administr atively distant individuals leaning
toward internal attributions is the level of analysis that is considered by
the observer. For example, an upper level manager may compare work
groups with each other , whereas a first-line supervisor will probably
compare individual employees in making diagnostic j udgements.
Brown (1984) listed two problems of adm inistrative level biases. The
first problem is that upper level managers may make inappropriate
policy decisions based on inaccurate internal attributions. The second
problem is that the imposed attribution can cause conflicting situations
for a first-line supervisor. For example, the upper level manager may
force his attribut ion on the first-line supervisor by demanding certain
actions for them to take. This puts the first-line supervisor in a position of
needing to sati sfy his boss while trying not to aggravate the existing
problem by taking inappropriate corrective action .
Accordingto the theory of hedon ic relevance. a perceiver will be more
likely to make an intern al a ttribution about the cause of a negative
action or outcome that affects the per ceiver's own welfare. Also. a
supervisor may ma ke external attr ibutions about system factors that
are outside of his control . A supervisor may use either of these two ways
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to remove blame from himsel f which may al low him to avoid embarrassment with upper level management.
Green a nd Mitchell (1979) stated that corrective actions involving
employees may be easier to implement than those involvi ng the system.
For example. the su pervisor will probably lean toward in ter nal attribution a bout employees if the external factors outsid e of his control
represent insurmountable proble ms. In contrast. Green and Mitchell
further stated a supervisor will tend to favor external attributions when
the employee group seems to be an impregnable obstacle.
The fifth method of attributing cause to group poor performance is
accumulated failures. The accum ulated fa ilures model suggests that a.
supervisor may move further and further away from external attributions towards blaming the subordinates for the problem when the
pattern of group poor performance continues over time. In such a
situation. the supervisor will probably take defensive actions (Stevens &
Jones. 1976).
Three unique features of group poor performance were analyzed:
serious consequences, ind ication of major problems within an organization , and reflection on the supervisor. A r eview of the literature found
that the main reason for the need for studies on attributions about the
causes of group poor performance is that attributions influence an
or ganization's ability to manage human productivity effectively. Two
dimensions of att r ibutional theory that have implications for the
d iagnosis of group pe rformance problems were discussed: actorobserver differences and t he differential effects of consistency. consensus, and d istinctiveness information cues on observers attr ibu tions.
Consensus information was found to beof most value to a supervisor due
to its availabi lity.
Five perspectives for attributing cause to group poor performance
were examined. These five methods were Kelly's consensus model. social
influence, administrative level. hedonic r elevance. and accumulated
failures. The perspective that a supervisor takes in assigning cause to
group poor performance will have a dominant influe nce on the attributions that are made. The su pervisor's choice of corrective actions will be
influenced by these attributions.
According to Brown (1984), attributing cause to group poor performance appears to be ripe for research. A combi nation of field and
laboratory research will be needed to test each of the perspective models
that were listed. Controlled test of the theories can be accom plished with
laboratory studies. and fie ld research can be used to provide insight into
the situationally specifi c effects of each model.
The literature has indica ted that the application of attribution
theories in work settings has been limited to problems of ind ivid ual poor
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performance.
Supervisors and managers must be aware of the distinctions between
individual and group poor performance since group poor performance
can have a greater impact on the organization. Supervisors need to be
conscious of the importance of accurately diagnosing group poor performance. Also, supervisors need to be aware of the perspectives other
than consensus information when formulating, modifying, or refining
attributions. Training programs may be needed to increase the supervisor's awareness of useful decisions rules for attributing cause to group
poor performance.
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The Evolving View of Folk Art
by A nn Taft
For a folklori st, the task of defining folk art generally involves
refuting pr ior definitions pronounced by art historians, art critics, and
art collectors who in the age of the New Deal were collecting and
exhibiting folk art in New York City gatleries. The defining criteria for
collecting folk art in the 1920s, '30s and '40s were largely based on
aesthetics and little attention was paid to the individual artists (in fact,
anonymity was often a determining factor), the community in which the
art was created, or the traditional nature of the art form. With the rise of
folk li fe and material culture studies in the United States in the 1960s,
folklorists broadened their definition of folklo re and began to include
folk art and craft within their realm of study; this new interest set into
motion an unpleasant battle between col lectors and folklorists concerning the precise nature of folk art. This battle, which is periodically fueled
and ign ited at conferences held'between the two camps(such as the most
recent 1983 Washington Conference on Folk Art), essentially revolves
around two radically opposed perspectives-the art historical approach
which stresses the aesthetic quality of folk art and its simple, untutored
style and the folkloristic or cultural approach which focuses on the
individual artists and the particular cultural context in which an
artistic tradition survives.

DEFIN ING FOLK ART
The three main criteria folklorists employ in defining folk art are:
shared aesthetic, tradition, and informal transmission. Folk art, viewed
within the context of a fol k group, defined by Robert Redfield (1947) as a
small, homogeneous, self-sufficient and self-perpetuating group, is
based on a sh ared community aesthetic. The folk artist is cogn izant of
the needs and demands of his audience, which is usually local, and
responds accordingly. In essence, then, folk art is the expression ofa folk
group's aesthetic. While a limited amount of individual creativity and
innovation is allowed within the restraints of a given artistic tradition ,
individual desires are subsu med under the expectations of the group.
The second criterion of folk art is the traditional nature of the art form
and the artistic process. Folk artists are conservative and priority is
placed on the perpetuation of old designs and styles. Tradition in this
sense means simply that the art form must have persisted through time.
115
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According to J ohn Vlach. "artworks grounded in soc ial demands and
communal preservation do not materialize out of thin ai r but are
patterned out of ideas and values passed on from generation to
generation" (1980:347).
Folk art is learned in an "informal. yet often highly str uctu red"
manner. Folk artists generally acquire their skills from "one or more
senior artists in thei r com mun ity who share their knowledge th rough
direct instruction and criticism of the apprentice's work" (Teske 198283:37-38). Folk art tradition s are fr equently passed on to members of an
immediate folk group.
Folklorists studying folk art pay particular attention to the cultural
context in which folk art is created. They attempt to ascertain the
individual artist and his commun ity's aesthetic and views on the
tradition rather than imposi ng their own aesthetic values. Pottery,
quil ts. basketry. needlework, and wood carving would al l be considered
folk artifacts if they satisfied the criteria outli ned above. Such artworks
as outdoor sculptured environments. for instance. created by self-taught
artists or visionary artists, who worked outside of a community tradition , wou ld not be considered folk art.
Folk art is generally distinguished from folk craft by the intended
fun ction of the object: "If a pleasure-giv ing function predom inates, the
artifact is called art; if a practical function predomi nates. it is called
craft"(Glassie 1972:253). The division between art and craft is becoming
less and less important since, as Hen ry Glassie further points out. "most
folk art exists wit hi n the immediatecontextoffolk craft"(1972:253). For
the pu r poses of th is essay. however. folk art and not folk craft will be the
central focus.
A succinct, com prehensive overview of the early days of collecting folk
art from an art histori cal perspective may be found in Beatrix
Rumford's essay "Uncommon Art of the Common People: A Review of
Trend s in the Collecting and Exhibiting of American Folk Art" (1 980).
In this essay we discover that the 1920s and '30s witnessed a burgeoning
interest among art collect.Qrs and museum personnel in coll ecting folk
art. The focus of this interest was in New York City galleries and
museum s, and it was through the medium of ex hibitions that ideas
about folk art were conveyed to the public. The earl iest public showing
of folk art was in 1924 at the Whitney Stud io Club in New York in an
exhibition entitled "Early American Art."
Early collect.Qrs and exhibitors of folk art were primarily concerned
with the aesthetic qualities of fol k art. Little attention was give n to
cultural documentation and, thus, it was the aesthetic of the collectors,
rather than t he creators, that defi ned the gcnre of fol k art during the
1920s and '30s and for many years hence. Folk art was obviously cast
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in opposition tofine art, and consequently, a false and stereotypical view
of the folk artist was presented to the public. In his article, "American
Folk Art: Questions and Quandaries" (1980) John Vlach outlined the
four major defining criteria for folk art that have been employed by art
historians and collectors. First. the folk artist was seen as an individual
creator rather than someone working withi n a community-based tradition. Second, folk art was touted as the simple work of anonymous,
untrained individuals. Third , fol k artists were viewed as an instinctive
lot who made no aestheti c choices; their art emerged from a natu ral
ab ility that was both automatic and uncontrollable. Fourth and last, folk
art was characterized by its "naivete," impl yi ng t hat the artist was
working without culturally determined "mental concepts" in producing
his art.
The individual who stands out in the 1930s as a major force in the folk
art collectors world is Holger Cahill. In 1932 Cahill. then acting director
of the Museum of Modern Art. staged an exh ibition entitled "American
Folk Art. The Artof the Common Man in America: 1750-1900." In the
introductory essay oftheexhibilion catalogue, Cahill defined folk art as:
The expression of the common people, made by them and intended
for their use and enjoyment. It is not the expression of professional
artists made for a small cultured class, and it has little to do with
the fashionable art of its period. It does not come outof an academic
trad ition passed on in schools, but out of craft tradition plus the
personal quality of the rare craftsman who is an artist (1932:6).
CahiU'sexhibition clearly marked the high point in the age of collecting
folk art. It served as both testimony to the interest and activity in folk art
collecti ng and as an impetus for fur ther collecting efforts. It is worthwhile to examine Cahill's introduction t.Q determine the overarching
ideas and perceptions that influenced early collectors, what was being
collected, and from whom and where folk art was "d iscovered."
It has already been establi shed that the aesthetic qual ity of an object
prevailed as a criterion in collecting folk art. Objects from the 18th and
19th centuries comprised the majority of the folk art that was collected
and exhibited. Collectors operated on the premise that fo lk art thrived
from the early days of colon ization up t.Q the Civil War, but with the
arrival of the machine age folk art production languished and soon
ceased altogether. Thus, by 1865 the United States had progressed from
a r ural to an urban civilization and folk art no longer had a place in
society (Cahill 1932:7). Carrying this logic one step further, we may
surm ise that Cahill and others viewed fol k art as a rural phe nomenon
which was not being created in thei r day-ind eed. they were collecting
survivals produced by anonymous indiv iduals in an era long past.
The majority of the objects in Cah ill 's ex hibition were from New
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England and Pennsylvania. Early collectors believed that these were
the richest regions in the United States for findi ng folk art. Objects
made by the Pennsylvania Germans constituted. the majority of American folk art. Collectors also recognized a third region which produced
exemplary folk art, that of the Spanish-American Southwest. Because of
the aesthetic bias of the collectors, three regions. two in the northeast
and one in the Southwest, were purported as the only places where folk
art was being created.
Specifically, what was included in this exhibit of American folk art?
Accordingto Cahill"thegreatest. production of American folk a rt was in
painting" (1932: 10). Inn signs, shop signs. and paintings on velvet were
included in the exhibit along with a large stock ofportraitures (1932:10).
The second largest category of folk art was sculpture; in this area, ship
figureheads. weathervanes, wild fowl decoys. shop signs, lawn figures
and toys were the featured items (1932:19). Although Cahill believed
that such works of art deserved a place in the history of art in the United
States. it was not art that should be "valued as highly as the work of our
greatest painters and sculptors" (1932:27). Cah ill 's contention that folk
art represented "sim ple, unaffected and childl ike ex pressions[s] of men
and women who ... did not even know that they were producing art"
succ inctly expresses the general opi nion held about folk art during the
first half of this centu ry.
In addition to Cahill's 1932 publication, two other catalogues in the art
historical vein deserve mention. Abby Aldrich Rockefeller owned a
significant collection of fo lk art which is presently housed at Williamsburg in Virginia. In 1957, Nina F letcher Little published a catalogue of
this collection entitled TIw Abby A Idrich Rockefeller Folk A rt Collection.
A 1974 exhibition catalogue. Th e F lowering of A merican Folk Art.
publi shed 50 years after the first fo lk art exhibition is an im portant
catalogue of paintings, scu lptures and decorations viewed solely from an
aesthetic perspective. Th is catalogue is testimony to the conti nued
employment of the aesthetic approach to folk art. Two works in the art
historica l tradition that approach a folk loristic look at art a re Allan
Ludwig's study of Yankee gravestone art (1 966) and Robert Trent's
study of a Connecticut chairmaking tradition (1977).
The Index of A merican Design (1950) by Erwin Christensen and
produced under the direction of Holger Cahill as a WPA Federal Art
Project is an important record of American design. It was comm issioned
in response to artists' need for work as well as a public desi re for
in fo rm ation on American design. The Index "is the story. told in
pictures, of articles of daily use and adornment in this country from
early colonial times to the close of the nineteenth century" (1950:ix). The
collection includes photographs and watercolor renditions of weather-

vanes, furn iture, costumes, and pictorial art.
Twenty-six years after the first exhibition of folk art was presented,
collectors, critics, and cu rators were still debating over t he definition of
folk art. In the Spring 1950 Antiqt«?s magazine published an article
entitled "What is American Folk Art?" which brought together th irteen
authorities to express their views on folk art. This collection of
statements represents the theoretical base employed by early col lections
of American fo lk art. Contribu tors incl uded art crit.ics, curators,
individuals from art museums and historical associations, and one
folkl~r ist-Loui s C. Jones. Their views on folk art var ied widely,
rangmg from statements claiming that fo lk art was the "naive expression of a deeply felt reality by the unsophisticated American artist"
(1950:355), "child art on an adult level" (1950:356), and the "crude
imitations of the luxuries enjoyed by the upper classes" (1950:357) to folk
art being "home-grown art" (1950:360). It would be difficu lt to arrive at
a composite definition of folk art from such disparate viewpoints, yet
what this symposium of op inions succeeds in doing is revealing the lack
of consensus over the natu re of fol k art and the relative lack of fo lklorists'
statements on the matter. Up until the 19605 folklor ists had emphasized
the study of oral trad itions over the mater ial aspects of culture. Several
fo lklorists had , however, published a num ber of works in the first half of
this century on folk art which are wort hy of note (see, for instance, Rice
and Stoudt 1929 and Stoudt 1937). J ohn Baer Stoudt and John J oseph
Stoudt were working under the aegis of the Pennsylvania German
Folklore Society. a society which has had a long history of interest in folk
art (Bronner 1984:xxii).
ART AS A SOURCE OF SOCIAL HISTORY

The lone folklorist who was re presented in the Antiqu..es symposium
was Louis C. Jones. Jones, di rector of the New York State Historical
Association and the Farmers Museum at Cooperstown since 1947, was
an important for ce in the study of American folk art. Jones built up a
major collection of folk art and contributed to t he growing interest in
folk art, largely through a major ex hibition and catalogue, co-authored
with Agnes Jones, entitled New-Found Folk Art of the Young Republic
(1960).

Jones' efforts and involvement in the folk art movement are best
viewed in light of the developing field of folkl ife studies Jed by Don
Yoder in the early 19605. The outdoor museum, of wh ich Jones was a
director, was an important institution for record ing and studying
trad itional cultu re. Employing a folklifeapproach, Jones was one of the
first folklorists to analyze material traditions in an effort to understand
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fol k culture as a whole. Although Jones approached folk art from an
aesthetic and art-oriented perspective, he was interested. in folk art as a
source of social history. "The importance of a folk genre piece." stated
Jones "may be greater as a document than as a work of art, and it should
be recognized as a supplement to the written word, as a historical
source" (1982:167).
Another individual who contributed to the Antiques symposium and
who viewed art as a source of learning about A meriean cu lture wasJohn
Kouwenhoven. His ideas were first aired in a seminal book entitled
Made in A men.ca: The A ris in Modern Civilization (1948) wh ich has had
a lasting influence on material culture specialists and folklorisb.
Kouwenhoven went beyond suggesting that we shift our thinking about
the nature of folk art. In hi s attempt to use nonverbal evidence to gain
insight into American culture, Kouwenhoven contributed greatly to
material culture and American Studies scholarship. Kouwenhoven
further suggested that such artifacts must be studied in their cultural
context, a view shared by folk art scholars today.
Kouwenhoven suggested that there was no folk a rt in the United
States and that what was being called folk art was merely "surviving
remnants of traditional folk arts" which were transferred from European traditions (1982:88). Kouwenhoven coined the term "vernacular
arts" to refer to those artistic forms ("tools, toys. bui ldings. books, [and)
machines") which were produced in an expand ing democratic c ivilization (1982:88). "In the vernacular," stated Kouwenhoven in theAntiqua
article, " ... we can di scover the sources of artistic forms which belong
to our own time and place" (1950:359). Kouwenhoven believed it W88
these "vernacular" objects that revealed more about American culture
than old world survivals. Kouwenhoven was clearly in the forefront of
American Studies in his criticism of scholars who neglected to use
nonverbal evidence to understand American cu lture and who relied too
heavily on "verbal translations of reality" (1982:90). Kouwenhoven
contended that anthropologists and archaeologists possess the techniques which may be used in evaluating the artifacts and folk arts of
American culture.
ART AND CULTURE: AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACH

Anthropologists. whi le mostly concerned with "prim itive" art, have
contributed to the vast body of literature on traditional art. It is useful to
review the literature on anthropology and art in the context of folk art
scholarship for obvious reasons. the central one being the innuence(both
realized and potential) that several anthropologists have had on folklorists' definitions and approaches to the study of folk art.
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In their study of prim iti ve a rt. anthropologists have taken the view
that art is a manifestation of cultur e. Art objects are see n as cultural
artifacts which may reveal a multitude of information about cultural
patterns. Anthropologi sts such as Clifford Geertz and Robert Plant
Armstrong contend that a rt has a polent symbolic power and that to
understand another cu lture one must study those things that produce,
what Armstrong calls, "aHect." Anthropologists have stressed the need
for studying art within the contextof the culture which produces it. In
1927 Franz Boas wrote:
each cu lture can be understood only as a n historical growth
determined by the social and geographical environment in which
each people is placed and by the way in which it develops the
cultural material that comes into its possession from the outside
or through its own creativeness [1955:4].
In 1927 Franz Boas laid out the essentials of a definition of art in
anthropology in his widely influential book Primitive A rt. Art, contended Boas. is concerned with form and with the ideas assoc iated with the
form. An artistic form, wh ich tends to remain stable in a "primitive"
cu lture. is the result of tech nical experience. Artistic enjoyment is. in
part, der ived from the form of the art object because tech nical expe rtise
and a fee li ng for form and beauty are inextr icably li nked. Art is a lso the
expression of thoughts and emotions and often serves as a meaningful
symbol within a culture. Boas pointed out that artistic enjoyment may
also derive from natural forms. but because they are not the work of
human activity they cannot be considered art(1955:11-13). In sum. Boas
stressed the relationship b~t ween cultural meaning and art; t he importance of techn ique. skill and competence required to produce art; and
the reaction of members of the society to the final art form .
Ruth Bunzel's The Pueblo Potter: A Stud y of Creative h naghwtiou in
Primitive Art (l929) is a study of pottery traditions in several Pueblo
communities. Work ing in the anthropolog ical trad ition. Bunzel was
concerned with the origin and developmentoftraditional pottery for ms.
She was interested in the ind ividual artists' response to the material and
cultural environment in producing their art. Th is was a pioneering
work in the field of anthropology which arrirmed that fo lk a rt was an
important cultural element. Bunzel's work demonstrated t hat a ny study
of an artistic tradition must involve a close look at ind ividual a rtists and
the parti cu lar culture in which they are work ing.
Anthropologists have also been interested in the symbolic natu re of
art. This school of thought may be viewed as an extension of Boas' theory
of art as an element. of culture. Art is more than an aspect of culture,
however: it embodies cultural meaning and serves as a symbol for
cultural ideas and beliefs. Clifford Geertz. in an essay entitled "Art as a
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Cultural System," (1976) propounded that a theory of art is at the same
time a theory of culture. Geertz proposed a semiotic approach to art
which is concerned with the meaning behind works of art-with "how
signs signify" (1976:1497). In a move away from an aesthetic or functional approach to art, Geertz suggested that to study an art form is to
study those aspects of culture which are collectively formed and that are
deeply rooted in a culture (1976:1478). The connection between art and
collective life lies only on the level of deep cultural meaning and, thus, an
investigation of signs must occur in their natural habitat.
An anthropologist whose work has had wide innuence among folklori sts studying material culture is Robert Plant Armstrong. In his
classic work The AfJecting Presence (1971), Armstrong talks about art,
not i n terms of beauty or aesthetics. as have so many scholars before him.
but as works of affecting presence. He defined such works as objects and
happenings in a cu lture that are "purposefully concerned with potency,
emotions, values. and states of being or experience-all, in aclear sense,
powers" (1971:4).
Inherent in this approach to art is the importance of the intention of
the creator in producing a work conveying affect. Works of art which
are intentionally produced are invested with feeling and are accorded
special treatment within aculture. Armstrong. like Boas, distinguished
between affecting works created by man and those that occur naturally;
the latter. concur both. do not come under the purview of the anthropologist. even though they are recognized as producing an affect. An
example of an affect ing thing occurring naturally would be the tree that
"explodes into the most exquisitely form ed . namboyantly irridescent
blast of color" that Roger Welsch discussed in a 1980 essay on defining
fol k art(1980:232). The tree obviously produces "affect" and is viewed as
an affecting work by the local community but it cannot be considered art
because it is not the work of humans. Henry Glassie, in his discussion of
folk objects, insists upon the importance of artistic intentions. "Art
cannot include th ings." states Glassie. "which the producer did not
consider aesthetically, even when we find them pleasing" (1968:30).
The affecting work should not be viewed as a symbol but rather as an
idea. Once the work is created it embodies the idea the creator had in
mind. "The affecting presence. then" stated Armstrong "is a very
particular cultural reality. an entity. like the creator from whom it
sprang and whom it perpetuates" (1971:195).
Folklorists' intcrest in material culture grew out of the folklife studies
movement led by Don Yoder in the United States in the 1960s. This
movement. which began in Europe in the early 1900s, served to broaden
folklorists' notion of appropriate subjects of research; the folklife
approach embraced all aspects of folk culture, including material cuI-
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ture. Up until that time. fo lklori sts were mostly concerned with oral
traditions. Folklife special ists advocated that material traditions should
be stud ied in relation to cu lture as a whole. This movement, coupled with
the r ising interest in "contextual" studies which emphasized the
importance of context over text and the performance qualities of
folklore. may be viewed as the beginning of a shift away from lookingat
folk art as a text to be collected and more as a process to be examined in a
live context.
If the folklife studies movement pointed up the need to look at material
aspects of culture as well as spi ri tual and oral aspects. then Henry
Glassie's study Pattern in the Material Folk Culture oj the Eastern
United State.<; (1966) was a landmark work which signaled the nascent
interest on the part of folklorists in studying material culture. Glassie
drew upon the discipli nesof folklore. folklife, and cultural geography in
his effort to define folk cultural regions based on evidence supplied by
material culture. Although Glassie relied heavily on folk house types for
examples. his study laid the grqundwork for a rigorous study of folk art.
In Pattern in the M(lterial Folk Culture. Glassie defined material culture
as those aspects of "human learn ing which provide a person with plans,
methods. and reasons for producing things which can be seen and
touched" (1968:2). Giassie employed Robert Redfield's definition of the
folk society and noted that stu dents of material culture would not be
confronted with an ideal folk society but rather would be faced with
groups innuenced and dominated by popular culture. A folk group,
then. could be distinguished from an eli te or popular group by its
conservative orientation. A folk object. says Glassie, is both traditional
and "non-popular." It persists through time and is created by groups
who are part of neither high culture nor mass culture (1968:6).
Henry Glassie's viewpoints diverge most dramatically from Holger
Cahill's statements made in the early 1930s in his consideration of the
aesthetics of the folk group in determining the "folk" nature of an object
as well as viewing folk art. fir st and foremost, asa cultural artifact. In an
essay entitled "Folk Art" (1972) published four years after Pattern in the
Material Folk Culture Glassie classified folk art in relation to cultural
norm s. Folk art. he posited. r elies on local support and endorsement; is
divorced from "rapidly changing fashions"; and is conservative and
enduring (1972:258). In addition, Glassie considered questions of form.
sty le, and audience. In a folkloristic study of art it is crucial to
understand both the aesthetic views of the artist and the folk group
within which the artist works and how those aesthetics are articulated in
the art form. "The problem of folk art (as opposed to folk craft)
scholarship. then." stated Glassie in this essay "lies less in identifying
spec ific forms and technics than it does in identifying the characteristics
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oC the trad itional aesthetic philosophy that governs the selection. pro-

duction, t reatment, and use oCforms" (1972:253-254). In an attem pt to
understand the Colk aesthetic it is necessary to em ploy a rigorous study
based on cu ltural, artiCactual. scientific, and behavioral observations
(1972:268).

Classic's thinking in the Cield oCmaterial cu lture has developed most
profound ly along the lines of structu ral theory, in seeing the deep
relationsh ip between fol k objects and the environme nt from which they
arise. In an essay en titled "Structure and Fun ction. Folklore and
Artifact" (1973) Glassie outli ned a stru ctu ral approach to the study of
art ifacts. In a st ructural analysis the scholar moves "from properliesof
the object to proper ties in the mind of the object's prod ucer" (1973:326).
Such a study entails selecting an object and determining how form is
related to fun ction and how structure is related to mean in g (1973:317).
This type of study requires looki ng at artifacts more as signs than as
objects, yet "the artifact should be analyzed as practical and aesthetic, as
object and sign" (1973:340).
C1assie applied his structu ral theory of artifacts in a work entitled
Folk Housing in Middle Virginia: A Structural A nalysis of H istone
Artifacts (1975). Although this book is not directly related to folk art. as
defined for the pu r poses of th is essay. the im port of C1assie's th ink ing is
significant in the broad Cield oCmater ial cultu re studies of wh ich fo lk art
is a part.
In a 1978 essay "M ean ingCul Thin gs and Appropriate Myths: The
Artifact's Place in American Studies" Classie furthered his id eas about
probing artifacts for hidden structure and meanin g. Here. he proposed
thatartifactual languagecontained as much information about humanity and cu lture as verbal language. T hus. to discover cu ltural mea ning it
is essential to employ artifacts as a rich source of data. In many ways,
C1assie was furthe r ing Kouwenhoven's id eas. which were laid out in the
19405, regardi ng the use of nonver bal ev idence to understand American
civilization.
If Holger Cahill and others of his day brought folk art into the
limelight with their collecting efforts. Michael Owen Jones brought folk
art into th e fore of folklore scholarship with a thorough analysis of a
tradit ional artist and thecontext in which his creative activity is set. The
Hand Made Object and Its M aker( 1975). about a Kentucky chai rmaker,
was a watershed study of a folk artist for sever al reasons. F irst, J ones
departed from prev ious sc holarship by studying a contemporary, ongoing artistic activity rather than a tradition that was dead or dy ing.
Secondly, the focal point of his study was the ind ividual and not the art
object per se. J ones' central concer n was to understand human behavior
and how and why people made th ings by hand : t his approach led him to
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explore human psychology and how it affected production. Jones
eschewed concepts oC"art," "Colk," "culture," and "Col klore" because they
reveal little about the creative process. Thirdly, although studying what
is tradit ionally thought of as a craft. J ones made no distinction between
art and craft because he felt that aesthetics and utilitarian purposes
were inextricably lin ked in the chai r making bus iness.
In asignifi cantsh ift away from look ing at the object, J ones focused on
the process and the event of creating art Jones examined the many
factors which influenced the making of chairs: "tools, materials. techniques of construction, designs learned from other producers, customer
preference, mistakes, accidents, and especially the craftsman's beliefs
'
values, and aspirations" (l975:v iii ). He defined art as:
the sense of ski ll in the making or doi ng of that which functions as
(among other things) a stimulus to appreciation of an individual's
mastery of tools and material s apparent in what he has made' the
outputof that skill : and the activity man ifesting the use of that ~kill
[1975:15].

Th is approach represented a radical depar ture from previous studies of
folk art which tended to value the art object more than the individual
artists. Simon Bron ner employed this "behaviori st" approach in his
study of a Mennon ite painter entitled "Investigating Identi ty and Expression in Folk Art" (1981). Joh n Vlach noted J ones' influ ence in his
study of a blacksmith, Charleston Blacksmith (1981). TM Hand Made
Obiectand Its M aker remains an important work for folk lor ists and folk
art specialists; J ones questioned prior ways of looking at folk art and
proposed new methods of gathering data . and in so doing, hoped to gain a
better understanding of individual behavior and t he creative process.
As pointed out ear lier, the collectors of folk art focused their aesthetic
attention on three regions of the cou ntry to define an entire genre of fol k
art. SU,ch a bias is read ily apparent today. In addition, certain groups
were Viewed as being more prolific than others. John Vlach's study TM
A/ro-A merican Tradition in Decorative A rfl> (1978), thus, stands out as
an im ~rtant work which drew upon a variety of disciplines-anth ropology, history, and folklore-to define the material cultu re of ACroAmericans, a group which has largely been neglected in folk art
scholarship. This work represents an historical and eth nographic approach to folk art. Vlach surveyed Afro-Amer ican decorat ive artspottery, boatbuHding, blacksmith ing, basketry. musical instruments,
wood carving, qui lti ng, graveyard decorations, and architecture-and
presented each one in the context in which the art was created. Vlach's
study is significant because of its focus on the t rad itions of a particular
group. viewed from the aesthet ics of that group, and set within the
context of their everyday life. Vlach pointed out in his introduction that
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to look at objects alone would produce spurious results because Afro-

American arts and crafts have been practiced for so long in so many
places. Cultural infl uences. both African and European, have helped
create these traditions and only when viewed in that light can they be
properly understood. An anthology of articles on Afro-American arts
and crafts (1983) edited by William Fer ris is also an important contribution to scholarship on black material cu lture.
An exhibition held at the Winterthur Museu m in Delaware in 1977
represented the first effort on the part of a major museum to di splay a
portion of its folk art collection and include cultural informat ion on the
artifacts. Moreover , objects were selected on the basis of contemporary
notions of what constituted fol k art. In the exhibition catalogue Beyond
Necessity: A rt in the Folk Tradition (1977). Kenneth Ames analyzed and
traced the dominant thoughts and trends in fo lk art study. Ames took a
critical look at the assumptions and the stereotypes of folk art and artists
which have been perpetuated for decades and wh ich continue to influence the scholarsh ip. In the latter portion of his essay, Ames
adumbrated the key ingredients of fol k art: t radi tion, decoration, and
competence. Although Ames moved away from an aesthetic approach to
folk art and em ployed concepts of tradition and competence as central
cri teria (concepts folklori sts would agree with), the objects to which he
continually refers are largely from the 18th and 19th Centu ries. Yet,
Ames' book remains a pivotal work which challenges assumptions about
collecting and exhibiting folk art.
A second publication al so emerged from the Winterthur exhibition.
Perspectives on A merican Folk Art (1 980), ed ited by Ian Quimby and
Scott Swank, is a collection of essays written by folklorists, anthropolog ists, art histori ans, and curators. The essays, as stated in the preface,
represe nt a "revisionist treatment" of folk art: they explore historical,
regional, ethnic, and theoretical issues pertaining to folk art. The central
a im of the conference which led to this publication was to move away
from an elitist ap proach to fol k art and broaden the scope of fol k art
scholarship,
Probab ly the 19805 analogue to the exhibition cata logues published in
the 1920s and '30s wou ld be the catalogues of fo lk art ex hibitions
highlighting the folk arts within a state or a region . The folk art presented in such exhibitions is art "w hich has grown through time within a
com mu nity" (S iporin 1984:2). Historical information, cultural context.
and an emphasis on t he co ntinuance of a tradition serve to place folk art
squarely withi n the con text of a local or community setting. These
catalogues often classify art within a broad subject area such as front ier
or ranch. or whimsey and recreation; t he folk arts associated with thoee
activities are thus presented in their natural context (albeit within an
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unnatural medium), Although these catalogues vary in size and range,
several exemplary works are worth noting: Always in Season: Folk Art
and Traditional Culture in Vermont (1982) by J ane Beck; Utah Folk A rl
(1980) by Hal Cannon; Webfoots and BunchgrassC'rs: Folk A rts of the
Oregon Country (1980) by Suzi J ones; and Folk Art of Idaho (1984) by
Steve Sipor in.
Folk art exhibition catalogues from public agencies represent an
impor,t ant trend i,n folk art scholarship: "the new vantage of public
agencies.from whl~h many students of folk art write is creati ng new
pe rspectives, espeCially for the identification and presentation of folk
arti.sts" (Bronner 1984:269). By and large it is the state folk arts coord m~tors who ~re producing these ex hibitions and catalogues which
crealively combine the approaches of art historians, anthropologists
and folklorists. In keeping with the art historical tradition, theyemplo;
the medium of the exh ibition to present folk art to the public, Borrowing
from the anth ropologist, they provide rich documentation on artistic
traditions and set ~hem wit hin a meaningful cu ltural context. And. from
folklore scholarsh ip. t hey employ rigorous criteria for defining folk art
based on shared aesthetics, tradition. and informal transmission, More
studies foc using on artistic traditions within a state or region or otherwise cultu rally d ist inguishable locale are sorely needed.
The stu~y of folk ar t may be broken down into two major eras: the age
of coll~tmg and the age of interpretation and analys is, Although
folkl or.lsts tend to lament previous scholars overriding concern with
~oll~ctmg folklore and treating materials as items, collecting is an
mevl table a~d neces~ry process in most scholarly studies. Holger Cahill
was the qUintessentIal collector of folk art in the 1930s and '405 Although Cahill treated the artworks that he collected as mere texts' and
arbitrarily assigned categories of naive, folk, or primitive to them his
foresight in collecting art that was not fine art must be appl auded.'
Although there were a few folklorists study ing folk art before the
1960s, material cultur~ studies di? not take a firm hold in t he discipline
offol klore before that ti me. Thus, In the 19605 folklor ists entered an area
of st~dy that ~as bee,n ongoing since the late 19205. Folklorists approach
to ~hl s ne": fIeld of ~nterest was to move away from looking at the art
object for Its beautiful or otherwise aesthetic qualities, as their foreru~ners had, and instead concentrate on the artistic trad ition, the
arlists. ~nd the cu ltu ral environment in which the art was produced.
Folk loriSts began studying folk art at a time when the discipli ne of
fo lklore was undergoing changes in its overall approach to folklore
~aterial.s. Th is had a positive effect on the study of folk art and an
Interest In art as a text was supplemented with an emphasis on art in its
context.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECOM MENDATIONS
"Major Studies~
American Folk Art, The A rt ojthe Com m(fll Man in America: 1750-1900 (1932) by Holger
Cahill was the first major exhibition catalogue which signaled the beginn ingof the folk .art
movement. Henry Glassie's Pattern in Ih e Material Folk CUitllYe oj the Eo.ster1l ~n 'Ud
States (1968) was a landma rk study in folklore. It was the first significant work focuSlngon
ma terial culture by a folklorist. The Hand Made Object and Its Maker (1975) by Michael
Owen J ones represents an approach to folk a rt which focuses on the indiv idual and
creat ivity. Made in America: The A rtII in MO<krn Civilization (1948) by John Kouwen·
hoven is an important work which called for the use of mate r ial cultu re as a source for
social history. Beymld Neee~8ity: Art in the Folk Tradition (1 977) by Ke nneth Ames
challenges art historian's and collectors' assumptions about fol k art
" Major Reference Wo rks~
The m08t important reference tool todate for American folk art is A merican Folk A rt: A
Guide to Resources (1984) edited by Simon Bronner. It contains bibliographie cssays on
folk a rt onranized around major topics. Simon Bronner's B ibiiouraph y of A merican Folk
and Ver1Ianilar Art (1980) is the only comprehensive bibliography on American folk art.
The /IIdnoj American Del/iun (1950) by E r win Christensen is an importantSQuree hook on
early Amer ican folk art and design.
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